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Chapter

B..

NATURE AND SCOPE OF
BUSINESS
HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Human life is built around work. In order to satisfy needs, human beings are required to
perform some activities. They undertake different occupations in order to earn a living while
some activities may be pursued to derive personal satisfaction. A worker works in a factory, a
farmer works in the field, a teacher teaches in a class, a doctor checks the patients, a
businessman makes plans in his office, etc., all these persons take up some work to earn money
for satisfying their needs. Some activities may not produce direct economic gains e.g. cooking
in the house, playing, going to school, going for prayers, etc., but these are also a part of human
activities.
Types of Human Activities
Human activities may be classified into two categories :
1. Economic Activities
2.
Non-Economic Activities
1. Economic Activities
All activities, undertaken with the object of
earning money are called economic activities.
Economic activities are concerned with the
production and distribution of goods and services
for sale at a profit. These activities aim at proper
allocation and optimum use of resources and aim
to maximise the satisfaction or profit or welfare of
the individuals.
Examples of Economic Activities.
Production of goods in a factory, buying and
selling of goods by traders, production and sale of
crops by farmers, specialised personal services

r
endered by professionals like doctors, lawyers,
chartered accountants, personal service rendered by
employees and so on.
2. Non-Economic Activities
Non-economic activities are those activities
which are pursued because of social religious,
cultural, psychological or sentimental reasons.
These activities have no economii motive, but are
undertaken to have self-satisfaction. These
activities are voluntary in naturi and are undertaken
at the leisure or pleasure of the persons pursuing
them.
Examples of non-economic activities are : a
housewife working at home, a persoi engaged in
social work, attending a religious activity, listening
to a discourse by a saint attending to accident
victims by volunteers, etc. All these activities are
done for one’s owi satisfaction.
Basis
for
Classifying
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which it is performed. If the activity is undertaken
to earn monetary gain it will be an economic
activity if same activity is done without monetary
gain, it will be a non-economic activity. For
example, a teacher teaching in a school is an
economic activity because she/he is getting salary
for the work, same teacher teaching his son at home
will be non-economic activity because it does not
carry monetary gains. Similarly, a house wife
cooking food at home is a non-economic activity,
while same lady, cooking at a restaurant will be an
economic activity, since it is undertaken to earn a
salary.
Distinction Between Economic and
Non-Economic Activities

Basis
1. Meaning
2. Purpose

3. Scope

Economic Activities

Non-Economic Activities

These activities are undertaken to earn These activities are of social and
income to meet material needs.
religious nature.
These activities are pursued with These activities are undertaken with
economic motive. They are undertaken social, cultural, religious & recreational
for generation of income and wealth. motives.
Activities may take place between Non-economic activities may be among
employers and employees or between members of a family, social workers
producers and consumers or between and those being served.
service providers and clients etc.

4. Satisfaction

Economic needs of people are These activities satisfy social and
satisfied.
psychological needs of the people.
5. Money Measure- These activities are measured in money These activities have no money
ment
or money’s worth.
measurement.

TYPES OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
1.

1. Business

business

2. Profession
3. Employment
1. Business
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A profession is an occupation which involves the rendering of personal services of a
specialised nature. The services are based on professional education, knowledge, teaching etc.
The specialised service is provided for a professional fee charged from the clients. The service
of a doctor, advocate, chartered accountant, etc. are professional services.
Features of a Profession
(i) A person entering a particular profession should have specialised knowledge and
training prescribed for entering that profession. One must have a professional degree
such as C.A., LL.B., M.B.B.S. etc. for entering a particular profession.
(ii) The membership of a particular professional body is compulsory before entering that
profession. A Chartered Accountant must be a member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India and this is necessary for other professions also.
(iii) Every professional body has a code of conduct which every member must follow. It
contains norms of behaviour for members.
(iv) Professionals charge fee from clients for providing their services.
(v) A professional cannot advertise himself/herself if it is banned by the professional
bodies.
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Important Professional Bodies in India
1. Medical

Profession

Professional Body/Association
Medical Council of India

2. Legal
3. Accountancy

Bar Council of India
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

4. Company Secretaryship
5. Cost Accountancy

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
The Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India.

3. Employment
When a person undertakes to render personal service under an agreement ol employment,
he/she is said to be in service or employment, The person who employ others is called employer
and the persons getting employment are called employees. Thf service is rendered for a salary or
wage and/or other benefits attached to that job. Thf service may be in a government or a private
organisation.
(
Examples of Employment. Working in factories, offices, banks, insurance companies
shops, restaurant, salesmen etc.
Features of Employment
o
(i) An employment commences when a person joins some organisation for providing
P
personal services.
(ii) There is a relationship of employer and employee. A person taking up a job is ai
P
employee and the person who provides the service is called an employer.
g<
(iii) The employer assigns duties to the employee.
fc
(iv) An employee is not required to make capital investment.
pi
(v) The employees get salaries/wages for rendering their services to the organisation b<
(vi) The employee will have to follow service rules and regulations prescribed by thi
employer.
Bi
(vii) There are no standard qualifications for getting employment. The qualification are is
linked to the requirements of particular jobs.
nc
Al
res
CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BUSINESS
‘Business’ literally means ‘a state of being busy’. In a specific sense, business refer to any
occupation in which people regularly engage in an activity with a view to earnin' profit. All those
activities which are concerned with the production and/or purchase and sal of goods and services
with the purpose of selling them at a profit are business activities. Th activities connected with
manufacturing, trading, transport, banking, insurance, warehousing finance, advertising form a
part of business.

bei
be<
car
be

of I
Definition of Business
ear
“Business may be defined as human activities directed towards providing o pro
acquiring wealth through buying and selling goods”.
—L.H. Elam
“Business may be defined as an activity in which different persons exchang on i
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“An institution organised and operated to provide goods and services to the ciety under
the incentive of private gain”.
—Wheeler
Business may be defined as human activities concerned with production and/or xchange of
goods and services with a view to have gain or profit.
In modem times business is no longer dealing with goods or services. It cannot be efined in
terms of profit only. Society expects an important role from business at present, ollowing
activities have also become an important part of business.
(a) Providing goods and services as per the preferences of customers.
(b) Constant up-gradation of technology and production processes for providing better
products.
(c) Making innovative products available to the customers.
(d) Undertaking social responsibility for the welfare of the people.
haracteristics/ Nature of Business
Following are the main characteristics of business.
1. Economic Activity. Business is an economic activity which is undertaken with the bject
of earning money or livelihood and not because of love, affection, sympathy, or sychological
satisfaction.
2. Production or Procurement of Goods and Services. Business either produces or
procures goods and services for offering them to customers. The goods may be consumers’ goods
or producers’ goods. Consumer goods may be for immediate consumption like foodstuffs or for
future like clothes, furniture etc. Producers’ goods are used for further production of goods like
machinery, raw materials etc. The services may be in the form of tanking, insurance, warehousing,
transportation etc.
3. Sale or Exchange of Goods and Services for the Satisfaction of Human Needs.
Business involves sale or exchange of goods and services. The sale or exchange for a price is the
basic feature of business. Purchase of goods or services for personal consumption is not business.
The sale or exchange should be to earn profit only then it will be a business. \ housewife cooking
food at home for consumption is not business but cooking of food at restaurant for selling it to
others for earning profit is business.
4.Dealing in Goods and Services on a Regular Basis. Dealing in goods and services
lecomes business only if undertaken on a regular basis. An isolated transaction does not lecome a
business. The sale of an old car for buying a new one, is not business even if the :ar is sold at a
profit. If a person deals in purchase and sale of cars for earning profit, it will >e called a business.
5. Profit Earning. The main purpose of a business activity is to earn profits. The hope if
earning profits brings people into business. No business can survive for long without ;arning
profits. This is why, a businessman makes all out efforts to earn more and more irofit by
increasing volume of sales or by reducing costs.
6. Uncertainty of Return. An important feature of business is the uncertainty of return m
investments made. It is not possible to predict how much profit a businessman will earn, [here is
no certainty that there would be profits also. There may be losses despite of best :fforts of the
businessman.
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activity, but it is more prevalent in business. The factors on which business depends, ari
never certain. There may be a shift in demand, strike by employees, floods, accident, fire
economic changes, etc. Though a businessman tries to forecast future possibilities but thing may
not happen in the same way. Risk element keeps a businessman vigilant.

BUSINESS AS AN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Business is considered as an economic activity because of the following reasons:
1. Profit Motive. The main motive of every business is to earn money in the form o profit
and creation of wealth. Profit is the basic incentive to business pursuits. An activity undertaken to
earn profit is an economic activity.
2. Creation of Utilities. Business activities result in creation of utilities. Following type: of
utilities are created :
(a) Form Utility. When raw materials are converted into finished goods, it is creation of
form utility. The change in form creates more utility in goods.
(b) Place Utility. When goods are transported from the places of production to the5 places
of consumption, it is the creation of place utility. The goods are produced at certain
places and then distributed to the places where these are required.
(c) Time Utility. The goods are produced in anticipation of demand. Production is nol
done only for the present but for future also. The process of storing the goods when
these are not required and supplying them at a time when needed is called creation of
time utility.
3. Satisfaction of human wants. A business aims to satisfy human wants. Goods and
services" are produced to meet human needs. If consumers are satisfied with the goodsl services,
they will purchase them again, otherwise they may go for alternatives. Business should produce
those goods/services, which satisfy human wants.
4. Exchange of goods and services. Economic activities aim to earn money by exchange of
goods and services. Business activities result in sale, distribution or exchange of goods or services.
Distinction Between Business, Profession and Employment

1.

Basis
Nature of Work

2.

Qualifications

3.

4.

Business

Profession

Employment

It involves production and Providing specialised
exchange of goods and personal service.
services.
No specific qualifySpecialised qualifycations are required.
cations prescribed for
the profession will be
required.

Performing the work
assigned by the
employer.
Qualifications are
linked to the nature of
work to be undertaken.

Establishment

Legal formalities, if
required will be
performed.

Appointment will be
sufficient to take up the
job.

Investment

Investments are needed Some investments are No investment is
as per the nature and
needed to set up office. required.
scale of operations.
1

Membership of a
professional body is
needed.

NATURE AND SCOPE OF BUSINESS
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Basis

5.

Reward

Business

Profession

Employment

Professional fee is
Salary or wage is the
charged from the clients reward for service.
for service.
There is no risk.
It is faced by lot of risks. Risk is limited.
Profit is the reward for
business.

Risk
6.
7.

Code of Conduct

8.

Motive

9.

Transfer of Interest Transfer possible with

It may follow the code of
conduct devised by
business or trade
associations.
Profit earning is the
motive.

Only rules and regulations related to the job
Following of code of
conduct of professional are followed.
body is essential.
Service of society and Earning of salary or
earning of income or
wage is the motive.
fees is the motive.
Not Possible

Not possible

some formality

OBJECTIVES OF BUSINESS
An objective is a goal for the achievement of which all efforts are directed. It is the purpose
for the existence of an organisation. Objectives provide direction and serve as reference points.
Objectives refer to all that the business people want to get in return for what they do.
Businessmen generally pretend that their main objective is to earn profit. They want to get more
than what they have invested in the business. There is a realisation in the society that business
should also help the society by way of creating activities. The excess reliance on earning more
and more profits is not desirable.
A business has to set multiple objectives for different areas. Objectives have to be specific
in every area and sphere of business. For example, sales targets have to be set, the amount of
capital to be raised has to be decided and so on. Objectives also set targets to be achieved and
these become the measure of performance. Objectives are needed in every area where
performance and results affect the survival and prosperity of business.
Business objectives may be discussed under tire following heads :
A. Economic objectives
B. Social objectives
C. Human or Individual objectives
A. Economic Objectives
1. Profit Earning. It cannot be denied that business is started for earning profit. Profit is the
basic incentive to business pursuits. Profits are needed to face various uncertainties like trade
cycle, change in demand pattern and fluctuations in money markets. A business needs profits not
only for its existence but also for expansion and diversification. The investors want an adequate
return on their investments, workers want higher wages and the entrepreneur needs money for

10
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2. Survival. The objective of every business is to survive in the market. A business face
lot of competition from other business units, encounters fluctuating marketing environmen fears
uncertainties of future, etc. The objective of a business will be to face various type of challenges
and survive under different situations. It will be possible only when th economic position of the
business is sound and it is able to face adverse situation successfully.
3. Growth. A business will stay in the market if it is able to grow with the passage c lime.
Growth is an important objective for every business. It will be possible only if th business is
earning proper profits and is able to finance its growth and expansion. A stagnan business will
not be able to survive for long and it is essential that growth plans should b prepared and
implemented for the better future of the business.
4. Production of Quality Goods. The profit can be earned only when some exchangi of
goods and services takes place. So the next objective is to produce more goods and sel them to
the consumers. The producers estimate the demand for goods and produci accordingly. The
tastes, preferences and paying capacity of consumers must be taken int( account. A businessman
creates form, place and time utilities and meets the requirement; of the society. So, a tangible
form of wealth is produced in the form of goods.
5. Creating Markets. The aim of the business is to sell products. Marketing consists o
those efforts which effect transfers in ownership of goods and care for their physica distribution.
Marketing covers all those activities which relate to the creation of time, place and possession
utility. The businessman searches for new consumers for increasing his sales. An effort is made
to retain old consumers by supplying them better quality goods al reasonable prices. The new
markets are also exploited to keep a steady demand for goods] An enterprise cannot exist without
finding out new markets for its products.
6. Technological Improvements. A businessman should always strive to use latest
methods of production. In the world of competition, everybody tries to sell his products by
offering good quality products at lower prices. This is possible when latest technology is used for
producing goods. There should always be an endeavour to increase production and reduce costs.
The businessman should try new methods so that he may keep pace with the changing business
world.
7. Innovation. Innovation refers to new methods of production and adoption of latest
technologies. When newer and better methods of handling various functions are used then there
will be better results. The companies using innovations first will benefit the most. In a
competitive business environment innovation helps in taking advantage of latest development.
Innovations help in improving the profitability of the business.
8. Optimum Utilization of Resources. It refers to the best use of men, money, materials,
machinery, etc. The resources are scarce and their proper utilisation will help in improving the
economic position of the business.
The objectives of optimum use of resources will be achieved, if following factors are taken
into account:
(i) Proper training be given to employees so that machines and equipment are used in a
best possible way.
(ii) Wastage of materials should be curtailed.
(iii) Find out ways and means of using waste products.
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work of co-ordinating business activities according to the needs of the society. This is done
through various licensing laws. The licences are issued according to the demand for various
goods.
2. Supply of Quality Goods and Services. The supply of quality goods and services to
consumers at reasonable prices is the responsibility of the business. The business should aim at
consumer satisfaction. The supply of adulterated goods, poor in quality, unusable or harmful to
health will be against business ethics. In the present scarcity ridden periods, the consumer is the
worst affected. He is supplied poor quality goods at higher prices and still the goods are not made
available in abundance. A business cannot flourish in the long-run if it ignores consumers. It is
the duty of the business to study wants and needs of consumers and provide them with quality
goods at reasonable prices.
3. Co-operation with the Goverment. Business should co-operate with the government in
helping to achieve the objective of socialistic pattern of society. The Government of India has
devised roles both for public and private sectors. The government has fixed priorities for the
excecution of major policies for the growth and development of the nation. It is not uncommon
on the part of Indian businessmen to adopt tactics and strategies that go counter to the declared
policies of the government. The businessmen also try to evade various taxes. These things lead to
a situation of suspicion and misunderstanding between businessmen and the government. The
business community should adopt a positive approach towards policies of the government and
should help it in solving national problems.
4. Generation of More Employment. The business can help the society by creating more
and more job opportunities. The expansion of business not only helps in employing more
persons in the factory but it has a multiple effect. Persons are required at various levels in the
channels of distribution from the producers to the consumers. The business community should
plough back its profit for further expansion of business activities which will ultimately create
new job opportunities.
5. Social Service or Community Service. There is an emphasis on social responsibility of
business. Society expects that business should spend some part of its profits on community
service or creating infrastructure for better social living, some business houses are undertaking
charitable activities by opening charitable dispensaries, hospitals, schools etc. for the benefit of
needy people, Participating in social service programmes adds to the reputation of the company
and helps in establishing better image. For example, Tatas are spending a speciic amount every
year on social service projects.
6. Avoiding Environment Pollution. Environment pollution has become a major problem in
all the countries. Industrial units are contributing to environment pollution by disposing off their
wastes in rivers, lakes etc. The gases released through chimneys of industrial units is creating lot
of problems for the society. Businessmen should try to avoid all types of pollutions by intailing
mechanical devices to control it. It is the moral duty of businessmen to use environment friendly
technology and control all types of pollutions.
C. Human Objectives
Human objectives of business require that a workable balance should be maintained among
the claims of various rested groups like employees, shareholders, consumers, government etc.
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These objectives can be discussed as follows :
1. Welfare of Employees. The employees should be looked upon as human beii The
old theory that workers should be coerced to get more work is no longer valid. V the advent
of industrialisation, production has increased many times resulting in m profits to the
businessman. The employees of an enterprise help in increasing the profitabi and they should
get increased allowances or spending money on their welfare. Producth should be linked to
various incentive schemes. The workers should be rewarded for th hard work. The
businessman should look after the welfare of his workers. The works should be provided
with physical comforts, material incentives, appreciation, dignity labour which will motivate
the workers to give their best.
2. Satisfaction of Consumers. The consumers should be provided quality goods i
reasonable prices. The tastes, likings and requirements of the consumers should be give due
weightage. The business is meant for consumers and their satisfaction should be th main
objective of the business. So responsibility to consumers means setting up anc maintaining
standards of quality and service in addition to reasonable price.
3. Satisfaction of Shareholders. In the present business world, ownership an
management are in two different hands. The shareholders are spread all over the count and they
have no hand in the day-to-day working of the business. The management should give
reasonasble return on the money invested by the shareholders. The shareholders should also feel
that their money is not misused by the management. Taking these considerations into account,
company law has provided many restraints on management so that the company resources are
employed for the welfare of all. These things are important, to encourage more investments into
the business.
4. Helpful to Government. A business owes responsibility to government also.
Industrialisation has created a number of problems which a government is expected to solve. An
unplanned industrial growth has created a problem of pollution. This problem is so gigantic that
government cannot do much without the help of business community. Every industrial house this
problem. Business should also pay various taxes to the government honestly and promptly. A
should use methods of controlling pollution at unit level. It will help in reducing and controlling
government cannot be run without financial resources. Business makes main contribution to the
government funds.
Business Objective

Economic Objectives
- Profit Earning
- Survival
- Growth
- Production of Quality Goods
- Creating Market
-Technological improvements
- Innovation

Social Objectives
- Production of Goods
- Supply of Quality
Goods and Services
- Co-operation with the Government
- Generation of more Employment
- Social Service or Community
Service

-

Human Objectives
Welfare of Employees
Satisfaction of Consumers
Satisfaction of Shareholders
Helpful to Government
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ROLE OF PROFIT IN BUSINESS
Profit earning is the main objective of every economic activity. A business is also started to
earn profits. Profits are needed to cover up costs of production and also to create surplus for
further expansion and diversification. A business cannot survive for long in the absence of profits.
“Earning of profits cannot be the objective of a business any more than eating is the objective
of living.”
-Urwick
Profit earning and not profit maximisation should be the objective of a business. A business
should not indulge in any type of exploitation for the sake of increasing its profits.
Profit making is essential for business due to the following resons :
1. Survival. Profit is essential for the survival of an enterprise. No unit can continue for long
if it incurs losses for long. A unit needs replacement of old assets. It has to face adverse situations
in the business. It is the profit or surplus which enables a unit to meet various expenditure needs
and face situations like recession. Profit is a base for absorbing various shocks.
2. Expansion and Growth. Profits are the main source for the growth of a business. Using
one’s own profits for financing expansion and diversification is the best source. A concern must
earn fair profits so that it is in a position to finance its growth. Profits are essential to attract more
capital from outside. Even public enterprises are supposed to earn profits to finance expansion.
3. Measure of Efficiency. Profit earning of an enterprise is considered as a measure of
efficiency. People judge the performance of a unit from the profits earned by it. The earning of
profits over a period of time indicates the success of an enterprise.
4. Reward for Bearing Risk. Profit is the reward given to a businessman for bearing risks. A
businessman invests money in business with a hope to earn profit. The desire to earn profit
motivates a businessman to face uncertainties and unexpected risks. Profit and risk are directly
related to each other. The more the risk and more the profit, the lower the risk, less is the profit.
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5. Gaining Reputation or Goodwill. The profit earning businesses have better reputad in
the market as compared to those facing losses. The higher rate of profit helps in creati goodwill
for the business. Higher profits also help in the increase of value of shares. 1 companies earning
higher profits are able to arrange loans and obtain credit more eas The efficient employees will
also prefer to work in a company that earns good pro because such companies will be able to
pay higher salaries and wages.
The earning of sufficient profits is necessary for a business enterprise. The owners 1
expect return on their investiments and other people associated with the business also h hopes
from it. Even the survival and growth of an enterprise is linked to its earning capac

CLASSIFICATION OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
All business activities may broadly be classified into two categories-industry commerce.
Industry is concerned with the production or processing of goods and mater whereas commerce
includes all those activities which are required for facilitating exchange of goods and services.
Activities relating to business are shown as follows :

INDUSTRY : MEANING AND TYPES
Industry refers to an activity which converts raw materials into useful product involves
changing of form from raw material into finished goods. Industry imparts f utility to goods.
The goods produced may be consumer goods and producer goods. Consu goods are those
which are used by consumers for satisfying their wants. For example, i items, clothes, drugs,
etc. are consumer goods.
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units, producing textile goods from cotton, iron and steel industry refers to f all types of units
manufacturing iron and steel items. Certain services such as banking, transport, insurance, etc.,
are also referred to as industry, say banking industry, transport industry, insurance industry.
Industries may be divided into three categories :
(a) Primary Industries
ib) Secondary Industries
(c) Tertiary Industries
(a) Primary Industries
Primary industries relate to all those activities which are connected with the extraction,
production, processing of natural resources and reproduction of living species.
These industries may be classified as
(i) Genetic Industry and [ii] Extractive Industry
(i) Genetic Industry. Genetic industry is related to the re-producing and multiplying of
certain species of animals and plants with the object of earning profits from their sale, Nurseries,
cattle-breeding, fish-hatcheries, poultry farms, are all covered under genetic industry. The plants
are grown and birds and animals are reared and then sold on profit. No doubt nature, climate and
environment play an important part in these industries, but human skill is also important.
(ii)
Extractive Industry. The extractive industry is engaged in raising some form of
wealth from the soil, climate, air, water or from beneath the surface of the earth. These industries
are classified into two categories. In the first category, workers merely collect goods already
existing. Mining, fishing and hunting are covered in this category. In the second category, the
goods are to be produced by the application of human skill, i.e., agriculture and forestry. Extractive
industries, supply basic raw materials that are mostly the products of the soil. Products of these
industries are usually transformed into many useful products by manufacturing industries.
(b) Secondary Industries
Secondary industries are related to the processing of materials which have already been
produced by primary industries. For example, the mining of iron ore is a primary industry, but
manufacturing of steel is a secondary industry. Secondary industries may further be divided into:
manufacturing and construction industries.
(1) Manufacturing Industries. This industry is engaged in the conversion of raw materials
into semi-finished or finished goods. This industry creates form utility in goods by making them
suitable for human use. Most of the goods which are used by consumers are produced by
manufacturing industries. These industries supply machines, tools and other equipment to other
industries too. The products of extractive industry are generally used as raw materials by
manufacturing industry.
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Manufacturing industries produce two types of goods:
(?') Consumer goods. These are the goods which are directly consumed by the
consume] for meeting day-to-day needs. For example, bead, toothpaste, soap, oil, clothes, etc.
(??) Industrial goods. The goods which are produced for manufacturing consumi
goods are known as industrial goods. For example, machinery, equipment, tools are requiri to
manufacture consumer goods. These are industrial goods.
Manufacturing industries may further be sub-divided as follows:
(1) Analytical Industry. In this industry, a product is analysed and many products ari
received as final products, in the processing of crude oil, we will get kerosene, petrol, g; and
diesel, etc.
(ii) Processing Industry. In this industry a product passes through various processes to
become a final product. The finished product of one process becomes the raw material of the
receiving process and soon, the final process produces the finished goods. In case of cotton Ft
textiles, cotton passes through ginning, weaving and dyeing processes to become cloth. Sugar
industry and paper industry are other examples of processing.
sho
(iii) Synthetic Industry. In this industry, many raw materials are brought together in goo
manufacturing process to make a final product. In manufacturing cement, rocks, gypsum, coal,
proc
etc., are required. Soap-making, paints are the other examples of synthetic industry.
Thes
(iv) Assembly Industry. This industry assembles different components to make a new
product, as in the case of television, cycle, car, computer etc.
numl
(2) Construction Industry. This industry is engaged in the creation of infrastructure for
societ
smooth development of the economy. It is concerned with the construction, erection or
fabrication of products. These industries are engaged in the construction of buildings, roads, consu
dams, bridges, and canals. These industries use the products of other industries such as cement, throug
iron, bricks, wood, etc. Engineering and architectural skills play an important part in construction consul
2.
industry. Engineering and construction firms are organised for undertaking operations of
as
cons
construction industry.
from pk
(c) Tertiary or Service Industry
in remoi
Tertiary or service sector deals with all those activities which smoothen the flow of goods with the
and services from the manufacturers /producers to those who use them. Service industry
3. R
supplements the activities of primary and secondary industries. Service industry is the backbone
the help
of all business activities.
i various
These activities include :
trt
produce
(?) Transport
(ii) Banking
(iii) Insurance
rs
(iv) Warehousing
(v) Advertising.
Banking
The contribution of this sector is as follow :
fa
(?) Transport. Movement of goods from the places of production to the places of their
4. Ren
requirement.
required thi b
(ii) Banking. Extending of all types of financial services required for production as well
are requ but
as commercial activities.
may be goods
(iii) Insurance. Covers all types of risks related to business.
need i
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6. Removing the Hindrance of Knowledge. There is a need to bring to the notice of customers
about the arrival of new products in the market. There is no direct link between; producers and
consumers. It is with the help of advertising that new products and services j are brought to the notice
of consumers and others. The advertising branch of commerce | helps in removing the hindrance of
I
knowledge by spreading awareness about the new j products and their utility.
I

CLASSIFICATION OF COMMERCE
Commerce can be classified into two categories :
1. Trade
2. Aids to Trade
TRADE
Purchase and sale of goods and services is called trade. It is an essential part of commerce.
Trade helps in transferring goods from producers to consumers. In these days, goods are produced on
a large scale and it will not be possible for producers to contact consumers for sale of goods. There
are businessmen, engaged in trade, who make goods available to consumers in different markets. The
producers are relieved of the botheration of marketing and they can concentrate on production
activities. In the absence of trade, it will not be possible to produce goods on a large scale.
Trade may be divided as :
(i) Internal Trade
(li) External Trade
(i) Internal Trade. The purchase and sale of goods and services inside the country is called
internal trade. Buying or selling of goods and services takes place within the geographical boundaries
of the country. The exchange of goods and services takes place in the currency of the country.
Internal trade may be of two types :
(a) Wholesale Trade
(b) Retail Trade
(a) Wholesale Trade. In wholesale trade, goods are purchased in large quantity and are sold to
retailers. A wholesaler is a link between the producer and the retailer. The producers can produce in
large quantities, and sell the goods in large quantity to retailers. A wholesaler is generally specialised
in one line of product and maintains large stocks. He sells the goods to retailers in small quantities.
(b) Retail Trade. Retail trade involves selling goods to the final customers. The goods are
purchased from wholesalers and are sold to consumers in small quantity. A retailer is a link between
a wholesaler and a consumer. A retailer deals in a variety of goods and makes purchases from
different wholesalers.
(it) External Trade. Trade between two or more nations is called foreign trade or international
trade. This involves the exchange of goods and services between the citizens of two nations. For
example, India's trade with USA, Japan, France, U.K., etc.
Foreign trade transactions are classified under three categories, viz., import trade, export trade,
entrepot trade.
{a) Import Trade. It refers to the purchase of goods from a foreign country. Import of
technology and capital goods are encouraged instead of consumer goods.
(b) Export Trade. It refers to the sale of goods to a foreign country. Developing countries like
India, encourage exports because it brings foreign exchange.
(c) Entrepot Trade. Sometimes goods are purchased or imported from one country with the
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goods and services. Business infrastructure includes transport, banking, warehousing, insurance,
communication, financing and other allied services known as aids to trade.
These services are discussed as follows :
1. Transport and Communication. Goods may be produced at places where they are in less
demand. These goods are to be taken to the places of consumption. With the help of transport
facilities we can create ‘place utility’ in goods. The goods are taken from a place where there is less
demand, to the places, where they are in more demand. The place utility helps the producer to
increase the production and earn a remunerative price. The consumer is also helped by supplying him
with the goods, which otherwise might not have reached him. The various modes of transport i.e.,
road, rail, sea, air have helped the growth of commerce and industries. The producer can produce
goods on any scale, the demand will be there, provided the goods suit the consumers.
Besides transport facilities, there is also a need for communication facilities so that producers,
traders, consumers may exchange information among one another. The telephone, postal facilities
may also be regarded as auxiliaries to business activities.
2. Banking and Finance. There is always a time lag between the production and sale of goods.
The traders purchase goods from the producers and then sell to the consumers. It takes time to collect
money after sale. There is a need to finance trade activities. The commercial banks and financial
institutions help trade in the shape of overdraft, loans, or cash credit. These institutions play an
important role in international trade, where trading parties are not known to one another. The
documents are sent through banks who release the documents after collecting the dues. So, banks
help in overcoming financial problems. Commercial banks also help promoters of companies to raise
capital from the public.
3. Warehousing. Goods are produced in anticipation of demand. They may also be produced at a
time, when they are not needed. So, there is a need to store goods upto a time, these are not required
for consumption. The hindrance of time is overcome with the help of warehouse. The foreign trade
needs the help of warehouse even more because there is more time gap between production and
consumption. Agricultural products are produced seasonally, but they are required throughout the
year. So, there is a need to store them, so that they may be supplied according to demand.
4. Advertising. The consumers may not be aware of the availability of various goods in the
market. The absence of information about goods is a great hindrance in the way of consumers buying
them. The producer will also like to increase his customers. The advertisement helps in informing the
consumers about the availability and usefulness of various products in the market.
5. Insurance. There is a risk involved in transporting goods from one place to another. There can
be a risk due to fire or theft. The fear of loss of goods due to any cause acts as an obstacle in the
development of trade. The insurance companies provide a coverage for
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all types of losses of goods. The insurance coverage has given a fillip not only to the nationa trade,
but also to the international trade.
Distinction Between Trade, Commerce and Industry

1.

Basis of
Difference
Meaning

Trade
It is related to the
purchase and sale of
goods.

Commerce

Industry

It deals with all those
activities which deak
wutg taking of goods
from producers to
consumers.

All those activities which
deal with the conversion
of raw materials into
finished goods are
covered in industry.
The requirements of
Commerce requires less Capital needs are high
capital are more in trade capital.
for industry because it
as compared to
requires purchase of
commerce.
huge raw materials and
investments of goods in
process.

2.

Capital

3.

Scope

Trade deals only with Commerce includes
purchase and sale of trading and other
servicing activities.
goods.

Industry deals with those
goods which relate to
primary, manufacturing
processing etc.

4.

Risk

It involves a greater
amount of risk of fall in
prices or changes in
demand

Industry involves greater
amount of risk as
compared to any other
activity.

The risk involved in
commerce is comparatively less.

Hr ■JS.

Inter-relationship between Trade, Commerce and Industry
Industry, commerce and trade are inter-related to each other. Industry is related to | c production
of goods and providing of services. No commercial activities are possible I Ij without industry and
production. Commerce is connected with the distribution of goods , f and services. Industry and
production cannot survive in the absence of commerce. The ir| goods produced must reach the
consumers. Commerce helps in distribution of goods to | n the users and this, in turn, helps industry.
Both industry and commerce are dependent n upon each other. Industry provides a base to commerce
and commerce helps industry in f, its development. Trade involves buying and selling of goods. It is
a media for transfer of goods from producers to consumers. Trade provides a foundation for the
development of commerce. The development of trade at international level has helped the
industry in increasing the scale of production. On the other hand, the increased production of
goods will require more trade activities. There is a link and dependence of industry, trade and
commerce on one another.
v;
m
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such as finance, accounting, personnel, research and development are also important for
running the concern. Various business functions are inter-dependent and the efficient
performance of all of them is necessary to run the enterprise efficiently. The marketing
function will be meaningless without production function whereas production function will
not be achieved without production function whereas production function will not be achieved
without the support of marketing. The finance function will be all the more important to
support othe functions. The integration of various functions will be necessary to run an
enterprise efficiently. Some of the businesss functions are discussed herewith.
1. Production Function. Production function involves transformation of raw materials
into goods and service and making them useful. A number of other inputs such as labour,
capital, machinery will also be necessary to carry out this function. The production function
has become a specialised function in modern business. A number of other factors like plant
location, layout, production planning and control, quality control, industrial engineering,
repairs and maintence, material management etc., too need a special treatment.
2.Marketing Function. Market is a process involving activities ranging from getting
goods from producers and sending them to ultimate consumers or users. It involves all efforts
to creat customers for the products and provide maximum satisfaction to them. This function
involves the developement and use of an appropriate marketing mix consisting of product,
price promotion and physical distribution. This mix has to be decided by keeping in view the
business environment on a particular time. Marketing research is becoming an impotant
element of marketing in the present competitive world. An enterprise has to improve its
product and devise different marketing techniques to survive in the business. Marketing also
involves decisions like product design, package, brand name, pricing policies, distribution
channels, advertising methods etc.
3. Personnel Function. Personnel function is concerned with people at work.and with their
relationship within an enterprise. It aims to bring together and develop into an effective
organisation the men and women who make up an enterprise. This function is concerned with
employment, development and compensation of the personnel and the provision of working
conditions and welfare measures to maintain a good working force in the organisation. The
enterprise should endeavour to make proper utlisation of human resources. This will require an
attractive wage policy, incentive plans and proper motivational approach. The success of a
business is directly related to the efforts of its man power. So, a balanced personnel policy will
help the enterprise to deal with this function in an effective manner.
4. Finance Function. Finance function is the important of all business functions. It
remains in focus of all activitites. It is not possible to substitute or eliminate this function
because the business will close down in the absence of finance function. A business needs
finance for developing and expanding an enterprise. The funds will have to be raised from
various sources. The cources will be selected in relation to the implications attached with
them. The recieving of money is not enough, its utilisation is more important. The money once
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KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define economic activities.
2. What is meant by non-economic activities ?
3. State the features of a profession.
4.

What is meant by employment ? State three examples of employment.

5.

Is business an economic activity ?

6.

Describe the personal objectives of employees.

7.

Why is profit important for a business ?

8.

Discuss the meaning and types of primary industries.

9.

Are business and commerce the same ? Explain.

10. What is meant by aids to trade ?
11. State any two functions of business.

B.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. What do you mean by human activities ? Distinguish between economic and non economic
activities.
2.

Define business and state its features.

3.

Discuss primary and secondary industries with the help of examples.

4.

Discuss various objectives of business.

5.

Is business an economic activity ? Why a business needs profits ?

6.

Discuss various types of industries.

7.

Distinguish between business, trade and commerce.

8.

What is commerce ? State various functions of commerce.

9. Discuss trade and aids to trade.
10. ‘Business is an institution organised and operated to provide goods and services unde the
incentive of gain". Discuss.

Chapter

SOCIAL RESPNSIBILITY
OF BUSINESS

CONCEPT

A number of significant changes are taking place in social, economic, political and [other
spects. The role of business is being re-examined in the light of these developments. ■There is a call
or social consciousness on the part of business. It is heartening of note that Rome big business
ouses are paying attention to the social cause. There is an effort to [improve the quality of goods
upplied to the society. The research and development [programmes are directed to find out way and
means for improving the quality of living of the society.
' The only aim of business is no more ‘profit maximisation’. The classical school of thought was of
he view that a business serves well if it uses resources efficiently and iconomically. The society is
elped in getting goods and services at prices which consumers are willing to pay. By doing all this
he business also maximises its profits. The main responsibility of business was to its owners. Their
nterests should be given primary importance by the business. This feeling changed during the second
uarter of 20th century, twas felt that besides owners, business should evolve a balance in the
nterests of employees, customers, suppliers, government and the general public. In maintaining this
alance it is pot necessary that profits of the business will be adversely affected, rather these may
ncrease in the long run.
1
At present there is a feeling that business should help in overcoming social problems, it should try
o help society even at the cost of reducing its profits. After all, it is the society [consisting of workers
nd consumers which enable business to earn profits.
Social responsibility refers to the obligations and duties of business to the society. In the words
f K.K. Andrew, “Social responsibility may be taken to mean intelligent and [objective concern
or the welfare of the society. ’’ Howard R. Bowen is of the view that social responsibility is the
bligation of the decision-makers to take actions which protect and ■nprove the welfare of the
ociety as a whole along with their own interests.
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FACTORS RESPONSIBLE
RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

THE

REALISATION

OF

SOCIA

At present the business is more responsive to the needs and requirements of ti society than
was earlier. Some of the factors responsible for the realisation of tl responsibility are discussed a
follows :
1.
Market Forces. Market forces play an important role in making a businessm
responsible to social obligations. In a cut throat competition, a consumer has a wit choice fo
selecting the goods. Those producers who produce quality goods and sell the at cheap rates will fin
favourable response from consumers. Those who do not both about paying capacity, preferences an
the needs of consumers may not find any mark for their products. Market forces are helpful in makin
the businessmen aware of the social obligations.
2.
Government Intervention. State plays an important role in making a businessm
responsive to society. A number of legislations are enacted to make it obligatory for tl businessman t
obey them. Government fixes and revises wages and other amenitii which a business should pay to i
employees. There are a number of laws regardir security of workers at work and for controllin
pollution from industrial units. 1 here a! regulations for fixing of prices of various products. Nobod
can charge more than tl
piescv'toeCi guidelines.

Besides various regulatory measures if the business still tries to exploit employees
consumers then there is a threat of nationalisation. When government feels that a partici industr
is not behaving responsibly and ignores its social obligations, then it can nationa the who
industry or may take over a particular unit for this reason. Bank nationalisat was a step in th
direction.
3. Emergence of Professional Managers. The system of owner- manager is giving \ ~ to
professional people. There is a divorce between ownership and management. The jot
management is assigned to professional managers. These managers themselves be employee
have a different approach towards management. They understand the difficult faced by employee
and try to tackle them in a compassionate way.
4. Growth of Trade Unions. The workers have always been weak in bargaining
management. The employees have been dictating terms on wage rates and worki conditions. Th
development of trade unions among workers have greatly changed 1 situation. Their strength ha
grown with their unity. Workers can know how to bargain higher wages and better workin
conditions. Managements also try to give more and me benefits to workers for avoiding an
conflict. The development of trade unions has ma managements to think about the welfare of the
employees.
5. Public Scrutiny. The working of business houses is open to public scrutiny the day
People may not be interested in the working of a small number of proprietary ai partnershi
concerns but they do feel concerned about the performance of joint stoj companies. The fin
accounts of every company are filed with the Registrar of Compani every year and anybod
paying a nominal fees can study them. The exposure of busine to the public has made it consciou
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Various thinkers have specified social and other issues where business should mtribute. A
eeling has come to stay that business does not operate only to promote and rotect its own
nterest. It has to do something for the society on which it is entirely ependent. Some social
sues requiring business attention are discussed as follows :
1. No discrimination in employment. Women and minorities have generally been
criminated against as far as careers and professions are concerned. Everybody should be ven
qual opportunities for getting jobs and then prosperousing there. In India, there is bias against
ntouchables. They are not offered positions of responsibility. By avoiding iscrimination on the
asis of caste, creed, age, sex etc. business can help in creating a alanced social structure.
2. Support for educational institutions. Business should provide funds for the evelopment
f educational facilities in the country. Though there may not be direct benefit > the business but
ertainly it benefits from such spendings. Business gets trained personnel om educational
nstitutions and research undertaken at some centres also benefits the usiness. Business should
upplement the efforts of the government in creating educational nd vocational facilities.
3. Help for charitable causes. Business should spend for charitable causes where there no
eturn to it. There are institutions which help the needy, sick, old age people etc. These istitutions
re run on generous donations from people. A business concern will have the itisfaction of
ontributing for a noble cause if such help is extended.
4. Modernising Facilities. Business undertakings should undertake modernisation and
hnology upgrading plans on regular basis. Such an exercise helps in increasing production nd
educing cost of products. There should be efforts to create more and more employment
portunities so that people are able to get jobs. Modernising activities should also help concern in
educing air and water pollution etc.
5. Controlling use of hazardous products. There are some products whose use is armful to
he society. The products such as tobaco, alcohol, drugs etc. should be produced nd marketed as
er the guidelines of the government so that their use is restricted as far s possible.

RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS TOWARDS DIFFERENT INTEREST
GROUPS

At present, business is expected to balance the interests of various sections of society, rofit
making may be one objective to satisfy owners but there are many more parties which cpect
much from the business. The employees, consumers, government, community want usiness to
erve them well. In the words of Peter Drucker, “To manage a business is to dance a variety of
eeds and goals. Objectives are needed in every area where performance nd results, directly
nd vitally, affect the survival and prosperity of the business.... there re eight areas in which
bjective of performance and results have to set; market standing; movation ; productivity;
hysical and financial resources ; profitability ; manager erformance and development ;
orker performances and attitude ; and public wonsibility. ”
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A business is responsible to safeguard the interests of following sections:
1. Shareholders. An enterprise should provide a fair return on the investment mad< by
the shareholders. This is essential to encourage them for providing further funds to thi company,
if necessary. In case shareholders do not get proper dividend then they wil hesitate to invest
additional funds in the concern.
The shareholders should be provided with correct information about the company s< that
they are in a position to understand the real position of the enterprise. The Companie Act
required managements to give full disclosure in the published statements. Any attemp on the part
of management to suppress information from shareholders will be detrimenta to the growth of
business. People may start disbelieving what management says. For thi healthy growth of
business shareholders may be kept fully informed about the working o the undertaking.
2. Employees. Managements should understand the role of employees in a prope
perspective. It is only with the whole-hearted co-operation of employees that a business cai
achieve success. The employees are conscious of their rights. It is no more possible t< exploit
them. They demand a share in the prosperity of the company. The employees shouk be taken into
confidence while taking important decisions affecting their interests. Th< representatives of
employees are being made members of Board of Directors. This will helj management in
knowing the viewpoint of workers and making them a party in decisions
The workers may be offered incentives for raising their performance. The theory o
punishing the workers no longer works. Many business undertakings are resorting to th<
introduction of wage incentives. The workers are offered additional wages if they raise thei
performance beyond a certain level.
Business should look after the mental, physical, economic and cultural satisfaction o the
employees. They should be treated as human beings instead of subordinates. Th< interests of
business and employees are common and are dependent on each other. Wher business looks after
the welfare of employees then they will also wholeheartedly work fo: its prosperity.
3. Government. Government is required to ensure the best of available natural resource:
for the welfare of the society. This is possible only with the help of business. Every governmen
sets priorities for the development of the country. Sometimes there is need to make investments
in fields which may offer less returns. Business should not hesitate to entei fields of national
importance even if these are profitable.
A number of legislatives are formed by the government for proper regulation anc control
of business. Businessmen should ensure the implementation of these laws. There may be a
proposal to enact new laws for the business. Business representatives should convey their view
points to the government on such measures and should help in making these laws successful.
A number of taxes are imposed on business for collecting revenue. Businessmen should
pay various taxes in time and help government in collecting funds. They should not resort to tax
evasions rather declare their incomes honestly and correctly.
4. Community. The development of business brings a number of problems. If these
problems are not taken care of then these are bound to adversely affect the society. The problem
of industrial wastes has created a problem of environmental pollution. There is a contamination
of air and water. This has caused diseases and deaths. It is the duty of every industrial
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The business should set apart a part of the profits for spending on civic and educational
facilities. This will also reduce burden of the government.
5. Environment. Environmental issues have acquired great importance all over the world.
Business is expected to play a positive role in the following areas :
[a)
Conservation of natural resources. The natural resources of every country
should be used wisely. Natural resources are used as inputs by the business. These
resources are depleting at a fast rate. It is the responsibility of the business to use these
resources very judiciously. The scarce resources should be saved by finding out
alternative sources. The use of coal can be reduced if alternative sources of energy are
developed. Similarly forests can be saved if use of wood and pulp can be replaced by
some other products.
(b) Pollution Control. Pollution Control has become a global issue at present. The pollution
of air and water are creating problems for the society. It is the responsibility of the
business to exercise control over its wastes. The toxic of wastes, excessive noise,
chemical pesticides, automobile exhaust etc. need to be checked. Business can control
pollution by recycling its wastes and by minimising the pollution in the first place.
6. Consumers. Business policies directly affect the consumers in many way. Responsibility
of business extends to followings areas
(a) Product. The type of product manufactured by the business is used by the consumers.
The quality, design, safety, durability, efficacy of the product have a direct effect on
consumer satisfaction. The availability of good products at reasonable prices will
enhance consumer satisfaction. Business should take into account consumer preferences
and their buying capacity while deciding its manufacturing policies.
(b) Marketing. The consumers should be provided full information about the products
through advertisement or other sources. They should not be misled by wrong claims
about products. Marketing policies should be planned to educate and help consumers
rather than deceiving and cheating them.

CASE FOR SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS OF BUSINESS

A feeling is persisting for long that a business should not only look to its own interests but
should be responsive to social needs. It should play an active role in mitigating the ills of society
such as unemployment, environment, pollution, educational backwardness, lack of medical
facilities etc. In this context it will be better to see if the business is infact obliged to help the
society or not. The following arguments will support the involvement of business in social
activities.
I. Creation of Society. Business is the creation of society. A business is set up to produce
goods and provide services to the members of society. The demand for products or services
arises from consumers who are a part of social set up. In case business does not
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respond positively to the needs of society, it can be compelled to do so through governmen
regulations and laws. Since business is a part and parcel of society, it must think of obligation;
2. Long-term Interests of Business. The performance of social obligations by a busines
will not only be in the interest of the society but in its own interest also. People with health
environment, people with education and good health will make them as good customer;
employees and neighbours. A better social set up will help and encourage the growth c business
The neglect of society will harm the interests of business itself. A business shoul respect various
laws and regulations relating to price fixation, quality control, safety measure; pollution control
etc. Any violation of such measures may attract fines or penalties. Th society may reject an
enterprise if it does not care for the social welfare.
3. Moral Justification. There is a feeling among businessmen that it is their responsibilit
to help society in overcoming its problems. A business depends entirely on the society fc supply
of employees and customers. The prosperity of a business should be shared wit the society in the
form of meeting its social obligations. If a business does not respond t the social needs then
government may enact laws for asking the business to do or not t do a certain act. In that case the
business will lose its freedom of action. Instead of bein forced under legislations, business itself
should help the society in overcoming variou problems such as unemployment, pollution,
inadequacy of goods etc.
4. Socio-cultural norms. A business should be responsive to the socio-cultural norm of a
country. In a country like India where social and cultural values have a long and ric heritage, a
business promoting social equality, better opportunities, consumer service, health
employer-employee relations will enjoy better social patronage. A business working again;
traditional values will face resistance and criticism from the society and it will be compelle to
change its attitude.
5. Useful to Owners’ Interests. A business enterprise realising its social responsibilitie
will protect owners’ interests also. Public will have a good opinion of those enterprise which are
responsive to social obligations. This will enhance the reputation of such unii in stock exchanges
and it will result in raising the value of shares and debentures held b the owners.

CASE AGAINST ASSUMING SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS

A business unit is treated as an economic institution so it is supposed to protect ii interests.
The feeling is that the unit is run with the money invested by owners so the interest lies in
earning more profits. It is argued that a business should not assume an social responsibility
Following arguments are given to favour this view :
1. Diverting from Business Objective. A business unit is started with the main aim (
profit maximisation. It should concentrate on that objective only. The welfare of employee and
owners is also served well by increasing profitability. The involvement of business i social work
will divert its attention from its main path. Moreover performance of socii obligations will
involve large sums of money. Such spendings will adversely affect th financial position of a
concern.
2. Increase in Prices. When a business house is required to spend money on undertakin
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business on society may create many social, economic and political problems.
4. Lack of Understanding. A businessman devotes all his energies in running his unit
moothly and efficiently. He may not be able to tackle social problems properly. He may
not have the required skill in solving complex social problems.
5. Lack of Accountability. The management of a business is accountable to the owners
lor its performance. It will not be accountable to anyone for its social obligations. It will not
be possible to control the performance of a business.

(SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS IN INDIA

Since independence, the Government of India has been helping the business in one I way
or the other. Earlier, it was to protect the business from foreign competition and then Bio give
various incentives for its growth. The business has now reached a take off stage and Bit is in a
position to help various segments of society. Efforts are now made to make the j business
responsive to society.
f In March, 1965 an international seminar was held in New Delhi to define the social H
responsibility of business. It was followed by another seminar in March, 1966 in Calcutta B in
which ways and means were outlined for the concept of social responsibilities. A National B
Committee on Social Responsibilities of Business too was constituted. With a view to help
■rural areas, in 1980 big business houses were persuaded to adopt 100 villages for developing
Bthem as model villages.
The private business can contribute for social uplift in the following areas :
1. The business can contribute in the area of employment. Government is spending a lot of
money on teaching people in various fields. It has opened a large number of medical and
engineering colleges, training institutes etc. The students coming out of the institutions will
need job. Business should create enough job opportunities to absorb persons. The
creation of new jobs is not a problem but a challenge which business should accept.
[ 2. The removal of regional disparities is also the responsibility of business. The industrial policy has also given a proper thrust for the
development of underdeveloped areas. It may require some more investments in creating infrastructural facilities. The
business should set up new units in those areas which have been neglected earlier.
I, 3. The rural areas should be developed so that these areas are also able to reap the benefits of development. The cottage and
small scale industries should be given encouragement and it will improve the quality of life in rural areas.
I 4. The adverse impact of industrialisation is felt in tfw area of environment. The business units should
make proper efforts in controlling, pollution so that ecological balance is maintained.
I 5. The business should help in supplementing governmental efforts in developing the area where
the units are located. Big industrial units can open schools, colleges,
dispensaries, construct roads and create recreational facilities not only for theii
employees but also for the people living in those areas.
The business units in India have, of late, started realising their responsibility toward
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units to take effective measures for controlling pollution. Besidei legislative measures, there is
a need to create awareness about social responsibility Businessmen should look beyond their
own interests. They should prepare some code o ethics for helping the social upliftment. They
should develop a feeling that society too ha some claim on their progress.

"KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS |
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Explain the meaning of social responsibility of business.
2. Discuss the responsibility of business towards employees.
3. How market forces create awareness about social responsibility ?
4. Discuss in brief social responsibility of business towards community?
5. What are the objection against social responsibilities of business ?

B.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What components of society affect and are affected by the activities of a busines } enterprise?
2. Discuss the factors which led to the recognition of social responsibility.
3. List various causes which have forced the business to assume social responsibilities
1

c

4.
5.
6.
7.

Discuss the concept of social responsibility of business.
Discuss the responsibility of business towards different sections of society.
Write an account of social issues for business.
What is meant by social values ? Describe various types of social values.

Chapter

PROMOTION OF
AN ENTERPRISE
.

ANING OF PROMOTION

The promotion of every business requires a process to be followed. A number of alities have to
be completed before a unit can come into existence. The length of sss and the number of
formalities vary with the type of organisation and scale of itions. It is easy to start sole trade and
partnership concerns but a joint stock company res a lengthy process.
According to L.H. Haney, “Promotion may be defined as the process of organising and ning
the finance of a business enterprise under the corporate form”.
CM. Gernstenberg says, “Promotion may be defined as the discovery of business rtunities,
and the subsequent organisation of funds, property and managerial ability i business concern
for the purpose of making profits therefrom. ” Promotion is considered itting an idea into
practice.
Guthmann and Dougal consider that, “promotion starts with the conception of the idea which
the business is to evolve and continue down to the point at which the business ly ready to begin
operations as a going concern. ”

PECTS OF PROMOTION

Promotion of a business involves two types of decisions. First the entrepreneur will to select a
business idea after evaluating it properly and then making efforts to procure us inputs needed to
start the business. The second aspect of promotion involves the )letion of various formalities
which may be required under various laws or statues, e formalities are linked to the form of
organisation. A sole-trade business may not re much of legal formalities but a joint stock
company involves a lengthy process for porating it. So the first aspect of promotion be termed as
entrepreneurial decisions and econd aspect may deal with legal aspect or legal formalities
involved in promotion.
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STEPS FOR STARTING AN ENTERPRISE

I. Discovery of a business idea
II. Evaluating the idea
IV. Assembling of various inputs
III. Selection of an idea
An entrepreneur is expected to take following steps for starting a new enterprise.
I. Discovery of a Business Idea
The first stage in setting up a new venture is the conception of a new idea. A numbe of
proposals, suggestions, ideas, reports, surveys are considered before finally making uj mind to
go with a specific idea. This should be based on facts and figures and not 01 intuition. A market
survey may be conducted to find out the demand and supply positioi of different products or
services. The nature of the product or service should also be kep in mind. The demand can be
continuous,seasonal or temporary. The units already in thi market for meeting the existing
demand should be taken into account. At first instance thi new venture wants to fill the gap
between supply and demand. An expert advice fron professional persons like dealers,
consultants, advertising agencies, bank managers can als< be obtained. The viability of
marketing the product should be the first thing to be analysed An idea about consumer likings
and preferences should also be obtained. Since consume preferences are rapidly changing, a
survey can be conducted to know the future preference of consumers. Every country is facing a
global competition these days because of Worli Trade Organisation guidelines, it will be better
to know the production trends in developei nations also. Every enterprise has to face competition
from multinationals, this factor shouli also be kept in mind. Information is also available about
various projects and industries There may be detailed information available about technical,
financial, marketinj requirements and prevailing position. A careful analysis of such information
may also hel] in choosing a right product or service.

Sources of Ideas
There are numerous sources from which an entrepreneur may get an idea to selec a
particular line of activity, some of these sources are discussed as under.
(i) Product Profile. An analytical study of the end product or the by product may hel] in
deciding about the product idea. A small scale entrepreneur may take up thi
manufacturing of a small component for supplying it to a large scale unit engage! in
assembling of a main product. An entrepreneur may try a product which ha: a ready
market in the area. Similarly many more options can be thought of whili analysing a
product profile.
(ii) Market Considerations. The demand and supply conditions of different product:
should be analysed. The entrepreneur may try to analyse the scope in unfulfillec
demand of the product. For example, when surf started fulfilling the demand o a
washing powder for rich people, Nirma concentrated on lower middle classe: and
achieved phenominal results.
(iii) Imports and Exports. The Government of India is offering a number of incentivei for
exporters in order to create a favourable balance of trade. If some product ha; the
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(iv)
Social and Economic Trends. Social and economic trends go on changing,
creating new opportunities for products. People go for better and quality products when
income goes up. Similarly social changes bring changes in tastes and preferences. The
current demand for durables, electronic goods, ready made garments is mainly due to
social and economic changes. The entrepreneur should keep a watch on those changes
and try to avail new opportunities.
(v) Changes in Consumption Pattern. The entrepreneurs should keep a watch on the
changing consumption pattern of the people. In India, people are preferring fast food
now even though it was preferred in developed countries. One can see that international
fast food giants are entering Indian markets. The preference for granulated coffee
instead of coffee powder is another example of change in consumption pattern.
(i|) Technological changes. The emerging technological changes in indigenous and foreign
market may be a source of another idea for an entrepreneur. The new opportunities can
be associated with new technology if properly employed.
(vii)
Trade Fairs. National and international trade fairs may be another source of new
ideas. The manufacturing giants display their products at these fairs and opportunities
for supplying them accessories may emerge from such fairs. Every new product will
require the support of many ancillary units, such situations should be properly watched
and analysed.
(viii)
Revival of Sick Units. There are long lists of sick units especially in small scale
sector. The entrepreneurs are unable to meet their financial obligations to loaning
agencies and the later take over these units for recovering the loans. There may be other
reasons too for the failure of these units. These units are generally available at
reasonable rates. The entrepreneur can select those units on the basis of his knowledge
about the products which were produced there. Sick units can give an idea of entering up
in these areas after proper analysis of pros and cons.

II. Evaluating the Idea
An evaluation of project idea is essential before taking a final shape. There is a need to discuss its technical and commercial
viability. The technical viability can be analysed from the availability of necessary technology, machinery and equipment, labour
skills and raw materials.
An advice can be sought from technical experts. The commercial viability should be judged from cost benefit analysis. An
elaborate study of market conditions and prevailing situation is made to assess the viability and prospects of the proposed venture. A
number of calculations have to be made about likely demand for the product, service expected, sales volume, selling price, cost of
production, break-even point etc. An advice can be sought about business opportunities also. The venture idea should be properly
evaluated so that an appropriate decision is taken about the new venture.
The better way in evaluating an idea is to prepare a list of investment opportunities identified from various sources. These
business ideas should be evaluated against a set of specific criteria to select those projects which are commercially viable.
These criteria are :
l (i) Compatible with Resources. A business idea must be compatible with the
financial and human resources available with the entrepreneur. An idea may be
good but may not be matched with resources so it will not be practicable I implement
it.
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factor which influences the cost structure of a product. If materials are n< available
nearby then transportation cost should be taken into consideration. T1 currency
fluctuations, sometimes, may effect the prices of imported raw material this factor
may also be considered.
(iv) Potential Market. The existing and potential demand in the domestic and expo
markets, availability of substitutes, entry of substitutes, technologic; developments
taking place in the industry should all be assessed when evaluatir a business idea.
(v) Project Cost. The cost of the project should be reasonable so that a desired ra of
return on investments is possible. The costs of various inputs alongwil administration
and selling and distribution costs be added up to find out the co of a project.
(vi) Risk Element. Every project is subject to some risks such as change in deman
technological developments, entry of substitutes, competition from domestic an
foreign markets, cyclical variations etc. All these risk elements should be kept i mind
while evaluating a business idea.

III. Selection of an Idea
After the proper evaluation, a final decision is taken about the idea. For making a fin
decision, following considerations about the product or service will be kept in mind :
(a) A product having more demand and less supply should be preferred.
(b) A product having potential for exports.
(c) A product to be manufactured for a parent company. Marketing problems will t
reduced in this case.
(d) Products showing higher profitability.
(e) Products showing advantages of scale, technology, location etc.
if) Products favoured by government policy.
(g) Products for which subsidies and other incentives are available.
The above mentioned considerations will help in making a final decision about th product
or service to be taken up in the new venture.

IV. Assembling of Various Inputs
After making a decision about the product or service to be taken up, the inputs shoul be
assembled. An estimation is made about various inputs to be required. The inputs ai land, labour,
capital, raw materials etc. The costs of inputs like land, labour, materials eti are estimated in
rupees. The funds will be needed to purchase land and building, machinei
quipment, furniture and fixtures, patents etc. These needs may be termed as long term
Funds are also needed to purchase raw materials, pay labour cost, meet day to day nses.
These needs are called working capital needs. After estimating the needs for funds, erent
sources for raising these funds are also selected. The input requirements are linked juhe
scale of operations and plans for future. A small concern will need less inputs while ger
concern will have more needs. The expansion and diversification plans of near > should
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difficult proposition. The procurement of various requirements, i.e., capital, raw materials,
labour, etc. and disposal of finished goods were all local issues. There was lack [ of competition
and production was strictly according to demand. The industrial revolution in the west changed
the methods of production. The use of machines accelerated the rate of production. Goods were
no longer produced for local consumers, but national and Internationa} markets became the
object of industrial entrepreneurs.
The arranging of production on a large scale required procurement of various factors of
production on a similar scale. Moreover, competition for the sale of goods has become another
important factor. The complexities of business have increased manifold. The success of an
enterprise largely depends upon the ability of its management to anticipate problems and to
devise ways to solve them. Every type of business will face the same basic problems.
I A clear analysis of different problems to be encountered should be undertaken. It is unwise | to
start an undertaking without anticipating its problems.
The problems generally confronted by business enterprises at the time of establishment are
discussed as follows :
1. Product Analysis. The first thing to be considered before starting a new enterprise 1 is
Product'. The nature of product influences all other aspects of the business. The product
should be decided on the basis of technical information and marketing possibilities. The product
should be attractive in shape, size and colour. The psychology of the consumer is also an
important consideration for selecting a product. The preference of the consumer, his tastes and
capacity to purchase that product should be taken into consideration for determining the nature
and size of the product.
The decision about a product is linked with its demand. The product should be easily
saleable. If more than one products are to be produced, then the produce, with large marketing
prospects, should be taken up first. This will help the concern to establish itself in the market.
The decision about a product is also influenced by the availability of raw materials, technology
and equipment and the availability of similar products in the market.
2. Marketing Products. The ultimate aim of a businessman is to sell goods at profit. If
concern is already existing, it will aim at capturing more markets. If the concern is new. then it
will try to create consumers for its products. A new enterprise should conduct a market analysis
to find out the possibility of sales. The important aspects to be covered will be; How much is the
current demand ? How many producers are there in the field ? What will be the share of the new
enterprise ? All these aspects must be thoroughly analysed. If
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the product is not saleable in the present context, then there will be no use of rr investment
in such type of business.
The demand for the products should be estimated first. It will require a sti
geographical area to be served and the potential buyers in the region. The buying of
customers, their incomes and preferences should also be considered. The exf degree of
competition from other producers and the pricing pattern of products s be given due
weightage. The demand for goods, whether seasonal or continuous affects production
policies. Whether the goods are necessities or luxuries should a taken into consideration. In
case of necessities, the demand will be stable and rt whereas it will be elastic for luxuries.
The analysis of all these aspects is necessa determining demand pattern of goods. A
concern is bound to face problems if it ig demand aspect of its products.
The selection of distribution channels is also an important aspect of marketing
entrepreneur should study the available channels of distributing goods. The usual fnarl
sequence of selling goods through wholesalers and retailers may not be suitable fo product
He may like to undertake some of the tasks of middlemen or may bypass of them. There
should be liasion with the consumers to know their reaction to the g This will enable the
production of goods according to changing consumer tastes.
3. Financial Planning. Financial aspect of a business is important for all typ
concerns. A proper financial planning is necessary for the fulfilment of business objec The
need for a realistic financial plan is as important for a new concern as it is for an ex concern.
Financial plan is helpful in estimating financial requirements, selecting the so of finance
and proper utilisation of funds. The policies regarding production and mart are also related
to the availability of finance. All business activities revolve arourr availability of funds.
Financial planning has two aspects :
{a) Estimating financial needs; and
(b) Finding out the sources.
The financial needs will depend upon the fixed and working capital requirements
need for fixed assets depends upon the nature of business. Manufacturing concern! invest
more in fixed assets as compared to trading concerns. The need for working c< will depend
upon the requirements of raw materials and day-to-day expenses. The fi expansion plans
should also be considered before deciding about a financial plan.
After considering financial requirements, sources for raising funds should be take The
sources of funds will include owned funds and borrowed funds. The form of organis (sole
trader, partnership, joint stock company) will also influence the decision about sot of funds
A sole trade business and partnership concern will have to depend upon the f of owners
only whereas a company can raise funds from outside sources also. Besides s capital, a
company can raise money through debentures, public deposits and from fina institutions
The expected rate of profitability and sales forecasts should also be taken account while
determining a capital structure.
4. Size of a Business Unit. The determination of the size of a unit is another impoi
decision to be taken before establishing a concern. The size of a unit provides a framei
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into consideration. The production of goods on a large scale vs ill bring in economies in
expenses. The increase in production will reduce the cost of production.
A decision about the size of a unit should also consider the possibilities of a future
expansion and diversification. Sometimes, expansion is limited by space, technical reasons and
organisational capacity. There should not be an idle capacity either. All available resources .
should be put to a maximum use.
5. Internal Organisation. A proper organisational structure is essential for the efficient *
working of the concern. The business operations require decision-making and performance
of various duties. Every individual in the organisation should be aware of his responsibility and
authority. In small concerns the owner is a pivotal factor in the organisation. He directly
supervises all business functions. He himself arranges finances, makes purchases, sells goods and
employs workers. In bigger concerns, all activities are divided into different functions like
Production, Purchasing, Financing, Marketing, etc. These functions are subdivided into small
categories. Each function is called ‘Department’ and different levels of management arc created
in every department. The authority and responsibility of every individual is fixed. Interdepartmental
relationship is also determined. Suitable persons arc employed to manage variousjobs. The
organisational structure is based on division of labour. An ideal organisation should be flexible
and adjustable depending upon the needs and requirements of business. It should avoid
duplication of work, misunderstanding of assignments and inefficiency of work.
6. Location of the Unit. Plant location means selecting a site for setting up the unit,
involves the selection of a region (state), place and actual site. The location of the unit influences
the cost of production and effectiveness of marketing. It is very difficult to change the place once
the unit has been set up. The availability of raw materials and nearness to the market are some of
the important factors to be considered before deciding the unit
location. Generally, the unit should be near the raw materials and markets for finished f
products. If both the factors are not available at one place, then the unit should be near | either of
the two. This will help in reducing cost of production. The availability of energy has also
become an important factor in deciding the location of a unit.
Future needs of the company should also be anticipated. The further requirements I should
be based on company’s expansion programmes, diversification of production, i changing
marketing patterns and availability of various factors of production.
7. Plant Layout. The plant layout is an arrangement of machines and equipment in the I
factory. It is the setting up of required physical facilities in the factory. Plant layout aims at
minimum material handling, facilitating manufacturing process and effective use of various I
physical facilities. It involves engineering, architecture and business administration. A ft systematic
plant layout provides for the effective utilisation of men, materials and machines.
Plant layout may be different for (a) continuous industries, and (b) assembly industries. I A
continuous industry is one where materials are put at one point from where successive I
operations turn them into finished goods. In case of a textile industry, raw material is put | at first
process, it passes through various processes like spinning, weaving and dyeing to
become a finished product. In case of assembly industries, products are manufa separately and
then assembled to make finished product. In cycle industry, various pt manufactured and then
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jobs. When a new product is to be introduced into the n proper advertisements should be made
so that the consumers may know about the pi well before it comes into the market. If similar
products are already there in the markei publicity should concentrate on attracting consumers
towards that product. All these arc necessary for launching an enterprise.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What is meany by promotion of an enterprise ?
2. What is meant by discovery of a business idea ?
3. Name two creterion for evaluating a business idea.
4. What is meant by product analysis ?
5. How does a business evaluated ?

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Discuss the meaning of promoting a business idea. What are the aspects of bus promoting ?
2. Discuss various steps for promoting a new business enterprise.
3. What is meant by a business idea ? Describe various sources of a business idi
4. Discuss various creterian for evaluating a business idea.
5. Discuss various problems faced for setting up a new business enterprise.

UNIT-II
BUSINESS ORGANISATION

Forms of Business Organisation
Sole-Proprietorship
Partnership
Joint Hindu Family Business
Co-operative Organisation
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Chapter

FORMS OF
BUSINESS ORGANISATION
A business undertaking is an institutional arrangement to conduct any type of business
activity. The undertaking may be run by one person or association of persons. It may be based on
formal or informal agreement among persons who undertake to run the concern. According to
Wheeler, a business undertaking is “a concern, company or enterprise which buys and sells, is
owned by one person or a group of persons and is managed under a specific set of operating
policies.” The persons join together and pool their resources and conduct the activities of the
undertaking for the benefit of all.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FORMS OF ENTERPRISES
The essential characteristics of business enterprises are given as follows:
1. Exchange of Goods and Services. A business enterprises deals in exchange of goods and
services. The goods to be exchanged may either be produced or procured from other sources. The
exchange is generally for money or money’s worth.
2. Dealing in Goods and Services. All business undertakings deal in goods and services.
The goods may be consumers’ goods or producers’ goods. The consumers’ goods are those
which are purchased by them for consumption or day-to-day use. These goods include food
products, clothes, tooth paste, soap, etc. The producers’ goods are those which are meant for
further use in production. These goods may be machines, plants, tools, equipments, etc. The
services, on the other hand, may be water supply, electricity supply, transport facilities etc.
3. Profit motive. All business undertakings are run to earn profits. An undertaking started
for social service will not be called business undertaking because the aim is not to earn profit.
The incentive of earning profit keeps undertaking going. The aim is to get back more than what
has been invested.
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Forms of Business Enterprises
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5. Risk and Uncertainty. Every business undertaking is exposed to risks and uncertainties
Business is influenced by future events and future is always uncertain. There are chance of
price fluctuations, demand changes, consumer likings and dislikings, etc. There may b( a fire,
earthquake, strike by workers etc. All these factors make a business undertaking risk and
uncertain.
6. Social Responsibility. The only aim of business undertakings is not to increasf
profits. They own some responsibility to the society also. The society expects busines
undertakings to provide cheap and better quality goods to consumers. They are also expectei to
contribute towards social amenities by opening schools, hospitals, parks, etc. not only fo the
employees but also for people living in those localities. Business undertakings shouli also
avoid water and air pollution by these wastes.

FORMS OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
A number of forms of organisations exist to suit requirements of different busines
undertakings. There are three types of business undertakings.
1. Private Enterprises
2. Public Enterprises
3. Joint Sector Enterprises

PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS
These enterprises have the following types of organisation :
(j) Sole Proprietorship
(ii) Partnership
{iii) Joint Hindu Family Business
[iv] Joint Stock Company (n)
Co-operative Societies.
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He takes all the profits and bears all risks alone. This is the simple form of organisation requiring
no formalities to set it up.
(if) Partnership. A Partnership is an association of two or more persons to carry on, as
co-owners, a business and to share its profits and losses. The partnership may come into
existence either as a result of the expansion of the trading concern or by means of an agreement
between two or more persons desirous of forming a partnership. This form of organisation grew
essentially out of the failures and limitations of sole proprietorship. This represents the second
stage in the evolution of the form of business organisation.
[iii)
Joint Hindu Family Business. This form of organisation is prevalent only in
India and that too among Hindus as the name is indicative. The business of Joint Hindu Family is
controlled under the Hindu Law instead of Partnership Act. The membership in this form can be
acquired only be birth or by marriage to male person who is already a member of oint Hindu
Family. All the offices of the undertaking are controlled by a person known as arta or manager.
[iv)
Joint Stock Company.This form of organisation was first started in Italy in the
irteenth century. A company is an association of many persons who contribute money or oney’s
worth to a common stock and employ it in some trade or business, and who share e profit and loss
arising therefrom. A company is an artificial person created by law with orporate personality,
limited liability, perpetual succession and transferable shares. These mdertakings are managed
by elected representatives of shareholders. Companies may be ublic or private and registered by
share or by guarantee.
[v) Co-operative Societies. Co-operative societies are voluntary associations started dth the
aim of service to members. The aim of societies is not to increase profits as in other ndertakings
but service to members is their important goal. It is a joint enterprise of those
who are not financially strong and cannot stand on their legs and, therefore, come together ot
with a view to get profits but to overcome disability arising out of the want of adequate ancial
resources. Like joint stock companies, societies also enjoy the benefits of corporate ersonality,
limited liability and perpetual succession. The societies are registered under the o-operative
Societies Act, 1912 and have more governmental control than other rganisations in private
sector.

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES
Business enterprises owned or operated by public authorities are known as public or tate
undertakings. In these undertakings, either whole or most of the investment is done ly the
government. The aim of these undertakings is to provide goods and services to the public at a
reasonable rate though profit earning is not entirely excluded. These undertakings have the
following forms of organisation:
(i) Departmental Organisation
(ii) Public Corporations
(iii) Government Companies.
(i) Departmental Organisation. Departmental form of organisation for managing state enterprises
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is accountable to Parliament for the working of the department. Departmental form of
organisation is suitable for public utility services and strategic industries. In India, railways, post
and telegraph, radio and television are working as government departments.
(ii) Public Corporations. Public corporations are created by a special statute of a State or
Central Government. A legislative act is passed by defining the sphere of work and mode of
management or the undertakings. It is a separate legal entity created for a specific purpose. In
India, the Reserve Bank of India, Bank of India, Industrial Finance Corporation are some of the
corporations created by special act of parliament.
(iii) Government Companies. The company owned by Central and/or State Government
is called a Government Company. Either whole of the capital or majority of the shares are owned
by the government. Government compaines are registered both as public limited and private
limited companies but the management remains with the government in both the cases.
Government companies enjoy some privileges which are not available to nongovernment
companies. No special statute is required to form government companies.

JOINT SECTOR ENTERPRISES
Joint sector is a form of partnership between the private sector and the Government where
management will generally be in the hands of private sector and overall supervision will lie with
the Board of Directors giving adequate representation to Government representatives. According
to the guidelines of the Central Government, the capital is to be shared as to State Government
26%, Private Enterprise 25% and Investing Public 49%. No single- private party shall be allowed
to hold more than 25% of the paid-up capital without the permission of the Central Government.
Joint Sector Undertakings ensure the use of development technology and resources of
government and private sector.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF SUITABLE FORM OF
ORGANISATION
1. Capital Requirement. The need for capital will depend upon the nature of business and
scale of operators. A manufacturing concern may require more capital as compared to a retail
shop. On the other hand, if scale of operations is large, then capital requirements will also be
more. After determining the capital needs, the form of organisation should be selected. The form
of organisation should be such that it is able to provide required funds. A sole-trade business will
be suitable if capital needs are less. A partnership concern may be able to meet the capital needs
of a medium size unit. A joint stock company will be suitable if capital requirements are large. A
company will be able to raise outside funds also. A sole-trade concern and a partnership firm
have limited capacities for raising funds. So, capital requirements will directly influence the
choice of the form of organisation.
2. Liability. In sole-trade and partnership business, the liability of owners is unlimited,
their liabilities are limited to the capital they have invested but their private property can also be
assigned to meet business obligations. In case of companies the liability of shareholders is
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[ may be started as sole- trade or partnership concerns. A company has large number of
persons. The risk bearing capacity of a sole-trader and partners will be limited.
3. Managerial Needs. Managerial and administrative requirements also affect the
decision about the form of organisation. When the concern is small and it caters to local needs
only then one person will be enough to manage the business. Sole- proprietorship form of
organisation will be suitable for such a business. If the business caters to more areas, then more
persons will be needed to look after various business activities. Partnership form of
organisation will be suitable for such enterprises. Then partners will be able to look after
various functions. When a business is run on a large-scale basis, it will require the services of
specialists to manage various departments. The company form of organisation will be most
suitable for such concerns. Neither a sole-trade concern nor a partnership firm will affford to
employ professionally qualified persons. Moreover, qualified persons will not like to join
small scale concerns for lack of career opportunities.
4. Continuity. This is another factor influencing a decision about the form of ownership. If
the concern is stable and there is no fear of discontinuity, it will attract more investment. The
trained and qualified persons will like to join the concern. The company form of organisation is
the only form which ensures stability and continuity. A sole-trade business may be closed after
the death of its owner. Any type of physical and financial problem will force the closure of a
business. A partnership firm too does not have a permanent life. It may be dissolved for a
number of reasons. Only a company form of organisation will be unaffected by the personal
life of its shareholders. A company form of organisation will be suitable if stability of
operations is essential.
5. Tax Liability. A joint stock company has more tax liability as compared to a sole- trade
business and a partnership firm. A joint stock company faces double taxation liability. A
company is taxed as an individual first and the profits distributed to shareholders are again
liable for tax as income of the recipients. A partnership concern and a sole-trade business are
not separately taxed. A small-scale concern will be able to avoid higher tax liability. \
6. Government Regulations. While deciding about the form of organisation, various
kinds of rules and regulations affecting that form will also be considered. A number of
formalities are required to be complied with while incorporating a company. A company is
expected to provide a large number of information to the government every year. It has to use
the services of experts to meet statutory requirements of various laws. A sole-trade business is
not expected to meet any legal requirements. Similarly, a partnership concern is also free from
government regulations. Even the registration of a firm is not compulsory.
7. Nature of Business Activities. The nature of business is another important factor
affecting a decision about the form of organisation. If a concern deals with local market, a
seasonal product or perishable goods, then sole-trade business will be suitable. The capital
requirements of such concerns will be less and scale of operations will be low. On the other
hand, if the concern caters to large markets and the scale of operations is large, then company
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owners (shareholders) are spread all over the country and they do not take active intere in the
working of the enterprise. Moreover, shareholders cannot participate in the day-t day activities
of the concern. The management is in the hands of few persons known Board of Director.
When the investors want to retain management in their own hands, th< partnership or
sole-trade form of organisation will be suitable. If the investors do not ha much time for the
business and they want to make investment only then company form organisation will be
suitable. If the investors do not have much time for the business ai they want to make
investment only then company form of organisation will be suitabli
9. Ease in Formation. The nature and extent of formalities required at the time
establishing a concern also influence a decision about the form of organisation. A joint stoi
company requires the services of qualified persons for getting it registered. It involves a 1 of
money at the time of incorporation too. On the other hand, a sole-trade business can 1 started at
any time without going through various formalities. If the owners are not real to go through
various formalities they cannot start a company.
10. Flexibility. A good form of organisation should also provide for flexibility in i
operations. It should be possible to change or adjust its operations with the change
circumstances. A sole-trading concern is more flexibile than a partnership or a company
operation. A sole-trader has absolute power over the affairs of his business and is able
introduce changes quickly to meet the needs of changing time and situations withoi involving
expenditure.
11. Stability. Another important factor that influences the choice of a suitable form i
organisation is the continuity and stability of its operations. The discontinuation of busine
causes wastage of resources and inconvenience to the consumers. This also causes a soci loss.
The company form of organisation offers the maximum stability or continuity as it not affected
in any way by the death or insolvency of its members. On the other hand, a soli trading business
comes to an end on the inability or death of the proprietor. A partnershi firm also suffers from
the uncertainty of duration because it can be dissolved at the tin of death, lunacy or insolvency.

CONCLUSION
Selecting a suitable form of business organisation is a very important decision as it very
difficult to change the form of organisation later on. We have mentioned above tl factors that
influence the form of organisation. All these factors have to be balanced again: each other as no
single factor can determine an ideal form of organisation. This decisio should not only be based
on present considerations but future possibilities should also h taken into account. Broadly
speaking, sole-trader for small business, the partnership firm fc medium business and the

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
company form of organisation for big business is the mo: suitable form of business
organisation.
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2. Discuss the element of risk and uncertainty in business.
3. Name any three private undertakings.
4. Describe any two types of public; undertakings.
5. Give the guidelines of investments in joint stock undertakings.
6. State three factors which influence the choice of a form of organisation.
7. Which forms of organisation have unlimited liability ?
8. Which forms of organisation is easy to form ?
9. How can a public corporation be formed ?
10. Discuss the relationship between capital requirement and form of organisation.

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
I 1. What are the different forms of organisation from ownership point of view ?
2. Discuss various forms of organisation for public Sector.
3. Differentiate between public and joint sector business undertakings.
| 4. What are the factors influencing the choice of a suitable form of organisation

SOLE-PROPRIETORSHIP

NTRODUCTION

A sole-proprietorship or a sole-trader is the oldest and most commonly used of business
rganisation. It is as old as civilization. Historically, it appears that bus first started with this
orm of organisation. With the development of science technology the needs of the business
lso increased and new forms of organisai developed. This organisation is also known as
ndividual-Proprietorship, Sii Entrepreneurship. In sole-proprietory organisation, an individual
s at the helm of afi He makes all the investments, shares all risks, takes all profits, manages and
ontrol business himself. A sole-trader mainly depends upto his own resources, so the busi is
enerally on a small-scale basis. The business is normally run with the help of fa members but
e may employ persons to look after the day-to-day activities of business. So far as his liability
s concerned, it is unlimited. The creditors are ent to have claim even on his private property.
The sole-trader moulds the fate of concern. It is the competence of the proprietor which
etermines the future of business. His powers are unlimited and his decisions are final. He is, in
act, the organiser, manager, controller and master of his business.

Definitions
Some important definitions are discussed to have a clear view of sole-trade fort
rganisation.
L.H. Haney, “The individual entrepreneurship is the form of business organisatior the
ead of which stands an individual as the one who is responsible, who directi operations, who
lone runs the risk of failure”1
According to Haney, this business is in the hands of one person who is not c responsible
or its management but also for its risks.
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James Stephenson, “A sole-trader is a person who carries on business exclusively by and
himself He is not only the owner of the capital of the undertaking, but is usually the ^mniser
nd manager and takes all the profits or responsibility for losses.”1 I James Stephenson
mphasises that sole-trade business is carried on by one person Bh his own funds and according
o his managerial capabilities. He is also responsible for H success or failure of this business.
I S.R. Davar, “The sole-trader is a person who carries on business of his own, that is,
Without the assistance of a partner. He brings in his own capital and uses all his labour.
Hlra/so himself assisted by others to whom he pays a salary by way of remuneration. ’>z
I According to Davar a sole-trader uses his resources only and does not get the help of
■partner. With the increase in work he may employ some persons for his help who get Hy for
heir work. The adding of a partner will even change the form of organisation ■cause it will
ecome a partnership concern then.
I A sole-trader is a person who sets up the business with his own resources, manages the
H/ness himself by employing persons for his help and alone bears all the gains and risks of
webusiness.

Lacteristics of Sole Proprietorship
I 1. Individual Initiative. This business is started by the initiative of a single person. He
■pates the blue prints of the venture and arranges various factors of production. He may ploy
ther persons for assistance but ultimate authority and responsibility lies with him. the profits
nd losses are taken by the single individual.
2. Unlimited Liability. In sole-trade business liability is unlimited. The proprietor is
esponsible for all losses arising from the business. The liability is not limited only to his
istments in the business but his private property is also liable for business obligations.
3. Management and Control. The proprietor manages the whole business himself. He
ares various plans and executes them under his own supervision. There may be some ons to
elp him but ultimate control lies with the owner.
4. Motivation. One person is the sole owner of the business. He takes all profits and s
losses, if any. There is a direct relationship between efforts and reward. If he works
ore, he will earn more. He is motivated to expand his business activities. He will not like enter
speculative business because the risk involved is more.
5. Secrecy. All important decisions are taken by the owner himself. He keeps all the ;iness
secrets only to himself. Business secrets are very important for small business. By ining
business secrets he avoids competitors entering the same business.
6. Proprietor and Proprietorship are one. Legally, the sole trader and his business are
iarate entities. Loss in his business is his loss. Liabilities of the business are his liabilities.
7. Owners and Business Exist Together. In sole-trade business there is no separate
stence of the business with the owner. The business and owner exist together. The bsiness is
issolved if the owner dies, becomes insolvent or is removed from the scene.
8. Limited Area of Operations. A sole-trade business has generally a limited area of
perations, the reason being the limited resources and managerial abilities of the sole- trader. He
an arrange limited funds only and will be able to supervise a small business.
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Stock Company has to be incorporated under Companies Act, 1956, a partnership firm
governed by Partnership Act, 1932, a sole trade business is not governed by any such natur S
this business can be started and dissolved at the discretion of the owner without referem to an
statutory provisions.
2. The sole-trade business will be subject to the general laws of the land. If there
provision of getting a licence for setting up a particular business, then the sole-trader wi also ge
the licence before setting up such a business. A person desirous of starting a win shop i
expected to get a licence from the State Government. A sole-trader wanting to ente this busines
will certainly be expected to comply with this law.
3. The sole trader and his business are one and the same thing. The business exist onl
with the sole-trader. If he disappears from the scene due to death or some other reasoi then th
business will also be dissolved. The proprietor and his business have one personalit]
4. The liability of the sole-trader is unlimited. If a business is dissolved then n distinctio
is made between business and private assets and business and private loans < the sole-trader.

Advantages of Sole-Proprietorship
1. Easy in Formation. Sole-proprietorship is the only form of organisation where n
legal formalities are required to be performed. Anybody wishing to start a sole-trade concer
can do so without loss of time. This business is absolutely free from legal formalities. 0 th
other hand, if a joint stock company is to be formed it needs the services of experts t< get i
incorporated, and it involves a lot of labour and money.
2. Better Control. In this form of organisation one man is responsible for all types
activities. He controls all functions of the business. He himself takes decisions at appropria
time. The authority and responsibility lie with one man. He cannot afford to be complacen i
taking decisions. If the responsibility is divided, then there can be a possibility of shiftin
obligations to other persons. (Everybody’s responsibility becomes nobody’s responsibility) I
sole-trade business there is no such difficulty. The owner is all in all and he cannot escapi hi
work. The business is controlled in an effective way.
3. Flexibility in Operations. A sole-proprietorship concern is generally run on a sma
scale basis. In case a change in operation is required, it can be possible without involvinj muc
expenditure. Even if a new line of production is to be taken up, it will not involvi much efforts
On the other hand, if the operations are on a large scale, then it become difficult to change th
method of production. A small scale concern can adjust its productioi according to the changin
demand pattern. It can increase and decrease its production a per requirements. Moreover, n
legal formalities are required for making changes ii operations. A joint stock company canno
go beyond its objective clause. Because of beinj flexible in operations, a sole trade concern i
most suitable for industries dealing ii fashionable and seasonal goods.
4. Retention of Business Secrets. A sole trader can maintain business secrets. Being th
sole proprietor, he is not expected to share his trade secret with anybody else. He is no xpecte
to publish his accounts. He can maintain secrecy from his competitors. Secrecy is ery vital fo
small-scale concerns.
5. Easy to Raise Finance. An individual entrepreneur is able to create goodwill for hi
usiness. This helps him to establish his creditworthiness in the market. Secondly, the lability i
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ries to put his heart and sold in the business so to earn as much profits as he can. There direct
elationship in efforts and reward. In other forms of organisation, the profits are
hared by more than one person. So everybody may not put in his best efforts.
7. Promptness in Decision Making. All important decisions are taken by one person, e can
ake prompt decisions. He will not let an opportunity slip away. If more than one lerson is
nvolved in decision-taking, then delay is bound to occur.
8. Direct Accessibility to Consumers. In sole-proprietorship the scale of operations is mall.
The owner can have direct contact with customers and employees. He can know the elations
nd preferences of consumers. It enables him to make necessary changes in the uality and
esign of his products. It wdl help him to boost his sales. He can also put mphasis on consumer
ervice.
9. Inexpensive Management. The sole-trader is the owner, manager and controller of le
usiness. He does not appoint specialists for various functions. He personally supervises arious
ctivities and can avoid wastage in the business. He does not create managerial araphernalia. In
his way managerial costs are saved to a large extent.
10. No Legal Restrictions. There are no legal requirements for starting a business, lere is no
pecial act governing the work of a sole-proprietor. The proprietor is not equired to submit the
esults of his business to any authority. There is no restriction in langing the nature of business.
Even dissolution of the business can easily be undertaken, le tax liability on a sole-trader is also
ow. He is taxed as an individual and not as a usiness unit.
11. Socially Desirable. One man business is generally on a small scale basis. Large
umber of sole-traders have entered all types of business. It helps in avoiding concentration if
wealth. Large scale business leads to wealth accumulation in few hands. Sole-trade business
lso provides competition to other businesses. The consumers will not be dependent lpon big
usiness houses. So, sole-trade business is socially desirable.
12. Self-Employment. The sole-proprietorship form of organisation offers the means if
elf-employment to those who do not want to serve others. As everyone cannot get a iuitable job
o earn his livelihood in a developing country, the individuals can easily start i small sized
usiness unit as a sole-trader.
13. Healthy Relations with Employees. A sole-trader is in a position to maintain direct
lations with his employees. This enables the employer and the employees to understand md
ppreciate the difficulties of each other. Moreover, a sole trader can quickly solve the ;rievances
f his employees. This results into healthy relations between employer and mployees which is
f vital importance for the success of the business.
14. Benefit of Inherited Goodwill. A sole-trader passes on the business goodwill to his
uccessor. Technically a sole-trade business is dissolved on the death of the owner but in
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reality the same business is continued by a heir. The goodwill which one person eaij during
the life time is also passed on to those who continue that business.
Disadvantages of Sole Proprietorship
1. Limited Resources. The resources of a sole proprietor are limited. He mak
investments from his family sources only. There is a limit to which a single person a invest.
He tries to raise finances from financial institutions also. These institutions wa securities for
these loans. The sole-trader cannot offer much security, so he does not g much help from
financial institutions. The capacity for expanding business operations limited for want of
resources, even when there is a scope for expansion. Other forms ownership are better placed
than the sole proprietor for raising financial resources, j
2. Limited Managerial Ability. One person may not be expert in each and evei
function of the business. He will not be able to devote sufficient time for all types activities.
He will have to depend upon paid employees. The employees may not take i much interest as
the owner himself can take. The managing capacity of the proprietor limited. In the present
competitive world, complexities of managerial jobs are increasii everyday. The sole
proprietor may not be able to use the services of experts for want resources. So one person
will not be able to survive effectively. On the other hand, hi limited resources will not allow
him to use. the services of professional people. Limite managerial capacity will hinder the
growth of concern.
3. Unlimited Liability. The liability of a sole proprietor is unlimited. His priva
property can also be assigned for meeting business losses. A loss in business may deprit him
of his private assets also. Unlimited liability also restricts his working. He tries to b cautious
in taking risks. It acts as a detriment to the growth of business activities.
4. Uncertain Continuity. The business continues as far as sole proprietor is there. I
case of his mobility or death, the business is discontinued. The successors of the so proprietor
may not have an aptitude or ability to continue in the business. The closure ( a business will
cause inconvenience to the consumers. It will also result in social loss.
5. Limited Scope of Employees. A sole-trader cannot attract trained and qualifie
persons for reasons of limited career opportunities. Moreover, the continuity of sole trad
business being uncertain, the employees also remain under psychological pressure. A sol
proprietor cannot offer financial incentive to employees because his activities are on a sma
scale. The employees will try to join good concerns whenever an opportunity arises, i
6. No Large Scale Economies. A small scale concern cannot economise in purchase
production and marketing. A large scale enterprise will be able to have favourable terms (
purchasing and selling of goods. In a sole trade concern overhead expenses are also mori So
this type of concern cannot enjoy the benefits of large scale economies.
7. More Risk Involved. A sole proprietor is to take all decisions by himself. So ther is
a possibility of taking wrong decisions. In other forms of organisations, the decisions ai taken
by more than one person. So the possibility of mistakes and wrong decisions i minimised.
Lack of counselling may create difficult situations.
Suitability of Sole Proprietorship
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proprietorship is still the most suitable form of organisation. This form of organisation is also
suitable under certain circumstances. These circumstances are as follows :
1. Where Market is Local. When market for a product is limited only to a particular place,
scale of business operations will be small. The amount of capital required will be less and the
ordinary managerial skill will be sufficient. Under such situations, sole proprietorship will be
most suitable. Most of the retail trade is controlled by sole-traders.
[ 2. When Personal Contact with Customers is Required. There may be a need for personal
contact with customers. The customers may have their likings and perferences for particular
things. Under these situations sole proprietorship form of organisation will be suitable. A
doctor and a lawyer will be required to have direct contact with his patient and [fats. A
customer may have his own liking for getting his clothes stitched. So, in all these ies sole
proprietorship will be more useful.
3. Speculative Business. In speculative business the demand and prices of products lange
quickly. The businessman is required to take prompt decisions. A sole proprietor can
immediate decisions as warranted by the situation. He need not consult anybody else, he can
decide the things himself. No other form of organisation will be as suitable for ulative
business as sole proprietorship.
cial Desirability of Sole Proprietorship
The limitations of sole-proprietorship has necessitated the development of other forms
iforganisation. The wide spread use of other forms of organisation has not eliminated solemprietorship, rather it continues to be most popular form of organisation in every country,
his form of organisation has a social desirability too. Its social necessity is because of the
following reasons :
1. Employment to large number of persons. This form of organisation is started by one
:son but he takes other persons for his help. The number of sole-traders is very large in 1
countries and they employ many persons as their helpers. So, sole proprietorship is able )
provide employment to a large number of persons.
2. Need of Less Capital. This form of organisation can be undertaken by the persons 1
means. A person with small resources can start a business at a small scale. A vegetable
Her can start his business with few hundred rupees and get his capital back at the end of i
day. So, this type of form encourages people to take up their independent business.
3. Less Risk. Generally, sole-proprietorship is started at a low scale and investments
iade are also less. A person can even change his line of business if it is not suitable because
i less risky to do so.
4. Providing Goods at Low Prices. The consumers are provided goods at low prices mder
this type of form. The number of sole-traders being large, they have stiff competition
t one another and consumers are provided goods at competitive rates. The overhead nses
of the business are, generally, less; so it enables the sole-traders to sell goods at i prices.
5. Equal Distribution of Income. This form of organisation acts as a constraint on the
onopolistic tendencies of other forms of organisation. A large number of persons enter the
isiness; so this results in equal distribution of income. Every person is able to invest his
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savings and get an equitable return on it. When the business is in the hands of a few pei
then it results in concentration of wealth in the hands of some persons only.
6. Helpful to Small Producers. The sole traders purchase goods from small prod
and sell them to the consumers. A number of intermediaries are eliminated fror channel of
distribution. The part of profit earned by mediators in the shape of commi is partly left with
the producers and partly passed on to the consumers in the sha low prices.
7. Helpful to Consumers. The consumers are helped by sole traders in making
purchases. The sole-traders open their shops in streets so that consumers are able to i
purchases from nearby shops. The goods are supplied even at the door step by hawkers
8. Acts as a Training Centre. A sole-trade business provides an opportunity to the
techniques of business. The investments being less so one can afford to learn by and error

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
method. By bearing various pros and cons of a business one can expand it on. So, this is a
good form of organisation to get business training.
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Explain the concept of ‘unlimited liability’.
2. Discuss three limitations of a sole-proprietory business.
3. Discus^ the problems of employing a servant.
4. Flexibility in operations of business.
5. " Explain any two characteristics of a sole trade business.
6. Discuss the desirability of sole-trade business.
7. State the benefits of employing a servant.
8. What is the legal position of sole-trade business ?
9. What is the social desirability of sole-trade business ?

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What are the essential characteristics of a good form of business organisation ?
2. Discuss the preliminary considerations which a businessman should keep in mind w
selecting a form of organisation.
3. Describe the characteristics of a sole proprietorship form of organisation. Discuss merits
and demerits.
4. What are the reasons for the existence of sole trade business ?
5. ‘One man control is best in the world if that man is big enough to manage the wi show’.
Discuss the statement.
6. “It is wrong to assert that individual ownership is a relic of the barbaric age.” Expl
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The need for partnership form of organisation arose from the limitations of soleproprietorship. In sole-proprietorship, financial resources and managerial skills were
limited; one man could not supervise all the business activities personally. Moreover, risk,
bearing capacity of an individual was also limited. When business activities started
expanding, the need for more funds arose. More persons were required for supervising
different functions. It was at this stage that a need for associating more persons arose. So,
more persons were associated to form groups to carry on business. These persons brought in
the business their financial resources and are also helpful in business administration.

MEANING
a
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A partnership is an association of two or more persons to carry on, as co-owners, a I
business and to share its profits and losses. The partnership may come into existence either as
result of the expansion of the sole-trading concern or by means of an agreement between two
more persons desirous of forming a partnership. When the while I business expands in size,
proprietor finds it difficult to manage the business and is forced to take more outsiders who
not only provide additional capital but also assist him in managing the business on sound
lines. Sometimes, the nature of business demands large amount of capital, effective
supervision and greater specialisation. It is the ideal form of organisation for the enterprise
requiring moderate amount of capital and diversified managerial talent. This form is not
suitable for a business requiring big capital and expert vhole I managerial personnel.

Definitions
John A. Shubin, “Two or more individuals may form a partnership by making a written
oral agreement that they will jointly assume full responsibility for the conduct of business.nl 2
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According to Shubin two or more persons join together to share business responsibility. [
The liability part is mainly given as a base of partnership.
L.H. Haney, “The relationship between persons who agree to carry on a business ii
common with a view to private gain. ”l
Haney has given more emphasis on sharing of gains. The coming together of persons t to
share the gains of a business is called partnership.
Kimball and Kimball, “A partnership firm as it is often called, is then a group of men
who have joined capital or services for the prosecution of some enterprise.”3 4
The bringing together of financial resources and services by persons for carrying on some
work has been called partnership in this definition. One person may contribute money, the other
may provide service, aremeant to carry on an enterprise.
William R. Spriegal, "Partnership has two or more members, each of whom is
responsible for the obligation of the partnership. Each of the partners may bind the others and
the assets of the partners may be taken for debts of partnership. ”5
Spriegal has given a broad-based definition of partnership. Besides relationship of two or
more persons, partnership gives implied authority to partners to bind the firm for their acts. The
business liabilities cannot only be recovered from business property but also from partners’
assets. This brings in the unlimited liability aspect of partnership into picture.
Section 4 of Partnership Act, 1932, “The relation between persons who have agreed to
share profits of a business carried on by all or any of them acting for all.” According to
Partnership Act, there must be two or more persons having contractual relationship. It is not
necessary that the business should be managed by all the partners but any one or more partners
can run the business on behalf of all the persons. Any partner acting on behalf of other partners
can bind the firm to third parties. So, there is an implied authority for contracting on behalf of
other partners.
English Partnership Act, 1690, “Partnership is the relation which subsist between
persons carrying on a business in common with a view of profits. ”
Uniform Partnership Act, U.S.A. defines partnership as, “an association of two or more
persons who carry on as co-owners, a business for profits. ”
The discussion of various definitions of partnership leads to the following characteristics:

CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTNERSHIP
1. Association of Two or More Persons. In partnership, there must be at least two
persons. Partnership is the outcome of a contract, so there must be two or more persons. The
persons becoming partners must be competent to enter into a contract. Minors cannot form a
partnership firm as they are incompetent to enter into a contract.
2. Contractual Relation. The persons joining the partnership enter into a contract for
running the business. According to Partnership Act, the relation of partnership arises from [
contract and not from status. The contract may be oral or written but in practice written I
agreement is made because it helps to settle the disputes if they arise later on.

ERSHIP

, Earning of Profits. The purpose of the business should be to make profits and jte
them among partners. If a work is done for charity purposes or to serve the society lot
be called partnership. So, the motive of the business should be to earn profits, not
mean that there will not be losses but the motive should be the earning of profits.
Existence of Business. Partnership can only be for some kind of business. The term
ss’ includes any trade, profession or occupation. By business we mean all activities
ling production, distribution and rendering of services for the purpose of earning
profits, ork is related to social service, we do not call it a business and, hence, no
partnership.
Implied Authority. There is an implied authority that any partner can act on behalf
inn. The business will be bound by the acts of partners.
Unlimited Liability. As is the case of a sole-trade business liability of the partners i is
unlimited. In case some obligation arises then not only the partnership assets the
private property of the partners can be taken for the payment of liabilities of to the
third parties. The creditors can claim their dues from anyone of the partners all the
partners. The partners are liable individually and collectively.
Principal and Agent Relationship. In partnership the relationship of Principal and Lists.
It is not necessary that all partners should work in the business. Any one or rtners can
act on behalf of other partners. Each partner is an agent of the firm and ities bind the
firm. He also acts as a principal because he is bound by the activities partners.
Itmost Good Faith. The very basis of the partnership business are good faith and rust.
Every partner should act honestly and give proper accounts to other partners, nership
cannot run if there is suspicion among partners. It is very important that should act as
trustees and for the common good of all. Distrust and suspicion artners lead to the
failure of many firms.
testriction one Transfer of Shares. No partner can sell or transfer his share to else
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partners. A firm is only a name to the collective name of partners. No firm can exist ithout
partners. The rights and liabilities of partners are the rights and liabilities of the firm, irtners
have implied authority to bind the firm for their acts.
12. Capital Contribution. The partners contribute to the capital of the firm. It is not
icessary to have capital in profit sharing ratio. A partner can be admitted to the firm even
thout contributing to the capital. It is not essential that all partners must contribute the firm’s
capital.
13. Continuity. There is no true limit for the continuity of a partnership firm. It goes only
upto the time the partners want it to go. Any misunderstanding among partners, 3th or
insolvency of a partner may dissolve the partnership. Dissolution of partnership es not
necessarily mean dissolution of the firm. The remaining partners may continue the n after
meeting the claims of outgoing partners.
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KINDS OF PARTNERS

There are different kinds of partners and they may be classified as under:
1. Active Partner. An active partner is one who takes active part in the day-to-da
working of the business. He may act in different capacities such as manager, organisf

adviser and controller of all the affairs of the firm. He may also be called a workii partner.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
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shares profits and contributes to the losses of the business but does not take part in th working
of the concern. A person may have money to invest but he may not be able t devote time for the
business : such a person may become a sleeping partner. Sleepin partner is liable for the
liabilities of the business like other partners. He cannot bind th business,i.e. firm, to third
parties, by his acts. He is not known to the public as a partnt ; so he may be called as a ‘secret
partner.’
3. Nominal Partner. A nominal partner is one who lends his name to the firm. He doe
not contribute any capital nor does he shares profits of the business. He is known as partner to
the third parties. On the strength of his name, the business may get more cred in the market or
may promote its sales. A nominal partner is liable to those third partie who give credit to the
firm on the assumption of that person being a partner in the firn
4. Partner in Profits. A person may become a partner for sharing the profits only. H
contributes capital and is also liable to third parties like other partners. He is not allowe to take
part in the management of the business. Such partners are associated for their mone and
goodwill.
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5. Partner by Estoppel or Holding Out. When a person is not a partner but poses pimself
as a partner, either by words or in writing or by his acts, he is called a partner w estoppel or by
holding out. A partner by estoppel or by holding out shall be liable I outsiders who deal with
the firm on the presumption of that person being a partner p the business even
isines
s. he is liable for the losses of the business. He can take part in the working of the isiness.
id
though he is not a partner and does not contribute anything to the
6. Secret Partner. The position of a secret partner lies between active and sleeping ner.
His membership of the firm is kept secret from outsiders. His liability is unlimited
7. Sub-Partner. A partner may associate anybody else in his share in the firm. He gives
rt of his share to the stranger. The relationship is not between the sub-partner and the but
between him and the partner. The sub-partner is a non-entity for the partnership.
be is not liable for the debts of the firm.
8. Minor as a Partner. A minor is a person who has not yet attained the age of tiajority. A
minor cannot enter into a contract according to the Indian Contract Act Icause a contract by a
minor is void ab initio. However, a minor may be admitted to le benefits of an existing
partnership with the consent of all partners. The minor is not jersonallv liable for liabilities of
the firm, but his share in the partnership property and irofits of the firm will be liable for
debts of the firm. A minor has the following rights pd liabilities under the Partnership Act:
1. A minor has a right to such share of property and of profits of the firm as may be
agreed upon by all the partners.
■ 2. A minor may inspect the accounts of the firm or take note of the accounts.
| 3. The personal property of the minor is not liable for the debts of the firm. But his share in
property of the firm and profits is liable for the debts and obligations of the firm.
4. So long as a minor remains a partner he cannot file a suit against other partners for
accounts or for the payment of his share in the property or profits of the firm. He can
do this only when he wants to swear his relations with the partnership firm.
| 5. At any time within 6 months of his attaining majority (i.e., completing 18 years of age)
the minor may give public notice of the fact that he has decided to
I become or not to become a partner in the firm. In case he does not give any such notice
within six months, it shall be presumed that he has opted to become a partner.
I 6. In case a minor decides to become a partner, he will be personally liable to third parties
for all acts of firm, since he was admitted to the benefits of the firm.
I 7. If a minor decides not to become a partner, his rights and liabilities continue to be those
of a minor upto the date on which he gives public notice. His share will not be liable
for any acts of the firm done after the date of the notice.
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The registration of a partnership is not compulsory under Indian Partnership Ai
England, registration is, however, compulsory. In India, there are certain privileges w are
allowed to those firms which are registered. Unregistered firms are prejudiced in cei
matters in comparison to registered firms. Though directly the registration of firms is
compulsory but indirectly it is so. To avail of certain advantages under law the firm r be
registered with the Registrar of Firms of the State.
Registration of a firm does not provide a separate legal entity to the concern as in case
of a Joint Stock Company. Partnership does not need registration for coming existence
because it is created by an agreement among two or more persons. The registra of a firm
merely certifies its existence and non-registration does not invalidate the transact! of the
firm.
Procedure for Registration
A simple procedure is followed for getting a firm registered. This procedure is divii into
two parts :
1. Filing an Application. The first thing to be done is to file an application with Registrar
of firms on a prescribed form. A small amount of registration fees is also deposi alongwith the
application. The application should contain the following information:
(i) The name of the firm.
(ii) The principal place of business of the firm.
[Hi) The names and addresses of partners and the dates on which they joined the fir
{iv) If the firm is started for a particular period then that period should be mentione
O) If the firm is started to achieve a specific object then it should also be given.
The application form should be signed and verified by each partner or by his du authorised
agent.
2. Certificate. The particulars submitted to the Registrar are examined. It is also see
whether all legal formalities required have been observed or not. If everything is in orde then the
Registrar shall record an entry in the register of firms. The firm is ccnsidere registered thereon.
Exceptions
The non-registration does not affect the following rights of a firm :
1. The partners of an unregistered firm can bring a suit for the dissolution of the firn or for
the settlement of its accounts. They can also use the property of a dissolve! firm :
2. The right of an official receiver or official assignee is not effected for realising th(
share of the insolvent partner, whether the firm is registered or not.
3. The unregistered firm or its partners may use or claim a set-off where the subjectmatter of the suit does not exceed Rs. 100 in value.
4. The third parties can always sue a firm whether it is registered or not.
vantages of Registration
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REGISTRATION OF PARTNERSHIP
2. Advantages to Creditors. A creditor can sue any partner for recovering his money
from the firm. All partners whose names are given in the registration are personally
ponsible to the outsiders. So, creditors can recover their money from any partner of the
firm.
3. Advantages to Partners. The partners can approach a court of law against each other
in case of dispute among partners. The partners can sue outside parties also for recovering
their amounts, etc.
4. Advantages to Incoming Partners. A new partner can fight for his rights in the firm if
the firm is registered. If the firm is not registered then he will have to depend upon the
honesty of other partners.
5. Advantages of Outgoing Partners. The registration of a firm benefits the outgoing
partners in a number of ways. The outgoing partners may be divided into two categories:
P on the death of a partner, (ii) on the retainment of a partner. On the death of a partner his
successors are not responsible for the liabilities incurred by the firm after the date of his death.
In case of a retiring partner, he continues to be responsible upto the time he does not give
public notice. The public notice is not registered with the Registrar and he ceases his liabilities
from the date of this notice. So, it is essential to get a firm registered for getting these
advantages.

ADVANTAGES OF PARTNERSHIP
Partnership form of organisation is suitable for medium size businesses where personal I
efforts of entrepreneurs are essential. The following are the advantages of partnership :
1. Easy to Form. This is a suitable type of organisation requiring no legal formalities.
No formal documents are required to be prepared as is necessary in case of joint stock
company. A simple agreement among partners is sufficient to start partnership firm. A
partnership deed is not necessary though it is advisable to prepare it. Even the registration of
firm is optional.
2. Large Resources. The resources of more than one person are available for the
business. The partners can contribute to start a moderately large-scale concern. More
partners can be added if capital needs are large. The partnership concern can also arrange
funds from the outside sources.
3. Greater Managerial Talent. The partners may be assigned duties according to their
talent. Different functional departments may be managed and controlled by different
partners. The talent, expertise and knowledge of partners in different fields can be used for
the welfare of the business. It will help to increase the efficiency of the business resulting in
more profits.
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4. More Credit-standing. The partners may have sufficient contacts in the market. Th
can offer more securities to the financial institutions. The liability of partners being unlimite
they will be able to raise more finances. As compared to a sole-trade business, partnersh
concern has more credit-worthiness.
5. Promptness in Decision-Making. The partners meet frequently and they can ta
prompt decisions. The firm will not lose any business opportunities because of delay taking a
decision.
6. Sharing of Risk. The risk of business is shared by more persons. The burden of eve
partner will be much less as compared to the burden of sole-trade. Furthermore, t business
expansion will not be hampered for fear of risk.
7. Relationship between Reward and Work. The partners try to put more labour to
ea more and more profits. There is a direct relationship between reward and work. The me
they work, the more they be benefited.
8. More Possibility of Growth and Expansion. As compared to a sole-trade busine
partnership concern has more possibilities for expansion and growth of business activitii The
partner can contribute more and manage the activities more systematically.
9. Close Supervision. The partners themselves look after the business ; so they c avoid
wastages. They have direct access to the employees and can encourage them for me
production. The management of partnership is much cheaper as compared to a joint sto
company where experts are paid higher salaries.
10. Flexibility of Operations. There is no statutory obligation to seek approval fre
government before making major changes in the business set-up. There can be any chan in
managerial set-up, capital and scale of operations. These changes can be made eas depending
upon the business opportunities.
11. Secrecy. A partnership concern is not expected to publish its profit and loss accou
and balance sheet as is necessary for a joint stock company. The partners can keep t business
secrets to themselves. The competitors don’t know about the exact position of t business. The
secrets of business are very important for a small concern.
12. Protection of Minority Interests. Every partner has a right to participate in t
management of the business. All important decisions are taken by the consent of partners. If a
majority decision is enforced on minority then effected partners can get t business dissolved.
13. Esay Dissolution. The partnership can be dissolved on insolvency, lunacy or dec
of a partner. If the partnership is at will, then any partner can get the firm dissolved by givi
notice to other partners. No legel formalities are required at the time of dissolution. Sc is easy
to start as well as dissolve a partnership concern.
14. Democratic Administration. All partners may take active interest in the working
the firm. All the partners are consulted on important decisions. Generally, strategic decisio
are taken by concensus only.
15. Saving in Managerial Expenses. There are savings in expenses of a partnersl
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2. Limited Resources. There is a limitation in raising additional resources for
expansion oses. The business resources are limited to the personal funds of the partners.
Borrowing city of the partners is also limited. The number of partners to be added to a
business
is also limited. A banking company cannot have more than ten partners and in other business
the number of partners cannot exceed twenty. So, there is a limit beyond which ners cannot
be added.
3. Instability. The partnership concern suffers from the uncertainty of duration because
it can be dissolved at the time of death, lunacy or insolvency of a partner. The lack of trust
among partners can also lead to dissolution. The discontinuity of the business is a social loss
and it causes inconvenience to the consumers and workers.
4. Mutual Distrust. The mutual distrust among partners is the main cause for the
elution of partnership concerns. It is difficult to maintain harmony among partners
because y may have different opinions and may not agree on certain matters. Lack of
confidence each other can be a cause for quarrels and it may lead to the dissolution of the
firm.
5. Limitations on Transfer of Share. No partner can transfer his share to a third party
thout the consent of the other partners. If a partner wants his share back it will not be
ssible without the approval of other partners or without dissolution of the firm. In case a
company, any shareholder can transfer his shares without affecting the working of the
siness. In partnership, a partner is permanently wedded to it.
6. Burden of Implied Authority. A partner can bind the business by his acts. He can act
as an agent of the business. A dishonest partner may lead the business in difficulties. The
other partners will have to meet the obligations incurred by the partner. The provision of
implied authority may create problems for the business.
7. Lack of Public Faith. The accounts of partnership concerns are not published. So
public is unaware of the exact position of the business. There is a suspicion in public mind
that these concerns earn huge profits at the cost of consumers. There is no legal binding for
the publication of accounts. So partnership concerns lack public confidence.
8. Lack of Prompt Decisions. All important decisions are taken by the consent of
partners so decision-making process becomes time consuming. There may be a possibility of
losing business opportunities because of slow decision-making. The decisions are generally
taken by concensus, it may be difficult to convince all partners for agreeing to a particular
decision.
9. Cautious Approach. Unlimited liability of partners leads to cautious approach on the
part of partners. They try to avoid decisions where some sort of risk is involved. A number:
of business opportunities may be lost due to this type of tendency. Moreover, risk bearing
capacity of partners may also be limited.

SUITABILITY OF PARTNERSHIP
Partnership form of organisation was developed because of certain limitations in sole- trade
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investment and a need for expert managerial hands. Partnership form of organisation, suitable

SADVANTAGES
OFItPARTNERSHIP
under certain situations.
is more suitable under the following circumstances

1. Managerial and Capital Requirement. After Industrial Revolution the scale
production increased. The increase in production was possible only through mo investments.
Business management also requires the services of qualified persons partnership con >^ern can
arrange more funds as compared to a sole-trade business, partners can also look after various
functional departments.
2. Suitable for Small and Medium Scale Concerns. Partnership form of organisation
most suitable for small and medium scale business concerns. In such concerns requirement of
finances is moderate. The market for their products is limited. There i direct relationship
between the work and the reward. Moreover, personal supervision is al an important factor in
such concerns.
3. Direct Contact with the Consumers. Sometimes the nature of business is such th a
direct contact with the consumers is a necessity. Professional services like charter accountants,
solicitors, doctors, etc. require direct contact with the clients. In wholesale retail trade also an
accessibility to consumers is required.

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT OR DEED
In a partnership firm, there is a collective and separate responsibility of partners, acts of
the partners in usual course of business bind the firm. If the partners work wi understanding and
co-operation, then the partners will work smoothly. If there is a suspicr among them, then
conflicts among partners are bound to be there. The past experience partnership firms shows
that there are disputes among partners over many things and f" results in the closure of the firm.
If the areas of dispute, conflict or suspicion are spott earlier and a clear understanding is
reached, then the business can run smoothly. S partnership agreement or deed is a document
which is prepared to explain important poin so that the chances of conflict are minimised. Even
if there is a dispute later on, th partnership deed helps in its easier settlement.
Meaning
Partnership deed forms the basis of partnership. It includes all important clauses lik name
of business, contribution of capital, sharing of profits, mode of management, etc! “Partnership
deed is a document containing all the matters according to which mutua| rights, duties and
liabilities of the partners in the conduct and management of the affa of the firm are
determined.” The deed must be signed by the partners.
The partnership deed can both be oral or in writing. In France and Italy, a written!
agreement among partners is essential to bind them lawfully. In India, U.S.A. and Britain the
agreement may be either oral or in writing. A written agreement, however, should bt preferred
because nobody can dispute the contents. There may be a dispute even abou what was agreed if
the contents are not in writing. So, written deed should be preferred,^

1.
2.

Contents
Some of the important clauses to be included in a partnership deed are :
The name of the firm ;
Names and addresses of partners ;
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Difference between Partnership and Sole-Trade Business
r--------------- -—
1. Membership

2. Agreement

3. Registration

4. Management

5. Risk

Partnership

Sole-Proprietorship

Partnership is owned by two or more
Sole-trade business is owned and
persons known as partners.
controlled by only one person. If a
second person joins then it becomes a
partnership.
To constitute partnership, an agree- A sole-trader does not require any
ment is required in the form of a formality to start the concern. There is
partnership deed. The agreement no need of agreement in this business.
among partners may be express or
implied.
A partnership concern needs regis- No registration of a sole-trade business
tration to get certain advantages of is required except under Shops and
registration. Though registration is not Establishment Act.
compulsory but non-registration bars it
from taking legal remedies.
All partners have equal rights and all of
them
can
participate
in
the This business is controlled by one
management. They can bind the person only. His order is a law and he is
business by their acts.
the final authority in the concern.
The business risk is shared by all the The whole risk is shared by the solepartners in proportion of their shares. trader.

6. Capital

All the partners contribute towards Only the resources of one person are
capital of the firm. The partners pool used in the business. He may suffer
their resources to run the business from shortage of capital because the
efficiently. However, there is no bar on resources of one person will generally
a person beco-ming a partner without be limited.
bringing any capital.

7. Secrecy

The secrets of the business are in the There is a complete secrecy in the
knowledge of all the partners ; so there business because the owner does not
is a fear of leaking them out.
share the secrets with anybody else.

8. Uncertainty

The life of partnership is more certain This business is linked to the fate of the
than that of sole-trade business. The proprietor. In case of death or with any
change in partners does not other reason the business is bound to
necessarily close down the business. close down. So, the existence of this
business is uncertain.

4.

The total amount of capital and contributions by each partner ;
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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rendered to the business ;
Rate of interest to be allowed on capital as well as rate of interest to be charge!
on drawings ;
Division of power and duties among partners ;
The method of evaluating goodwill at the time of admitting a new
partner or at th time of retirement or death of a partner ;
Procedure for dissolution of the firm and settlement of accounts ;
Maintenance of books of account and audit of accounts ; and
Arbitration clause for settlement of disputes among the partners.
This is not exhaustive and final list of clauses which can be inserted in the partnershi]
deed. Any clause mutually agreed to by the partners can be made a part of partnership deet If
the partnership deed is silent on some point, then provisions of the partnership act wi apply. If
the partnership deed is silent about the distribution of profits, then all the partner will be
entitled to equal share of profits and losses. If the rate of interest on partners’ loan is not given
in deed, it should be taken at the rate of 6% p.a.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PARTNERS
The relationship of partners among themselves, their rights and obligations ai generally
given in the partnership deed. If partnership deed is silent about it, then th partners shall have
rights and obligations mentioned in the Partnership Act.
Right of a Partner
1. Eveny partner has a right to take part in the conduct and management of thf business.
2. Every partner has a right to be consulted before taking important decisions. Thi
decisions should be taken by mutual consent. If the decisions are unimportant then
they can be enforced by majority, but consensus of all partners is necessai for taking
important decisions.
3. The partners have a right to inspect books of accounts.
4. Every partner will have an equal share in profits, unless otherwise mentioned, it
partnership deed.
5. No new partner can be admitted into partnership without the consent of all partners
6. Every partner has a right to receive interest at the rate of 6% per annum on thf excess
money supplied over his capital.
7. Every partner has a right to be indemnified by the firm in respect of expense incurred
or losses suffered for the normal conduct of the business.
8. A partner has a right to get the firm dissolved under appropriate circumstances
9. The properly of the firm shall be held and used exclusively for the purpose of thi
business.
Obligations of a Partner
1. Every partner should carry on the business to the greatest common advantage. Hi
must perform his duties honestly and diligently.
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2. A partner is not entitled to get remuneration for the conduct of business, unless
otherwise it is specially mentioned in the partnership deed.
3. A partner must indemnify the firm for loss suffered because of his fraudulent conduct
or wilful neglect.
4. A partner is bound to keep and render true and correct accounts of the business.
5. A partner cannot carry on a competing business. If he carries on such business he shall
account for and pay to the firm all profits made by him in that business.
6. A partner is bound to act within the scope of his authority.
7. No partner can make a secret profit of the partnership business by way of commission, etc. If he
does so. he must return the money to the firm.

KINDS OF PARTNERSHIP
Different kinds of partnership may be explained as follows :

I. General Partnership
In this type of partnership the liability of members is unlimited. All the partners
personally and collectively are liable for the obligations of the firm. All partners can take part
in the working of the business. In India, this kind of partnership exists. The registration of the
firm is not compulsory but certain privileges are available to the firm which is registered.
(a) Particular Partnership. When a partnership is started for certain work it is called
particular partnership. When the work is completed the partnership comes to an end.
The partnership may also be for a limited period. It will be dissolved at the expiry of
that period.
(b) Partnership-at-Will. This type of partnership is neither for a fixed period nor for a
particular purpose. The partnership-at-will continues upto the time the partners have faith in
each other. The life of partnership is not limited by time and work. It can be dissolved when
all the partners want dissolution or any one of the partners gives notice for dissolution of the
firm. The strength of this partnership depends upon the mutual trust and confidence among
the partners.

1

II. Limited Partnership
In general partnership, the liability of partners is unlimited. This discourages those
persons who want to invest money in business but do not want ro risk their private property.
These persons can risk their investments in the firm but not beyond. The limited partnership
provides them an opportunity for investment. In limited partnership the liability of some
partners is limited while liability of some partners is unlimited. The partners with limited
liability are called special partners while those with unlimited liability are called general or
active partners. The liability of special partners is limited only to their capital in the business
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The limited partnership resembles to the Hindu Undivided Family in India wher liability
of the Karta is unlimited. In H.U.F. the liability of coparceners (other membe limited to their
share in the family business while Karta is like a general partner.
III. Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Limited liability partnership (LLP) is an alternative corporate business form that give
benefits of limited liability of a company and the flexibility of a partnership. A partnership
could not expand its activities because of higher risks and unlimited liability. Since the pets
properties of partners can be taken to meet business liabilities, the partners will avoidj
expand beyond a certain level because of unlimited liability. On the other hand, in a joint sf
company the liability of members in limited but the working of companies is complicated
lacks flaxibility. In order to overcome the limitations of a partnership and company form,
alternative form, limited liability partnership, has been created. Government of India pa*
Limited Liabilities Partnership Act, 2008 and it was notified on 31 -3-2009. As per this Act
the shall be a body corporate and a legal entity separate from its members. Any two or mi
persons, associated for carrying on a lawful business with a view to profit, may be subscrib
their names to an incorporation document and filing the same with the Registrar, for for
Limited Liability Partnership. The LLP will have perpetual succession.
Features of LLP
1. Limited Liability. The liability of partners is limited to the unpaid amount of th
shares. The private property of partners can not be used to meet liabilities of the business.
2. Perpetual Succession. LLP has continuous existance. The change of partners doesii
affect the continuity of the partnership.
3. Separate Legal Entity. LLP is a separate legal entity. The partners and the firm
separate. One can register property in the name of LLP and it can undertake contracts i outside
parties on behalf of the business.
4. Mutual Rights and Duties. Mutual rights and duties of the partners within the
LLPa governed by an agreement between the partners or between the partners and LLP as the
cal may be the LLP, however, is not relieved of the liability of its other obligations as a
separaj entity.
5. No Liability for Unauthorised Acts. No partner is liable on account of the
independei or unauthorised actions of other partners, thus individual partners are shielded
from join liability created by another partner’s wrongful business decisions and misconduct.
Advantages of Limited Liability Partnership
1. Separate Legal Entity. LLP is a separate legal entity from its partners. It is a
registere body under Limited Liability Partnership Act. It can undertake contracts in its own
name an work as an independent legal body.
2. Limited Liability. The liability of partners is limited as in case of shareholders ofi
company. The partners are free from the liabilities of the business. They can, at the most, ta
required to pay their unpaid share of capital.
3. Flexibility in Operations. LLP has flexibility in operators. The partners can operate
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pmbersome and inflexible. LLP has overcome this limitation of a company.
4. Encourages Professionals. The professionals and technical experts can start this
form tbusiness. They were earlier not starting partnership due to unlimited liability. So
there is a
nee for those who have expertise of business but have limited resources and do not want
to take undue risks.
5. Perpatual Succession. The continuity of the business is not disturbed by the change
of ipartner. The business is independent of partners. So change of partners does not affect
the nntinuity of the business.
Terence between LLP and Traditional Partnership
1. In traditional partnership the liability of partners is unlimited while it is limited in LLP.
2. Any partner can bind the firm by his acts with the outsiders in traditional partnership
while in LLP no unauthorised act of a partner will bring liability to the business.
Terences between LLP and a Company
1. Internal working of a company is governed by Companies Act while LLP is
governed by a mutual agreement among partners.
2. LLP has much more flexibility in working than in a company.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
3. The management-ownership divide is inherent in a company but is not there in a
limited liability partnership.
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Under what Act can partnership be registered ?
2. State two important characteristics of partnership.
3. What do you mean by implied authority under partnership ?
4. What is the principal and agent relationship in partnership ?
5. Distinguish between a sleeping and an active partner.
6. Who is a partner by estoppel ?
7. Can a minor be a partner ?
8. Is registration of partnership compulsory ?
9. State three advantages of getting a partnership registered.
10. State two advantages of partnership form of organisation.
11. Under what situations partnership form is suitable.
12. Can a partnership arise by status ?
13. Explain the concept ‘Contractual Relationship’.
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18. State two advantages of limited liability partnership.
19. State any two rights of a partner.

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define Partnership. Discuss the characteristics of partnership.
2. Is registration of partnership necessary in India ? What are the benefits of regi: a firm?
3. Discuss various types of partners. Can a minor become a partner in a firm ?
4. Define partnership ? How is it different from sole-trade business?
5. Discuss various advantages and disadvantages of partnership form of organisa
6. What is a Partnership Deed ? Why is it necessary ? Give the main contents of at deed.
7. Discuss various kinds of partnerships. Distinguish between general and limited partm
8. Discuss the rights and duties of partners.
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Joint Hindu Family Firm is a unique form of business organisation which is found
only
in India. The business comes into existence when there is an ancestral property and all the
members (minimum two members) become associated with it. This form of organisation
is
managed and controlled under the provisions of Hindu Succession Act, 1956. The basis
for
entry to this business is by birth. Joint Hindu Family Firm refers to a form of organisation
wherein the business is owned and carried on by the members of the family. The elder
member of the family, known as Karta or Manager, controls and manages the business.
Karta manages the business with the consultation of other members, known as
Co-parceners
( Ancestoral property is different from self-acquired property. If a Hindu inherits property
but ultimate
decision making
lies grandfather,
with him/her.this
Theisliability
karta is property.
unlimited If
buta
from
father, grandfather
or great
termed of
as the
ancestoral
the
liability
of
co-parcners
is
limited
to
their
shares
in
the
business.
All
members
have
Hindu
equal
inherets
prperty
from anyofother
relative or acquires property from his personal resources
the property
an ancestor.
rights over
then it is termed as self-acquired property.
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CHARACTERISTICS OR FEATURES OF JOINT HINDU FAMIL1
BUSINESS

1. Governed by Hindu Law. The control and management of the Joint Hindu Fami firm is
done according to the uncodified or codified Hindu Law. The uncodified Hindu L| consists of two
schools, Mitakshara and Dayabhaga. In the same way rights and duties its members are governed
by uncodified Hindu Law.
2. Membership by Birth. The membership of the family can be acquired only by birt
Whosoever is born in the family becomes a member. Unlike other business organisatioi outsiders
cannot be admitted to this by contract. By adoption, an outsider can be admitti to its membership,
because adoption is considered to be replantation in the family by whii a person is being adopted.
Marriage with the male member also confers membership. T1 is by virtue of the fact that they are
married to a person who is having membership by birt These are the only two exceptions by
which membership is acquired other than birth.
3. Management. The family affairs are managed by the seniormost member of tl family
known as ‘Karta’ or Manager. The powers of management are unlimited. He/she m< manage or
mismanage, it cannot be questioned by any member. But the management more effective due to
the natural love and affection with the members of the family. Tl members also have full faith and
confidence in ‘Karta’. Only ‘Karta’ is entitled to ded wit third parties. Others can transact with
outsiders only with the permission of ‘Karta’.
4. Limited Liabilities of Others. All the members in a Joint Hindu Family have limit!
liability to the extent of property which is joindy held by the family. The self-acquin property of
any member cannot be taken in order to satisfy the loans taken by the famil It is only the joint
family property which is liable for satisfying debts. Flowever, ‘Karta’ also personally liable for
loan taken on promissory note.
5. Continuity. The death in the family does not bring the joint family firm to an en It
continues forever. There is no limit to its membership number also.
6. Minor also a Member. In partnership firm minor cannot become a partner. This an
important feature of this business organisation that a person from its very birth becomi the
member.
7. Accounts. The accounts are maintained by Karta but this is not obligatory on h part. He
is not accountable to any member and no member can ask what are the profits ai losses of a
transaction.
8. Implied Authority of Karta. There is implied authority in favour of Karta to contra
debts and pledge the property of the family for purposes of family business. These decisioi are
binding on the entire family. No other member is having such an authority.
Advantages
1. Centralised Management. The management of a Hindu joint family firm is centralis! in
the hands of one person known as ‘Karta’. He being the eldest and most experiencf person gives
a very disciplined management. Karta takes all decisions and gets thei implemented with the help
of other members. He may be managing righfiy or wrongly, i other member interferes in his
management.
2. Utmost Secrecy. The business requires secrecy regarding it. As in Joint Hint Family
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3. Quick Decision. In Joint Stock Company, it takes a long time to take a decision. A quick
decision is of great advantage. Sometimes a very profitable venture is lost due to lack of quick
decision. In Joint Hindu Family firm, as karta is the only decision-maker, he can take a very
quick decision. It is further advantageous that the decision is final and unchallengeable.
4. Credit Facilities. For every business money is required. In Joint Hindu Family firm the
more credit facilities are available. One reason for this is that the liability of the karta is
unlimited. There is also a pious obligation on the part of family members of karta to
j satisfy even the unsatisfied debts raised by him during his life time. Moreover, karta is having
personal relations with others, which are also helpful in raising credit.
5. Work according to Capacity. Unlike other business organisations, the work is assigned
to the members according to their capacity. A physically handicapped or a partly disabled
member may be assigned a little work or no work at all. This will not disentitle him of his
various needs and the benefits which are being given to other members. A person who is more
strong than others may be assigned work of physical nature. Infants are not required to do any
work at all. This is a great advantage of Joint Hindu Family firm.
6. Natural Love Between Members. There may be a contractual force or the temptation [
of profits which is between the members of a business organisation. But in Joint Hindu
Family firm, it is the natural love and affection which the members are having for each other.
Due to this, they are ignoring the shortcomings of each other and help to run the business more
smoothly and efficiently.
7. Economy. In a business, for its success, economy is a must. It is well balanced and
maintained in Joint Hindu Family firm. The family is concerned with profits as they are to form
the part of joint family property. Karta spends money with great caution and economy. This is
also due to the constantly hanging sword of partition of family on the neck of karta.
8. Limited Liability. The liability of all the members of the family firm is limited to ] their
undivided shares in the property of the family. However, karta’s liabilities are unlimited.
:
s is also a great advantage of Joint Hindu Family firm.
advantages
1. No Reward for Efficiency. All the members of the family are provided with basic eeds
and other facilities. The persons who work more efficiently and dedicatedly are not
arded for their work. So efficient workers are also tempted to work less. It encourages
laziness on the part of family members. The members try to avoid work.
2. Limited Capital. The investments are limited only upto the resources of one family.
[They may not be sufficient to meet business requirements for expansion. This is great
disadvantage these days, when big industries are being encouraged.
3. Limited Managerial Skill. Only the eldest member of the family is to manage the
Mmily business. He/she is performing all the functions of the management. He may not be iwell
conversant with the knowledge of business skill and other problems of the business
management. In spite of this he is managing and continues to manage the business of Joint
[Hindu Family firm.
4. Suspicion. The karta is empowered with vast power of secrecy and he can keep a ■ing
secret even from its members. But there is no restriction on him that he cannot disclose
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1. Governance. Partnership firm is governed by the Indian Partnership Act whereas Joint
Hindu Farm1/ firm is governed by the two schools - (1) Mitakshara (2) Dayabhag; Hindu Law.
2. Creation. The partnership firm is created by the mutual agreement between partners,
which may be written or oral. Their relationship is contractual whereas for creation of Joint
Hindu Family firm no such contract is required.
3. Legal Position. The partnership firm has a legal entity and identical to its part in the
eyes of law, whereas the Joint Hindu Family is not having any separate and disti legal entity from
its members.
4. Number of Members. In partnership firm, the maximum number of member: fixed. But
there is no such maximum number fixed in case of Joint Hindu Family firm. It < consist of any
number of members.
5. Admission. A new partner can be admitted to partnership only with the conseni other
partners. But in case of Joint Hindu Family firm, the birth of a person in family brii him in the
fold. However, one can also be admitted by adoption or by marriage to m member of the Family.
6. Position of a Minor. A minor cannot become the partner in the firm. He c however, be
admitted to the benefits of firm with the consent of other partners. But in Jo Hindu Family firm
there is no such restriction and a child, as soon as he is born, becon the member.
7. Management. Every partner can take active part in the management of partners] firm
whereas in Joint Hindu Family firm the power to manage is centralised in the har of karta.
8. Outside Position of a Member. In partnership firm each partner is the agent of t other
and is having the authority to bind the firm with his dealings. But in Joint Hin Family firm this
authority is not available to any member except karta.
9. Accounts. Accounts are to be properly maintained and any partner can inspect I
accounts at any time in case of partnership firm. But in Joint Hindu Family firm karta is not UIK
any obligation to maintain accounts. No member can even ask for the accounts from kart:
10. Liabilities. The liabilities of partners in partnership firm are unlimited. Th
responsibility is ‘joint and several’. For the business liabilities, the private properties partners are
also liable in addition to their share in the business. But in Joint Hindu Fam firm the liability of
karta is unlimited. All the other members are having limited liability their respective undivided
shares in the joint family property. The self-acquired property a member cannot be held liable in
any case.
11. Dissolution. Partnership firm can be dissolved on the death or insanity of a partn On
the other hand, the continuity of a Joint Hindu Family firm is not affected by death insanity of a
member. Only partition can bring it to an end.
12. Registration. It is not compulsory but advisable for a partnership firm to enat it to
enforce a claim against outsider. But in case of Joint Hindu Family firm it is not at necessary.
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A SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
I 1. Answer the following in five lines each :
(a) Karta
(b) Membership by birth
(c) Mitakshara

(d) Liability of members in a HUF.

JOINT HINDU FAMILY BUSINESS

3. Write notes on :
(a) Mitakshara School of Hindu Law.
(b) Dayabhaga School of Hindu Law.
(c) Position of ‘Karta’ in a Joint Hindu Family firm.
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CO-OPERATIVE
ORGANISATION
INTRODUCTION
The Co-operative movement has been necessitated to protect the interests of weak sections
of society. The primary objective of this movement is “how to protect economical the weaker
sections of society from the oppression of economically strong segment society ?” In all forms of
organisation, be it a sole trade, partnership or joint stock compan the primary motive is to
increase profits. The businessman tries to promote his own interes through all possible means
including exploitation of consumers. The co-operative form organisation is a democratic set up
run by its members for serving their own interests, is self help through mutual help. The
philosophy behind co-operative movement is ‘all fi each and each for all’.
Co-operative societies are voluntary associations started with the aim of service members.
Hubert Calvest says, “Co-operation is a form of organisation wherein persoi voluntarily associate
together as human beings on the basis of equality for the promotic of the economic interests of
themselves.” 6 V.L. Mehta defines co-operation as, “One aspe of a vast movement which
promotes the voluntary association of individuals having commc economic needs who combine
towards the achievement of the common economic end the have in view and who bring into this
combination a moral effort and a progressive developing realisation of moral obligation.” The
underlying factor in this definition is tl achievement of economic ends. In fact, co-operative
movement was started to safeguard tl consumers from the exploitation of capitalism. Dr. H.N.
Kunzen defines co-operatives a “Co-operative is self help as well as mutual help. It is a joint
enterprise of those who ai not financially strong and cannot stand on their legs and, therefore,
come together not wil a view to get profits but to overcome disability arising out of the want of
adequate financi resources”. This definition suits the Indian context. In India, co-operatives are
started by tf weaker sections of society for protecting its members from the clutches of profit
hungi businessmen.
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The Indian Co-operative Societies Act, 1912 defines co-operatives in Section 4 as, “a I
society which has its objectives the promotion of economic interests of its members in I
accordance with co-operative principle.”

I Characteristics of Co-operative Organisation
Some of the principles of co-operatives are discussed as follows:
1. Voluntary Membership. Everyone is at liberty to enter or leave the co-operative
■society as and when he likes. Nobody is compelled to join a co-operative society. The I
members are also free to use or not to use the services of the society. Though there is no I limit
on the membership of the societies, sometimes certain limits are imposed to keep the ■society
as a workable group. Consumer co-operatives do not restrict the membership but I marketing
co-operatives, producers’ co-operatives, insurance societies, etc. may limit ■membership to a
number which is properly manageable. Voluntary membership is the main I ingredient of
co-operation. Everybody willing to join a society is allowed to do so. Voluntary 1 membership
has also been responsible for the success of co-operative movement.
2. Political and Religious Neutrality. The membership of a co- operative society is I
open to all irrespective of religion, caste, creed, colour or political affiliation. The co- I
operative movement can attract a large membership only by staying out of politics where I
people have divided opinions. Co-operative represents universal brotherhood and it should I
not lose its path in political contradictions. There is no place for caste or discrimination in
I co-operatives. The primary aim of co-operatives is to serve its members. So, co-operative I
societies are neutral as far as political and religious affiliations are concerned.
3.
Democratic Management. The management of co-operative societies is always
on I democratic lines. All the members of a society elect a body of persons to conduct and control
I the day- to-day working of the society. The members frequently meet and give guidelines I to its
executive. The management is elected through ‘one-man, one-vote’ system. The day- | to-day
work is conducted by expert persons but the ultimate control lies with the members. I In a
co-operative, democracy is more than a system, it is a condition of its business success. I
Co-operative business stands or falls with democracy.
4.
One Man, One Vote. In co-operative societies every member is given one vote B
irrespective of his contribution towards the capital. In joint stock companies, the voting rights I
are given on the basis of number of shares held by a person. So persons having large number of
shares control the organisation. In a co-operative, nobody can control the society on the strength
of his wealth. All members have equal voice in the management of the society.
5.
Service Motive. The primary objective of co-operative societies is to provide
service to their members. The aim is not to earn profits as is the case in all other forms of
I organisations. The service of members is the fundamental objective of co-operative
societies.
The societies earn a small amount of profit to cover up administrative expenses. The profit ■
is generally earned when goods are sold to non-members.
6. Distribution of Surplus. The societies earn surplus from their services. This surplus is
not divided according to capital contributions. It is distributed according to purchases made by
the members in case of consumer co-operatives and according to goods delivered to the
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Co-operatives flourish only when cash trading principle is strictly followed. Cash trading ensures
economy for the co-operatives. It eliminates bad debts and collection expenses. Credit system
reduces working capital of the societies. In granting credit there is likelihood of some
discrimination which may lead to misunderstanding among members. The societie* may make
some exception to this rule for helping needy members but generally casr trading principle is
followed.
8. Limited Interest on Investments. The pioneers of co-operative movement wanted to
give certain percentage on capital contributions in the form of dividend. This is an incentive to
members for keeping money with the society as deposits. In India, a maximum of 9 per cent per
annum can be paid as interest on contributions to the society. This is i first charge on the surpluses
of the society.
9. State Control. The co-operative societies are to follow certain rules and regulations
framed by the government. In India, all co-operative societies are registered under Indian
Co-operative Societies Act or respective state co-operative laws. The government gives a number
of incentives for the promotion of co-operatives. There is a control of central and state
governments on the working of co-operative societies in India.
10. Co-operative Education and Training. The success of a co- operative will depend
upon the awareness of its members towards the principles of co-operation. The members should
be properly educated about the aims and objectives of the societies, so that they ma work unitedly
for the success of the society. The members should be trained to perform various activities of the
society. So proper education and training of members will add to the success of co-operative
movement.
Types of Co-operative Societies
Various types of co-operatives have been started with different motives. Some are started
to help consumers and others to help small producers. There are some societie* which help the
farmers in a number of ways. Important types of co-operative societies are! discussed as follows
:
1. Consumers’ Co-operatives. The consumers’ co-operative societies are started to help
lower and middle class people. These societies protect weaker sections from the clutches of profit
hungry businessmen. The members contribute capital in the shape of share money. The
membership of these societies is open to everyone irrespective of caste creed and colour. The
members elect the office bearers and executive members to supervis day-to-day activities of the
society. The societies make bulk purchases directly from produce and sell these goods to the
members on retail basis. The commission and profit of middleme are eliminated in the process.
The societies charge small profit to cover up administrative costs. The sales, however, are made
at market rates to non-members. The surplus earne from the business are distributed among
members in the shape of bonus. Some of the surplus is spent on the welfare of members.
In India, consumers’ co-operatives started under the control of government Government
sells essential commodities to consumers at regulated prices through co operative societies. The
co-operative stores, as they are called, are working both in urb and rural areas.
2. Producers’ Co-operatives. These societies are established for the benefit of small ucers who find it
difficult to collect various factors of production and also to face keting problems. The purpose is
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I Industrial Service Co-operatives. These co-operatives are started to help members in B,~g
various industrial inputs at reasonable prices. The co-operatives make bulk purchases ran
materials from suppliers and supply them to members. The societies also arrange chinery and
equipment for their members. The individual members may not be able to “chase small
quantities of their requirements at reasonable prices. So, the societies make \ purchases and
help their members to get their requirements at reasonable prices. The ;,tput of members is
marketed by the society. Individual members earn profits on their sales also share the profits of
the society on the basis of certain criterion earlier agreed upon.
3. Marketing Co-operatives. The marketing co-operatives are associations of producers ' f selling their
products at remunerative prices. The production of different members is ied and the society
undertakes to sell these products by eliminating middlemen. These
Societies also provide services like grading, warehousing, transportation, insurance and Inancing etc.
The goods are sold when the market is favourable. The individual producers nay not be able to wait
for longer periods because of their limited resources. The societies provide some advance money to
the members for helping them in meeting their urgent needs. The proceeds of sales are shared
among members according to their contributions, ffhe marketing societies also collect marketing
information and supply it to the producers ■for their benefit.
4. Housing Co-operatives. The low and middle income group people are not able to lonstruct
their own houses for want of money. Housing co-operative societies help people n own their
houses. The housing co-operatives are of different types. Some societies (construct houses and give
them on small rent to the members. The members do not become owners but the rent is nominal.
These societies are not popular because the instinct to own a house is not satisfied. The second type
of societies acquire land and give the plots to the members for constructing their houses themselves.
The societies also arrange loans for their members from financial institutions and government
agencies. These societies are helpful [in arranging cheap plots and loans for the members. The loans
are advanced against the security of the houses. This type of societies are very popular in most of the
states in India. Third type of societies acquire land and construct houses themselves. The
constructed houses are handed over to the members who pay the price in easy instalments spread
over a longer period. These societies economise by purchasing construction materials in bulk. These
societies are popular among poor families.
The purpose of all these societies is to help their members in purchasing land and constructing
houses. In addition to housing co-operatives, many government agencies like State Housing
Boards help economically weaker sections of society in owning their houses and pay'fhe price in
easy instalments.
5. Credit Co-operatives. The credit co-operative societies are formed to give financial
help to small farmers and other poor sections of the society. The village money-lenders charge
exorbitant interest rates and exploit innocent poor people. The credit co-operative societies may
be distinguished as follows:
(a) Rural credit co-operative societies.
(b) Urban credit co-operative societies.
The rural credit co-operatives can be formed with at least 10 members. The members
purchase shares of the society so as to raise capital. These societies get loans from State Co-
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commodities like salt, sugar, tea, matches, dais, etc. The object of these societies is “better
farming and better living”.
The Urban Co-operative Credit Societies or Urban Banks are run on Schulze-Delitz model.
The idea of these societies is to help small traders, workers, artisans and other middle class
people. The members are provided with short-term loans on lower rates of interest. The capital is
contributed by the members and financial help is sought from government agencies too. The
liability of members is limited only to the extent of shares held by them.
6. Co-operative Farming Societies. Co-operative farming societies are voluntary
associations of farmers formed to reap the benefits of large scale farming on scientific lines.
Better farming increases production and improves the economic position of members. Small
farmers will not be able to use improved technology for want of resources and small holdings.
The land is pooled to take advantage of agricultural technology. The farming cooperatives may
be of the following types:
(a) Co-operative Better Farming Societies. These societies are formed to improve methods
of farming and to arrange facilities connected with the use of machinery, harvesting of crops and
marketing of the products. The members cultivate their lands independently. The society
provides only services. The members pay charges for the service rendered by the society.
(b) Co-operative Joint Farming Societies. The land of members is pooled in these
societies. The ownership rights of the land are retained by the individual members. The members
are paid wages for their work on the land. The produce is sold by the society anc profits are
divided according to wages earned by members. Some interest is also paid to members on the
basis of their land values. The members have a right to withdraw their lands from the society.
(c) Tenant Farming Societies. These societies are formed to help tenants. The society
acquires land on leasehold basis and also on freehold basis. The land is distributed to the
members for independent cultivation. The society also arranges various inputs like seeds,
fertilizers, etc. Financial help too is arranged for the members. The members pay rent for the use
of land, the produce belongs to the tenants and not to the society. So these societies are formed to
help small tenants.
{d) Collective Farming Societies. The land is owned by the society and members work
collectively on the land. No member has ownership right of the land. The members are paid
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laily wages for their labour. The profits are distributed among members in proportion to heir
wages. The land ownership in these societies is collective.
All these societies are formed with a view to help small farmers and tenants to use dvanced
farm technology for raising their produce. These societies endeavour to raise conomic
position of their members.
[valuation of Co-operatives
1. Open Membership. The membership of co-operative societies is open to each and
very person. Nobody is barred from joining societies on the basis of economic position, aste,
colour or creed. Anybody wishing to enjoy the fruits of a co-operative can join it. The umber
of members of a society may be limited to make it a workable group but members re not
discriminated in any way.
2. Service Motto. The co-operative societies are started not for profits but for service, he
societies try to promote the interests of the members. The members are provided goods
tcheap rates and financial help is also given at concessional rates. A feeling of co-operation i
created among members.
3. Supply of Goods at Cheaper Rates. The societies purchase goods directly from
roducers and sell them to the members at cheap rates. The middlemen are eliminated from le
channel of distribution. The consumer co-operatives supply essential goods to the lembers at
a time when there is scarcity of goods in the market. Even capital goods (like lachinery etc.)
are procured directly from producers and are supplied to the members. So 3-operative societies
ensure regular supply of goods at cheaper rates.
4. Democratic Management. The management of a co-operative is elected by the
lembers from among themselves. All members are given equal voting rights irrespective f the
number of shares held by them. Every member has equal say in formulating policies f the
society. So these associations are run on democratic principles.
5. Low Management Costs. The management of a co-operative society is in the hands f
persons elected by the shareholders. Some persons are employed to look after day-to- ay
working of the societies. Members take active interest in the working of the society. So te
societies need not spend large amount on management personnel.
6. Surpluses Shared by Members. These societies sell goods to the members on a
ominal profit to cover up administrative costs. Non-members are charged at market rates, be
surplus earned by the society is distributed among members on the basis of their 'Urchases.
Some part of the surplus is spent on the welfare of the members. So all profits if the society
are either distributed among members or are spent on their welfare.
7. Check on other Business. All other forms of business are started with a profit motive
iut co-operatives are started with service motive. When businessmen try to exploit consumers
iy raising prices of their commodities, co-operatives supply goods at reasonable prices. The
:o-operatives are a check on other forms of organisation. Other enterprises will have to ower
their prices when co-operatives are providing these goods at lower prices. Consumers ire not
on the mercy of businessmen.
Limitations of Co-operatives
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start large-scale enterprises. They cannot undertake production of goods for want of fun So
co-operative societies suffer from lack of capital.
2. Lack of Unity among Members. The members are drawn from different sections
the society. There is a lack of harmony among them. The members do not understand!
working of the societies, so they start suspecting each other. The members do not take mi
interest in the affairs of the society and leave everything to the paid officials.
3. Cash Trading. The cash trading business has both advantages and disadvantaj The
members of societies are generally from poor sections of the society. These perso need
credit facilities. On the other hand, private traders extend credit facilities to consumers. The
societies sell goods at lower prices but absence of credit facilities com] them to go to traders
for meeting their requirements.
4. Political Interference. The societies are generally under the regulations of t
government. As co-operative societies stand in India, government even nominates membi to
the managing committees. Every government tries to send their own party members these

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
societies. The societies are governed on political considerations rather than on busini lines.
Political interference has adversely affected co-operative movement in India.
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Discuss briefly the principles of voluntary membership and democratic managemer
2. The main aim of co-operative societies is to serve its members’. Explain in ten lire
3. Give five points of distinction between a co-operative society and a joint stock compai

4. Explain the procedure followed for distribution of profits of co-operative consumer societie
5. Briefly explain the different types of societies.

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. What do you understand by a Co-operative Society ? Give the principles of co-operative
society.
2. Give the salient features of a co-operative form of organisation. How is it different fro a join
stock company ?
3. ‘A co-operative form of organisation is a method of self-help’. Discuss.
4. ‘A co-operative society is formed to serve its members and not to earn profits’. Explaii
5. Discuss in detail various types of co-operative societies.
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CONCEPT
With the technological improvements, the scale of operations of business has increased.
The requirements for finances and managerial resources have gone up. The traditional forms of
organisation such as sole-proprietorship, joint hindu family, partnership, could not j meet the
requirements of business. The company form of organisation has developed as the most suitable
alternative.
A joint stock company is an association of persons joining together for carrying on
business and having a separate legal entity. The persons joining the business
contribute to the stock of the company and are called shareholders.
• A company is registered under the Companies Act 2013.
• A company is an artificial person created under law.
• It is a voluntary association of persons, having separate legal entity with limited
liabilities of shareholders.
• The company has perpetual succession and common seal.
• The shareholders are the real owners of the company and elect Board of Directors for
carrying on managerial activities.
•

Shares of the company are transferable without disturbing its continuity.

Definitions
James Stephenson, A company is ‘an association of many persons who contribute
money or money’s worth to a common stock and employ it in some trade or business, and

Section 2(20) of the Companies Act, 2013 provided that “Company m
incorporated under this Act or under any previous Company Law".

Features of Joint Stock CompanyFollowing are the characteristics of a Joint Stock Company:
1. Artificial Person. A company is created under law and exists ind
members. Like a person a company can own property, own bank accc
agreements with outsiders, raise capital, borrow money, sue othe
company is called an artificial pe
2. Formation. A company is formed
under Companies Act, 2013, There
are a number of formalities, which
need to be completed before a
company is formed. A number of
documents are prepared which are
submitted at the time of
registration. The formation of a
company is complicated and timeconsuming process.
3. Separate Legal Entity. The
company is created under law. It
has a separate legal entity apart
from its members. A company acts
independently of its members. The
company is not bound by the act i and members do not act as agents o
the company. A person can owi can be its creditor too. The life of th
company is independent of members. The company can sue and be sued
in its own name.
4. Liability. The liability of its shareholders is limited to the value of sh
purchased. In case the company incurs huge liabilities, the sharehc be
called upon to pay the unpaid balance of their shares. The cor. separate
legal entity can incur debts in its own name and the shareh be personally
liable for that. However, shareholders of an unlimited unlimited
liability. The liability of members of a company limited b limited to the
guaranteed amount.
♦
5. Control. There is a separation between management and control. Th
company are shareholders but these are widely spread in th
shareholders elect Board of Directors to manage and control the <
" shareholders do not interfere in the day to day working of the compa of
Directors appoint top officials for running the business.
6. Risk Bearing. In a company form of organisation the risk is bo
shareholders. In the event of financial crisis all the shareholders ca to
contribute to the extent of their capital contribution. Hence the ri spread
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8. Transferability of Shares. The shares of a company can be transferred by its
members. Whenever the members want to dispose off the shares, they can do by
following the procedure devised for this purpose. Under Articles of Association, the
company can put certain restrictions on the transfer of shares, but it cannot altogether
stop it. However, private companies can put more restrictions on transferability of
shares, virtually making it zero.
9. Perpetual Succession. The company has a permanent existence. The shareholders
may come or may go but the company will go on forever. The continuity of the
company is not affected by death, lunacy or insolvency of its shareholders. The
company can be wound up only by the operation of law. The shares of the company
may change hands a number of times but the continuity of the company is not affected
at all.
Advantages of Joint Stock Company
Some of the advantages of company form of organisation are discussed below:
1. Limited Liability. The liability of members in a company is limited to the nominal
value of the shares they have acquired. If a person has purchased a share of ? 100, his
liability is limited to ? 100 only. If the share is partly paid, then he can be required lo
pay only the unpaid value of the share.
2. Transfer of Interest. The shares of a public company are freely transferable. A
shareholder can dispose-off his shares at any time when the market conditions are
favourable or he is in need of money. The company does not return share-money
before its winding up, but shareholders can easily sell their shares through stock
exchange markets. Stock exchange provides a ready market for the purchase and sale
of shares. The facility of transferring shares encourages many persons to invest. This
provides liquidity to the investor and stability to the company. On the other hand,
partnership form of organisation does not provide free transferability of shares.
3. Perpetual Existence. When a company is incorporated, it becomes a separate legal
entity. It is an entity with perpetual succession. The members of a company may go on
changing from time to time but that does not affect the continuity of a company. The
death or insolvency of members does not in any way affect the corporate existence of
the company. The continuity of a company is not only in the interests of the members,
but is also beneficial for the society. The discontinuation of a company may cause
wastage of resources, and inconvenience to the consumers.
4. Scope of Expansion. A company can arrange large financial resources as compared to
sole-proprietorship and partnership forms of organisation. In case more funds are
needed, additional funds can be raised from issue of shares and debentures from the
public. A company is also in a better position to raise loans from banks and other
financial institutions. Therefore, there is a scope for expansion of business activities.
5. Professional Management. In company form of organisation, ownership is separate
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and better career opportunities. The efficient management will help the comp* to KINDS
expand and diversify its activities.
The C an
regist
Disadvantages of Joint Stock Company
The company form of organisation suffers from the following
drawbacks:
1. Difficulty in Formation. Promotion of a company is not an easy task. A
I
numb® stages are involved in company promotion. The suitability of a
Private
particular type business is to be decided first. A number of persons should
Com
be ready to a: for getting a company incorporated. A lot of legal
panies
formalities are required to performed at the time of registration. The
I
shares will have to be sold during particular time. Promotion of a company is
I
both expensive and risky.
One Pe
Compa
2. Lack of Secrecy. The management of companies remains in the hands of mi I
Thes
persons. Everything is discussed in the meeting of Board of Directors. The tn
1. Priva
I secrets cannot be maintained. In case of sole trade and partnership
concerns si | secrecy is possible because a few persons are involved in
Ksi
management.
up cap
its artic
3. Impersonal Work environment. There is a separation of ownership and
manage]
It leads to a situation where there is lack of personal involvement company officers.
The size of the company is large, it makes it difficult management to keep personal
[
contact with customers, suppliers, employees creditors.
4. Numerous Regulations. A large number of rules and regulations are framed ford]
working of the companies. The companies will have to follow rules even for the
internal working. The government tries to regulate the working of the compans
Speci
because large public money is involved. The formalities are many and the penalty
for their non-compliance are heavy. This often detracts companies from their mai
objectives, for which they have been formed.
5. Delay in Decision-Making. In company form of organisation no single individi can
make a policy decision. All important decisions are taken either by the Bi of
Directors or are referred to general house. Decision-taking process is ti consuming.
If some business opportunity arises and a quick decision is needed, will not be
0
possible to arrange meetings all of a sudden. So many opportunity may be lost
because of delay in decision-making.
(
6. Oligarchic Management. In theory, the management of a company is elected
shareholders and the Board of Directors exercises managerial control. In practit the
7. number of shareholders is large and they have no role in running the comp The
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salaries. It becomes difficult for the company to reconcile interests of various
stakeholders.

7.
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KINDS OF COMPANIES
The Companies Act, 2013 provides for a variety of companies that may be promoted and
registered under the Act. These Companies are :
Kinds of Companies

r~

4

I
----- 1 --- -------- 1 ------ —1 -------- ------ 1 ---- “1 ---------Private Public
Statutory RegisLimited Unlimited GovernComCom- Companies tered
Liability Liability
ment
panies
Com
Com Companies Com
panies
panies
panies
panies
1
l
T
One Person Small
Company Company

J
Foreign
Companies

Holdin
g and
Subsi
diary
Companies

These Companies are discussed as follows :
1. Private Companies
As per Section 2 (68), a private company means a company which has a minimum paid up
capital of one lakh rupees or such higher paid up capital as may be prescribed, and by its
articles :
(z) restricts the right to transfer its shares ;
(if) limits the number of its members to two hundred ;
{iii) prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares and debentures of the
company; and
{iv) prohibits any invitation or acceptance of deposits from persons other than its
members, directors or their relatives.
Special Privileges and Exemptions available to Private Companies
Following privileges and exemptions are available to private companies :
(z) Minimum number of members : A minimum of two persons can form a private
company.
{ii) Minimum number of directors: A private company may have atleast two directors
as against three in case of public companies.
(iii) Quorum for general meetings : The quorum required for the general meeting of
shareholders is 2 members personally present.
{iv) Managerial remuneration: A private company has no upper limit on managerial
remuneration.
(zz) Rotational retirement of directors: All directors of a private company can be nonrotational directors.
{vi) Filling casual vacancies: f’here is no legal restriction on filling of casual vacancies
among directors and duration of period in office.
(vii) Special disqualification for appointment of directors: A private company may, by
its articles of association, provide special disqualifications for appointment of
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(viii) Restriction of number of directorships : A person can become a director in
maximum 20 private companies provided none of these companies is a public
company.
(ix) Paid-up capital: A private company can be registered with a paid up capital of ? 1
lakh whereas a public company is registered with ? 5 lakhs.

One Person Company (OPC)
One Person Company (OPC) has been allowed, for the first time in Companies Act,
2013. It is a company promoted by one person under, Section 3 (1) (c) of Companies Act,
2013 and says that one person company is a one shareholder corporate entity, where legal and
financial liability is limited to the company only. J.J. Expert Committee recommend the
formation of one-person company in India.

Features of One Person Company
1. It is a private company started
by one person.
2. One person subscribes his
name to a memorandum and
comply with the requirements
of the Act in respect of
registration.
3. OPC can be registered as
‘limited by shares’ or ‘limited
by guarantee’.
4. The words “One Person
Company” shall be mentioned
in the brackets below the name of such company.
5. The memorandum of OPC shall indicate the name of the other person who shall in the
event of the subscriber’s death or his incapacity to contract, becomes the member of
the company. The consent of such person in the prescribed form shall be filed with the
Registrar at the time of incorporation of the company.
Relaxations Available to One Person Company
OPC has been given following relaxations :
(i) There is no need to prepare a cash flow statement.
(ii) There is no necessity for an Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held.
(iii) Specific provisions related to general meetings and extraordinary general meetings
would not apply.
(iv) An OPC need to hold only one meeting of the Board of Directors in each half of a
calendar year and the gap between two meetings should not be less than ninety days.
{v) The annual return can be signed by the Director and not necessarily a company
secretary.
[vi) One Director can sign the audited financial statements.
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| Small Company
The concept of small company has been introduce for the first time in the Companies
Act, 2013. According to section 2 (85) of the Act, small company means a company other than
a public company :
■ (i) Paid up capital of which does not exceed fifty lakh rupees or such high amount
as may be prescribed which shall not be more than five crore rupees, or
[ii] Turnover of which as per last profit and loss account does not exceed two crore
rupees or such higher amount as may be prescribed which shall not be more than
twenty crore rupees.
2. Public Company O
Section 2(7) of the Companies Act, 2013 defines a public Company to mean a company
■which:
(0 is not a private company;
(ii) has a minimum paid up capital of ? 5 lakhs or such higher capital, as may be
prescribed.
3. Statutory Companies
A company may be incorporated by means of a special Act of the Parliament or any State
Legislature, such a company is called statutory company. Such companies are generally
formed to carry out some special public undertakings, for example, railways, waterworks, gas,
electricity generation, etc. Examples of statutory companies are Reserve Bank of India, Life
Insurance Corporation of India, Food Corporation of India, State Trading Corporation etc.
I Statutory Companies are governed by the acts through which these are created. They are not
required to have memorandum of association or articles of association. The annual report on
the working of each statutory company is required to be placed on the taftle of the parliament
or the State Legislature.
4. Registered Companies
Companies registered under the Companies Act, 2013 or under earlier Companies Acts
are called registered companies. Such companies come into existence when they are registered
under the Companies Act and a certificate of incorporation is granted to them by the Registrar
of Companies. A company registered under the act may be incorporated as limited liability
company or an unlimited liability company. Further they may be incorporated as public
companies or private companies.
5. Limited Liability Companies
These companies may be divided as :
(i) Companies limited by shares
(ii) Companies limited by guarantee
(Hi) Companies limited by guarantee having share capital.
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7. Government Companies
Under Section 2(45) a government company means any company in which not less than
51 per cent of the paid up capital is hold by (i) Central Government: or (/';') State Government ;
or (z'z'z) partly by central government and partly by state government ; A subsidiary of a
government company will also be treated as government company.
8. Foreign Companies
As per section 2 (4) a foreign company means any company or body corporate
incorporated outside India which ;
(z) has a place of business in India whether by itself or through an agent physically or
through electronic mode, and
(zz) Conducts any business activity in India in any other manner.
9. Holding and Subsidiary Companies
If one company controls another company, the controlling company is termed as the
‘Holding Company’ and the company so controlled is called ‘Subsidiary Company’. According
to Section 2 (87) a subsidiary company means a company in which the holding company:
(z) Controls the composition of the Board of Directors.
(zz-) Exercises or controls more than one-half of the total share capital either of its own or
together with one or more of its subsidiary companies.

Distinction between Private and Public Company
Basis
1. Minimum number
of members

Private Company
Minimum two persons can form
a company

Public Company
Seven persons are required to
form public company.

Maximum number of It cannot be more than 200
No
restriction
on
maximum
members
numbers
3.
Restriction on transfer of shares There is no restriction on transfer of
W
Transferability of
shares
h
4. Prospectus
Private company cannot issue a Public Company may invite
prospectus
subscription through issue of
2.
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Basis
5
. Minimum directors
6 Retirement of
. directors
7
. Quorum for
meetings
8 Managerial
. remuneration
9 Public deposits
.
Paid-up capital
10.

Private Company
Must have at least two directors

Public Company
Must have at least three directors

Directors are not required to return At least 2/3rd of directors must be
such who will retire on rotation
by rotation
The quorum is five members
Two members is the quorum for
meetings
There is no restriction on Total managerial remuneration
managerial remuneration
cannot exceed 11 per cent of the
net profits
A private company cannot accept
It is free to accept public deposits
deposits from public
Registered with a minimum paid Registered with a minimum paid up
up capital of ? 1 lakh
capital of ? 5 lakhs

V
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Distinction Between Partnership and Joint Stock Company
Partnership

Joint Stock Company

1. Governing Statute. A partnership concern is Joint stock company is governed by the
Companies Act 2013.
governed by the Partnership Act, 1932.
2. Registration. The registration of a partnership
concern is not compulsory. There are certain The registration of a company is compulsory.
privileges given to the registered firms which There are two stages in registering public
are denied to unregistered ones. These company, the first is ‘Incorporation’ and the
privileges indirectly encourage registration.
second is ‘Commencement of business’. A
public company and a company having share
capital can start business only after obtaining
the second certificate.
3. Number of Members. A partnership can be There must be atleast two persons for starting
started by at least two persons. Partnership Act a private company and maximum number of
does not mantion any maximum number of members can be 200. Atleast seven persons
members.
are required to start a public company and
there is no maximum limit of its members.
4, Legal Status. A partnership has no separate
legal entity apart from its memb^s. Members A company has a separate legal entity. It has a
cannot enter into an agreement with the firm. common seal and can enter into contracts by
affixing its seal. Members of the company can
also enter into contract with the company.
5. Liability. The liability of partners is unlimited. The liability of the shareholders is limited to the
The partners are jointly and separately value of shares held by them. The members
responsible.
are not personally liable for the obligations of
the business.
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Partnership

6.

Joint Stock Company

Transfer of Shares. A partner can transfer his
shares only with the consent of all other
partners.
Management and Control. A partnership
concern is managed and controlled by the
partners. The partners have a right to
participate in the administration of business.

A shareholder can sell his shares,
whenever he feels so. There is no binding
on the transfer of shares of a company,
A company is managed by the elected
representatives of the shareholders.

8.

Statutory Obligations. A partnership is not
under statutory obligation for the compliance
of any rules and regulations. There is no
compulsion to maintain certain books, get the
accounts audited and to publish them.

A company is required to maintain
prescribed books and have a periodical
audit. Some information has to be supplied
periodically to the Registrar of Companies,

9.

Continuity. A partnership concern is The continuity of a company is not affected
dissolved on the death or insolvency of a by the death or insolvency of a member.
partner.
The members may go on changing but the
company will not be affected.
Authority of Members. A partner can bind the A shareholder has not implied authority to
firm by his acts. There is an implied authority. bind the company. A shareholder cannot
A partner is an agent of the firm.
act on behalf of the company.

7.

10.

11.

Winding-Up. A partnership concern can be A comapny is wound-up only through
dissolved easily. No legal formalities are court. If the court is satisfied, that there is
required for winding-up a partnership firm.
reasonable ground for winding-up the
company, only then, it is to be wound-up. A
proper procedure is also to be followed.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Discuss the concept of joint stock company.
2. Give any four features of a joint stock company.
3. What is meant by ‘One person company’ ?
4. State the features of a private company.
5. State the features of a public company.
B.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Define a joint stock company. State the features of a company.
2. Discuss the merits and limitations of a joint stock company.
3. Discuss various types of companies.

V
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Ml
6. Distinguish between partnership and joint stock company.

Chapter
imam..... ..

1

PROMOTION OF
COMPANY
. lfl|I I ’

flillliS'‐1
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ilittiil

TRODUCTION
Promotion of every business requires a process to be followed. A number of formalities
ave to be completed before a business comes into existence. The promotion of a company
volves the conceiving of a business opportunity and taking the initiative to give it a practical
shape. A procedure has to be followed for establishing a joint stock company.

PROCEDURE/STAGES FOR FORMATION OF A COMPANY
Following are the stages for formation and incorporation of a company :
A. Promotion
B. Incorporation/Registration
C. Capital Subscription or Raising of Capital
D. Commencement of Business These stages are discussed as follows :
A. PROMOTION
Promotion of a company is the first important stage where necessary steps are taken for
bringing the idea of a company into practice. It is the process of planning and arranging arious
inputs required for running an enterprise. Promotion involves identification of opportunities,
studying the feasibility, assembling the requirements, financing the proposition tc. All these
activities are undertaken by the promoters, the promoters perform various ges of promotion.
moter
Section 2(69) of the Companies Act, 2013 defines the promoter as a person :
(a) Who has been named as such in the prospectus or is identified by the company in the
annual return.
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(b) Who has control over the affairs of the company, directly or indirectly.
(c) In accordance with whose advice, directions or instructions the Board of Directors of
the Company is accustomed to act.
A promoter is a person who initiates the setting up of a company and controls its
working. A promoter may be an individual, a firm or body corporate.
Functions of a Promoter (Steps in Promotion)
A promoter performs the following functions :

1. A promoter conceives an idea for the setting up a business.
2. He makes preliminary investigations and ensures about the future prospects of the
business.
3. He brings together various persons who agree to associate with him and share the
business responsibilities.
4. He prepares various documents and gets the company incorporated.
5. He raises the required finances and gets the company going.
Kinds of Promoters
The promoters may be of the following types :
1. Professional Promoters. These are the persons who specialise in promotion o
companies. They hand over the companies to shareholders when the business starts. In
India, there is lack of professional promoters. In many other countries professiona
promoters have played an important role and helped the business community to a grea
extent. In England, Issue Houses; in U.S.A., Investment Banks and in Germany, Join
Stock Banks have played the role of promoters very! appreciably.
2. Occasional Promoters. These promoters take interest in floating some companies.
They are not in promotion work on a regular basis but take up the promotion of some
company and then go to their earlier profession. For instance, engineers, lawyers etc.
may float some companies.
3. Financial Promoters. Some financial institutions of financiers may take up the
promotion of a company. They generally take up this; work when financial
environment is favourable at the time..
4. Managing Agents as Promoters. In India, Managing Agents played an important role in
promoting new companies. These persons used to float new companies and . then got
their Managing Agency rights. Managing Agency system has since long been abolished
in India.
Remuneration of Promoters
The promoters undertake the work of promoting new companies and bear the initial
risks. They do this work with a view to get some gains for them. In India, promoters try to
become managing directors of the companies promoted by them; so they do not charge
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In other cases, the promoters may be remunerated in the following ways:
1. They may be given lump sum amount for their services. They may also be allotted
shares or debentures too.
2. The promoters may purchase some property and then transfer it to the company at
inflated rates and pocket the difference.
3. They may be given some commission on the purchase price of business taken over by
the company.

B. INCORPORATION / REGISTRATION
A company being an artificial entity comes into existence only after its registration with
the Registrar of Companies. A number of formalities have to be completed before a request is
made to the Registrar for its registration. A legal process has to be completed before a
company obtains a separate legal entity. After ensuring that all necessary documents are filed,
the Registrar of companies issues a Certificate of Incorporation. With this Certificate, the
company becomes a separate legal entity.

Steps for Incorporating a Company
Before getting a company registered, a number of steps have to be taken up:
1. Application for approval of name. The first step in getting a company incorporated
is of obtaining the approval of name from Registrar of Companies. A company may adopt
any name which is not prohibited under the Emblems and Names (Prevention of Improper
Use) Act, 1950 and which is not identical with or does not closely resemble the name of a
company already registered. The applicant should give a maximum of six names in order to
avoid delay. The application for the approval [ of name should be sent to the Registrar of
Companies of the state in which the company is to be situated. The Registrar is expected to
approve the name within 7 days of the receipt of application. The proposed name must be
egistered within 3 months from the date of intimation by the Registrar failing which the promoter
will have to apply again to the Registrar for the revalidation of the approval.
2. Preparation of Memorandum of Association. The preparation of Memorandum of
Association is the next step in the incorporation of a company. It is the constitution of
the company which describes its objects and scope and the relation with outside world.
The memorandum is to be signed by at least seven persons if it is a public limited
company and at least two persons in case of a private limited company. The
memorandum should be printed and properly stamped.

I
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4. Preparation of other documents. The promoters are also expected to prepare following
documents at the time of incorporating the company :
(f) Power of Attorney: With a view of fulfilling various formalities that are requii fo
incorporation of a company, the promoters may execute a power of atton in favou
of one of them or an advocate or some professional to carry out i formalities
required for registration.
(ii) Consent of Directors : A list of persons who have agreed to become the fi directors
of the company along with their consent should be filed.
(iii) Particulars of Directors: Where the company names in its articles the perse who are
to act as directors, the particulars of such directors may be filed w the Registrar a
the time of registration.
{iv) Affidavit by Subscribers and First Directors : Affidavits from each of t subscribers
to the memorandum and from persons named as the first directo if any, in the
articles that he/she is not convicted of any offence in connecti with the promotion
formation or management of any company.
{v) Address for Communication and Notice of Registered Address : Address 1
communication till the company acquired its registered office shall also supplied. A
company is required to have a registered office within 15 days incorporation and
within 30 days of incorporation, it must submit the verificati of the registered office
in the prescribed manner.
(vi) Statutory Declaratibn : A statutory declaration to the effect that all tl requirements o
this Act and the rules made there under in respect of registratii have been complied
with. The declaration is to be signed by an advoca chartered accountant, cos
accountant, company secretary who is engaged the formation of the company. A
person named in the articles as a direct! manager or secretary of the company
should also sign the declaration.
5. Payment of fees. At the time of registration, prescribed registration fees and filii fee fo
each document filed for registration are to be paid at the Registrar’s offic The fee to be
paid varies with the amount of Nominal Capital in case of compani with share capital o
according to the number of members in case of compani' without share capital.
6. Incorporation Certificate. When all the required documents are filed with tl Registra
along with the requisite fees, a scrutiny is made. When all documents a] found in order
the Registrar will enter the name of the company in the Register i Companies and issues
a Certificate of Incorporation. The date mentioned in tl certificate is the date o
incorporation of the company.

Effect of Certificate of Incorporation
After the incorporation, the company becomes a separate legal entity with perpetu
succession. The certificate of incorporation is a conclusive proof of the existence of tl company
Once a certificate of incorporation is issued, the company comes into existent ■m the date
mentioned on it. Any deficiency or infirmity found in the incorporation of the ■npany later on wil
not influence the existence of the company and the incorporation will ■main valid.
Specimen of Certificate of Incorporation
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■ (Pursuant to sub-section (2) of section 7 of the Companies Act, 2013 and rule 8 of the lompanies
Incorporation) Rules, 2014.
I hereby certify that ........ is incorporated on this eighth day of December Two Thouand Fifteen under the Companies Act, 2013 and that the company is limited by shares.
The CIN of the company is .........
Given under my hand at New Delhi this day of December Two Thousand Fifteen
Sd/Registrar of Companies New
Delhi
CAPITAL SUBSCRIPTION OR RAISING OF CAPITAL
After going through the incorporation formalities, the next stage will be to raise funds.
A public or private company having share capital cannot commence business unless jiimum
subscription as stated in the prospectus has been subscribed. A company not ving share capital
may commerce business after obtaining certificate of incorporation, e amount stated for allotment
should be duly received in cash and allotment has been ide properly.
Following steps are required to raise funds from the public :
(z) SEBI approval. SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of India) is a regulatory body to control
capital markets in India. A public company is required to submit relevant information with
the SEBI before issuing securities in the capital market. The companies are required to give
information according to ‘guidelines for disclosure and investor protection 2000’. So prior
permission of SEBI is required before raising funds from the public.
(it) Filing of prospectus. A prospectus has to be filed with the registrar of companies. A
prospectus is a document inviting general public to subscribe to the shares or debentures of
the company. The investors make up their mind about investments on the basis of
information contained in the prospectus.
til) Appointment of bankers, brokers, underwriters. The bankers are appointed to receive
application money from the public. The application money goes to the bank account of the
company. The brokers encourage public to subscribe to the shares offered by the company.
If the company is not sure of selling the whole lot of shares, it may appoint underwriters.
The brokers purchase unsold shares themselves and charge commission for this service.
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{iv) Minimum subscription. In order to prevent companies to start business with
inadequate funds, a minimum subscription is fixed. A company must sell a minimum
number of shares before starting the next process. This minimum number is called
‘minimum subscription’. As per the rules of SEBI, a company must receive 90 per cen
of the issued amount within a period of 120 days from the issue of prospectu In case the
company does not receive the minimum subscription then it must return the application
money within the next 10 days.
(v) Application to Stock Exchange. A company must get itself listed in a stock exchange
before selling the securities to general public. The company must make application to
atleast one stock exchange for a permission to deal in its stocks. The stock exchange
authorities verify the financial soundness and other aspects of the company. Afte
satisfying from the information of the company, the name of the company is listed in
the exchange. If the company fails to get permission from the stock exchange within
ten weeks from the date of closure of subscription list then the allotment will become
void and money received on applications must be returned within eight days.
(vi) Allotment of shares. After getting the shares listed, the company makes allotment o
shares. A list is prepared giving details about names and addresses of all the
shareholders, and the number of shares allotted etc. The company has to submit a return
of allotment with the registrar giving details of shares allotted to each shareholder.

D. COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS
After obtaining the certificate of incorporative a company not having share capital can
commerce business. The companies having share capital, whether public company or private
company cannot commence business before obtaining the certificate of commencement o
business. The Companies Act, 2013 provides that companies having share capital shall no
commence any business or exercise any borrowing power without complying the following
requirements.
(i) Declaration by a Director : A declaration needs to be filed by a director with the
Registrar that every subscriber to the memorandum has paid the value of shares agreed
to be taken by him and the paid-up share capital of the company is not less than five
lakh rupees in case of public company and one lakh rupees in case of private company
on the date of making this declaration.
(i03 Filing of Verification of Registered Office: The company shall file with the Registra
a verification of registered office in the prescribed form.
The registrar will scrutinize all these documents and if he is satisfied, then he issues a
Certificate of Commencement of Business. The grant of this certificate completes the process o
formation of a company. The company can start its business activities from the date of issue of the
certificate.
Relevance of Certificate of Commencement
• This Certificate is a legal document and proof that formation of the company is
complete.
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one lakh rupees in case of a private company.

CUMENTS FOR REGISTRATION OF A COMPANY
1. Memorandum of Association
2. Articles of Association
3. Prospectus
All these documents are discussed in detail in the following pages:

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION
The Memorandum of Association is the constitution of the company and provides the
Jjoundation on which its structure is built. It is the principal document of the company and ;
company can be registered without the memorandum of association. It defines the scope the
company’s activities as well as its relation with the outside world.
The comapny law defines it as,
“The memorandum of association of a company as originally framed or as altered from '
eto time in pursuance of any previous company laws or of this Act.”
-Section 2 (56) of the Companies Act, 2013
ose
The main purpose of the memorandum is to explain the scope of activities of the kmpany.
The prospective shareholders know the areas where company will invest their money and the
risk they are taking in investing the money. The outsiders will understand me limits of the
working of the company and their dealings with it should remain within le prescribed scope.
Clauses of Memorandum
The memorandum of association contains the following clauses:
1. The Name Clause. A company being a separate legal entity must have a name. A
company may select any name which does not resemble the name of any other company
and it should not contain the words like king, queen, emperor, government bodies and the
names of world bodies like U.N.O., W.H.O. World Bank, etc. The name should not be
objectionable in the opinion of the government. The word ‘limited’ must be used at the end
of the name of a Public and ‘Private Limited’ is used by a Private Company. These words
are used to ensure that all persons dealing with the company should know that the liability
of its members is limited. The name of the company must be painted outside every place
where business of the company is carried on.
If the company has a name which is undesirable or resembles the name of any other
existing company, this name can be changed by passing an ordinary resolution.
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2. Registered Office Clause. Every company should have a registered office, the addra o
which should be communicated to the Registrar of Companies. This helps th Registrar to
have correspondence with the company. The place of registered offii has to be intimated
before getting the certificate of commencement.
A company can shift its registered office from one place to another in the same ton with
an intimation to the Registrar. But if the company wants to shift its register! office from
one town to another town in the same state, a special resolution required to be passed. I
the office is to be shifted from one state to another sta it involves alteration in the
memorandum.
3. Object Clause. This is one of the important clauses of the Memorandum Association. I
determines the rights and powers of the company and also defim its sphere of activities
The object clause should be decided carefully because it difficult to alter this clause late
on. No activity can be taken up by the compai which is not mentioned in the objec
clause. Moreover, the investors i.e., shareholdei will know the sphere of activities which
the company can undertake. The choice! the object clause lies with the subscribers to the
memorandum. They are free to ad anything to it provided it is not contrary to the
provisions of the Companies Act an other laws of the land.
The object clause can be changed to enable a company to carry on its activitif more
economically, or by improved means to carry on some business which undi existing
circumstances may conveniently be combined with the object clause.
4. Liability Clause. This clause states that the liability of the members is limited to thi
value of shares held by them. It means that the members will be liable to pay on) the
unpaid balance of their shares. The liability of the members may be limited b guarantee
It also states the amount which every member will undertake to contributi to the assets o
the company in the event of its winding up.
5. .Capital Clause. The clause states the total capital of the proposed company. Thi
division of capital into equity share capital and preference share capital should als be
mentioned. The number of shares in each category and their value should b given. If
some special rights and privileges are conferred on any type of shareholder! mention
may also be made in the clause to enable the public to know the exac nature of capital
structure of the company.
The capital clause can be altered by passing a special resolution and by obtainin the
approval of Company Law Board.
6. Name of Nominee in case of One Person Company. In case of one person company
memorandum must state the name of the person who, in the event of death of the
subscriber, shall become the member of the company.
7. Association Clause. This clause contains the names of signatories to the memorandum
of association. The memorandum must be signed by atleast sever persons in the case of a
public limited company and by at least two persons in case of private limited company
Each subscriber must take at least one share in the company. The subscribers declare
that they agree to incorporate the company ant agree to take the shares stated agains
their names. The signature of subscribers an attested by at least one witness each. The
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The rules and regulations which are framed for the internal management of the company set
out in a document named Articles of Association. The articles are framed to help the mpany in
achieving its objectives set out in memorandum of association. It is a lementary document to the
memorandum.
“Articles of association of the company as originally framed or as altered from time to in
pursuance of any previous companies law or of this act.”
—Section 2 (2) of the Companies Act, 2013
The private companies limited by shares, companies limited by guarantee and unlimited panies
must have their articles of association. A public company limited by shares may ' may not have its
own Articles. As per Companies Act, it is not obligatory on the part of ublic company limited by
shares to prepare and register Articles of Association along with morandum of Association.
However, such a company may adopt all or any of the 'ations contained in the model set of
Articles given in Table A in Schedule I of the Act. feans the company can partly frame its own
articles and partly incorporate some of the 'ations in Table A. Unless the company prepares its
own articles then regulations of : A shall be applicable in the same manner as if they were
contained in its own "stered articles.
The articles cannot contain anything contrary to the Companies Act and also to the ’ morandum
of association. If the document contains anything contrary to the Companies Tor memorandum, it
will be inoperative. When articles are proposed to be registered, they ust be printed, divided into
paragraphs and numbered consecutively. Each subscriber to e memorandum must sign the articles
n the presence of at least one witness.

ure of Articles of Association
(i) Articles of association are subordinate to memorandum of association.
(ii) The articles are controlled by memorandum.
(iii) Articles help in achieving the objectives laid down in the memorandum. {iv) Articles are
only internal regulations over which members exercise control.
(v) Articles lay down the regulations for governance of the company.
ntents of Articles of Association
The Articles of Association of a company usually contain rules and regulations relating
he following matters:
(z) The exclusion, wholly or in part, of the model articles as contained in respective Tables,
(ii) Share capital- shares and their value and their division into equity and preference shares, if
any.
(iii) Rights of each class of shareholders and procedure for variation of their rights
(iv) Procedure relating to the allotment of shares, making of calls and forfeiture of shares.
(;v) Increase, alteration and reduction of share capital
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(:vi) Rules relating to transfer or transmission of shares and the procedun followed for
the same
On) Lien of the company on shares allotted to the members for the amount in respect o
such shares and the procedure in respect thereof.
(z/z'z'z) Appointment, remuneration, powers, duties etc. of the directors and officer
company,
(z'x) Constitution and composition of Audit Committee, Remuneration Com CSR
Committee
(x) Procedure for conversion of shares into stock and vice versa.
(xz) Notice of the meetings, voting rights of members, proxy, quorum, poll, ( {.xii)
Audit of accounts, transfer of amount to reserves, declaration of dividem (xzz'z)
Borrowing powers of the company and the mode of exercise of those pi {xiv) Issue of
share certificates including procedure for issue of duplicate sha (xz/) Winding up of the
company.
The Articles of Association must be prepared carefully and it must contain i regard to
all such matters which are required to be contained therein and wh necessary for the smooth
functioning of the company.
Difference between Memorandum of Association and Articles of Associatic
Memorandum of Association

Articles of Association

1. Scope. The memorandum is a sort of The articles contain bye-laws for the c

constitution of the company. The company day working of the company. Articli
works in the framework given in the framed in the orbit of the memoranc
memorandum.
association.

2. Necessity. The memorandum is a must for
getting a company registered.

Public companies may not have the
articles, but can adopt Table A of Scl I
as its articles. Private comp; companies
limited
by
guarantet
unlimited
companies must have the articles.

3. Provisions. The memorandum cannot contain The articles of association are subot to
anything contrary to Companies Act. the memorandum and Companies A
cannot contain anything contrary to
4. Limitation. A company cannot do anything Anything done beyond the scope
beyond the scope of the memorandum. Any articles will not be void and it can be r by
act beyond its scope done will be void.
passing a special resolution.
5. Relationship. It regulates the relationship It defines relationship between compai
between company and the members of the the members and among mer
themselves.
public.
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ration of Articles of Association
The articles of association can be altered by passing a special resolution. Certain ctions are
imposed on the nature and extent of the alternation that may be made.
(a) The change should not be violating the provisions of the Companies Act.
(b) It should not be contrary to the provisions of the memorandum of association.
(c) The alteration must not have anything illegal.
(d) The alteration should not adversely affect the minority shareholders.

PROSPECTUS
After getting the company incorporated, promoters will raise finances. The public is [invited to
purchase shares and debentures of the company through an advertisement. A document containing
detailed information about the company and an invitation to the public subscribing to the share
capital and debentures is issued. This document is called 'prospectus’. Private companies cannot
ssue a prospectus because they are strictiy prohibited from inviting the public to subscribe to their
shares. Only public companies can issue a prospectus.
Section 2 (70) of Companies Act, 2013 defines a perspectives as :
“any document described or issued as a prospectus and includes a red herring prospectus
referred to sec. 32 or shelf prospectus referred to in sec. 31 or any notice, circular, idvertisement
or other document inviting deposits from the public or inviting offers from 'he public for the
subscription or purchase of any shares in, or debentures of a body •orporate. ”
In simple words, a prospectus is a document, notice, circular, advertisement issued for lviting
public to subscribe to the shares or debentures of a company.
A prospectus should have the following essentials :
(i) t There must be an invitation offering to the public.
[ii] The invitation must be made on behalf of the company or intended company. [Hi] The
invitation must be to subscribe or purchase.
[iv) The invitation must relate to shares or debentures.
A prospectus must be filed with the Registrar of Companies before it is issued to the Me. The
ssue of prospectus is essential when the company wishes the public to purchase shares or
debentures.
A prospectus brings to the notice of the public that a new company has been formed, le
company tries to convince the public that it offers best opportunity for their investment, srospectus
outlines in detail the terms and conditions on which the shares or debentures ve been offered to the
public. Every prospectus contains an application form on which intending investor can apply for
he purchase of shares or debentures. A company must t minimum subscription within 120 days
rom the issue of prospectus. If it fails to obtain nimum subscription from the members of the
public within the specified period, then the lount already received from public is returned. The
company cannot get a certificate of nmencement of business because the public is not interested in
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Contents
The following matters are to be disclosed in a prospectus :
1. Name and full address of the company.
2. Full particulars about the signatories to the memorandum of association and the
number jf shares taken up by them.
3. The number and classes of shares. The interest of shareholders in the property and
profits of the company.
4. Name, addresses and occupations of members of the Board of Directors or proposed
Directors.
5. The minimum subscription fixed by promoters after taking into account all financial
requirements at the beginning.
6. If the company acquires any property from vendors, their full particulars are to be
given.
7. The full address of underwriters, if any, and the opinion of directors that the
underwriters have sufficient resources to meet their obligations.
8. The time of opening of the subscription list.
9. The nature and extent of interest of every promoter in the promotion of the company.
10. The amount payable on application, allotment and calls.
11. The particulars of preferential treatment given to any person for subscribing shares or
debentures.
12. Particulars about reserves and surpluses.
13. The amount of preliminary expenses.
14. The name and address of the auditor.
15. Particulars regarding voting rights at the meetings of the company.
16. A report by the auditors regarding the profits and losses of the company.
These are some of the contents which every prospectus must include. The prospectus is an
advertisement of the company, therefore the company may give any information which
promotes its interest. Any information given in the prospectus must be true, otherwise the
subscriber can be held guilty for misrepresentation.

RED-HERRING PROSPECTUS
A public company is required to issue a prospectus to the public when it wants to raise
money by issue of shares or debentures. A public company may also make an issue of securities
by circulating information memorandum and filing a red-herring prospectus. A red-herring
prospectus means a prospectus which does not have complete particulars on the :
(a) price of securities offered, and
(b) quantum of securities offered.
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A company which invites subscription by means of an information memorandum shall be
bound to file a red-herring prospectus at least 3 days before the opening of the offer.
Following points are important for issuing information memorandum and red-herring
spectus :
(i) The information memorandum and red-herring prospectus carry the same obligations
as are applicable in case of a conventional prospectus.
(ii) The issuing company has to highlight any variation between information
memorandum and red-herring prospectus.
(iii) The variation highlighted must be individually intimated to the persons invited to
subscribe to the issue of securities.
On completion of allotment and closing of the offer of securities, a final prospectus shall be
prepared completing the information which was missing in the red-herring prospectus, namely,
the amount of capital raised and closing price not complete in the red- herring prospectus. The
final prospectus shall be filed by the company as under :
(a) In case of a listed company, it shall be filed with the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI), and
(b) In any other case, it shall be filed with the Registrar of Companies.

STATEMENT IN UEU OF PROSPECTUS
A public company raises funds from the public and it issues prospectus for this purpose.
The promoters may also decide to approach public for raising necessary capital. The directors of
the company may be hopeful of raising required funds from friends and relatives or through
underwriters. In such a situation, a prospectus need not be issued but a Statement in Lieu of
Prospectus must be filed with the Registrar at least three days before the first allotment of
shares. This statement will be prepared strictly in accordance with the particulars set out in part
I of schedule III of the Act.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
Note : The new Companies Act, 2013 has now dispensed with the statement in lieu of
prospectus. This statement cannot be submitted now as per the new Act.
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What is meant by promotion of a company.
2. Name the procedure/stages followed for promotion of a company.
3. Who is a promoter ?
4. What is the legal status of a promoter ?
5. What is the effect of certificate of incorporation ?
6. Describe the meaning of capital subscription.
7. What is meant by memorandum of association ?
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10. What is meant by prospectus ?
11. What is red-herring prospectus ?

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What is the role of a promoter in establishing a joint stock company ?
2. Discuss various steps for incorporation stage of a company.
3. Describe the steps of capital subscription and commencement of business in promotion of a
company.

4. Discuss various stages for a formation of a joint stock company.
5. Discuss the purpose of preparing memorandum of association. Describe various calu of
memorandum of association.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Define articles of association. Discuss various clauses of this document.
Define prospectus. State various contents which are a part„of prospectus.
Distinguish between memorandum of association and articles of association.
What information does a person expect from the prospectus of a comapny ?

Chapter

INDUSTRIAL FINANCE

BUSINESS CAPITAL
Every business enterprise, whether big, medium or small, needs capital to carry on its
operations and to achieve its targets. In fact, capital is so indispensable today that it is rightly said
that it is the life blood of an enterprise. Without adequate capital, no enterprise can ssibly
accomplish its objective. The success of a business unit depends upon the proper lunation of total
capital requirements.

FACTORS DETERMINING THE CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
The total capital requirements of a concern depend upon a number of factors such as the cost
of fixed assets, cost of current assets, cost of establishing the business, cost of organisation, etc.
The main factors that determine the requirements of total capital in a [business are given below :
1. Cost of Fixed Assets. Fixed assets include land and building, plant and manchinery, niture
and fittings, vehicles and other equipments, etc., which are aquired with the
' tention of keeping them for a long period in the concern. The requirements of capital gely depend
upon the amount required to be invested in these assets.
2. Cost of Current Assets. Currents assets are those assets which in the ordinary course
^business can be converted into cash within a short period. These include cash, bills
cievables, sundry debtors, stock of raw materials, finished goods and work in progress,
temporary investments, and prepaid expenses, etc.
3. Cost of Promotion. Cost of promotion includes all expenses on preliminary ‘ vestigation,
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5. Cost of Financing. Certain expenses such as brokerage, underwriting commision,
etc. are incurred on the procurement of finances. These also affect the requirement of capital
of a concern.
6. Cost of Intangible Assets. The amount to be paid for intangible assets such as
goodwill, patents, copyrights, etc. also involve funds and hence influence the requirements of
capital.

CLASSIFICATION OF CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
Capital required for a business can be classified under two main categories:
1. Fixed Capital
2. Working Capital.

FIXED CAPITAL

I

The term ‘fixed capital’ stands for that amount of capital which is required for long- I term
to creat production facilities through purchase of fixed assets such as plant, machinery, I land,
building, furniture etc. These assets represent that part of firm’s capital which is I blocked on a
permanent or fixed basis and the business does not intend to dispose of these I assets and for this
reason fixed capital is also known as ‘Block Capital’.
The fixed assets are not either fixed or attached in all cases, to a particular place nor I are
they fixed in value. There may be increase or decrease in their value in the course of I time ; yet,
they are regarded as fixed assets as they are to be retained in business for carrying |l out regular
operations and without them the business of the concern cannot be carried out. I Investment in
non-current assets such as long-term receivables, advance to subsidiary of I affiliate concerns,
goodwill, patents, copyrights, long-term investments etc. also form part of I fixed capital. Fixed
capital is required not only for the acquisition of fixed and non-current I assets at the start of the
business, but is also required for development, expansion and I permanent working capital. Some
important definitions of fixed capital are as follows :
“Fixed capital comprises of fixed assets and other non-current assets.”
-P.M. Chiuminatoo
Shubin has defined fixed capital as, “the funds required for the aquisition of those
assets that are to be used over for a long period such as land, building, machinery,
equipment and tools.”
According to Hoagland, “Fixed capital is comparatively easily defined to include
land, building, machinery and other assets having a relatively permanent existence.”
In the words of Wheeler, “Fixed Capital is invested in the fixed or long-term assets.
The amount of fixed capital need, therefore, varies directly with the amount of fixed
assets owned or used by a business.”
From the above definition, it is clear that fixed capital is the amount invested in various fixed or
permanent assets which are necessary for conducting the operations of a business.

IMPORTANCE OF FIXED CAPITAL
Capital is the life blood and nerve centre of a business. Just as circulation of blood is I
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FACTORS DETERMINING THE REQUIREMENTS OF FIXED CAPITAL
The amount of fixed capital required varies from business to business. There are a number of
factors that influence the requirements of fixed capital in a business. However, following are the
important factors that, usually, determine the requirements of fixed capital:
1. Nature or Character of Business. The fixed capital requirements of a business basically
depend upon the nature of its business. Public utility undertakings such as electricity, water suppy
and railways require huge funds to be invested in fixed assets. On the other hand, trading and
financial firms require a very less fixed capital but have to invest large amounts in current assets
like inventories, receivables and cash ; as such they need large amount of working capital.
Manufacturing concerns also require sizable fixed capital as they have to set up production
facilities and invest large funds in fixed assets such as land and building, plant and machinery, etc.
Thus, the nature of business determines the amount of fixed capital to a large extent.
2. Size of Business. The fixed capital requirements of a concern are also influenced by the
size of its business which may be determined in terms of scale of operations. Generally, larger the
size of business unit, greater is the fixed capital required to set up the business operations.
3. Type of Business. There are certain industries which are capital intensive such as heavy
industries, iron and steel industries, etc. On the other hand, certain industries are labour-intensive
that require lesser amount to be invested in fixed capital.
4. Production Techniques. Another factor that influences the requirements of fixed capital
in a business is the production technique that is to be adopted in the enterprise. For example, use of
automatic machinery calls for larger investment in the fixed assets. On the other hand, if
production methods are simple which do not require such equipments, lesser amount of fixed
capital shall be needed.
5. Activitites Undertaken by the Enterprise. The requirements of fixed capital also
depend upon the number of activities undertaken by the enterprise. For example, if a concern
manufactures and markets its product itself, it needs more fixed capital as compared to a concern
that undertakes only manufacturing activities or only marketing activities. Similarly, if a concern
is engaged in production of all parts of a product, it will require more capital than a concern which
is engaged in assembling parts manufactured by other units.
6. Non-Current and Intangible Assets. Non-current assets, preliminary expenses, costs of
establishment and the amount to be invested in intangible assets such as goodwill, patents,
copyrights, etc. also form part of fixed capital of a concern.
7. Mode of Acquisition of Fixed Assests. Fixed assets can be purchased outrightly or
acquired on lease or hire basis. If an outright purchase of fixed assets is to be made, larger
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amount of fixed capital shall be required in comparison to the acquisition of fixed asse on
leasehold basis or on hire.

WORKING CAPITAL
Funds are also needed for short-term purposes for the purchase of raw material payment of
wages and other day-to-day expenses, etc. These funds are known as workii capital. In simple
words, working capital refers to that part of the firm’s capital which required for financing
short-term or current assets such as cash, marketable securitie debtors and inventories. Funds,
thus, invested in current assets keep revolving fast an are being constantly converted into cash
and this cash flows out again in exchange f( other current assets. Hence, it is also known as
revolving or circulating capital or shor term capital.
In the words of Shubin, “ Working capital is the amount of funds necessary to cover th
cost of operating the enterprise."
According to Genestenberg, “Circulating capital means current assets of a compan that
are changed in the ordinary course of business from one form to another, as for examp from cash
to inventories, inventories to receivables, receivables into cash.”

CONCEPTS OF WORKING CAPITAL
There are two concepts of working capital :
(i) Gross Working capital (ii) Net Working Capital.
In the broad sense, the term ‘working capital’ refers to the gross working capital ani
represents the amount of funds invested in current assets. Thus, the gross working capita is the
capital invested in total current assets of the enterprise. Current assets are those asset which in the
ordinary course of business can be converted into cash within a short periot of normally one
accounting year. Examples of current assets are :
1. Cash in hand and bank balances.
2. Bills Receivables.
3. Sundry Debtors
4. Short-term loans and advances.
5. Inventories of stock, as :
(a) Raw materials
(b) Work-in-process,
(c) Stores and spares
(d) Finished goods.
6. Temporary investment of surplus funds.
7. Prepaid Expenses.
8. Accrued Incomes.
In a narrow sense, the term ‘working capital’ refers to the net working capital. Nt working
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when the current liabilities are more than the current assets. Current liabilities are those liabilities
which are intended to be paid in the ordinary course of busioness within a short period of normally
one accounting year out of the current assets or the income of the business.
Examples of Current Liabilities are:
1. Bills Payable.
2. Sundry creditors or Accounts payable.
3. Accrued or Outstanding Expenses.
4. Short-term loans, advances and deposits.
5. Dividends Payable.
6. Bank Overdraft.
7. Provision for taxation if it does not amount to appropriation of profits.
The gross working capital concept is a financial or going concern concept whereas net
working capital concept is an accounting concept of working capital. These two concepts of
working capital are not exclusive, rather both have their own merits. The gross concept is
sometimes preferred to the net concept of working capital for the following reasons :
1. It enables the enterprise to provide correct amount of working capital at the right time.
2. Every management is more interested in the total current assets with which it has to
operate than in the source from where it is made available.
3. The gross concept takes into consideration the fact that every increase in the funds of the
enterprise would increase its working capital.
4. The gross concept of working capital is more useful in determining the rate of return on
investments in working capital.
The new working capital concept, however, also important for the following reasons:
1. It is a qualitative concept which indicates the firm’s ability to meet its operating expenses
and short-term liabilities.
2. It indicates the margin of protection available to the short-term creditors, i.e. the excess of
current assets over current liabilities.
3. It is an indicator of the financial soundness of an enterprise.
4. It suggests the need for financing a part of the working capital requirements out of
permanent source of funds.
To conclude, it may be said that both gross and net concepts of working capital are important
aspects of the working capital management. The new concept of working capital may be suitable
only for proprietory form of organisations such as sole-trader or partnership firms. But the gross
concept is very suitable to the company form of organisation where there is a divorce between
ownership, management and control.
However, it may be made clear that as per the general practice net working capital is referred
to simply as working capital. In the words of Hoagland, “Working capital is descriptive to that
capital which is not fixed. But the more common use of the working capital is to consider it as the
difference between the book value of the current assets and current liabilities.”
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CLASSIFICATION OR KINDS OF WORKING CAPITAL
Working capital may be classified in two ways :
(a) On the basis of concept.
(b) On the basis of time.
On the basis of concept, working capital is classified as gross working capital and net
working capital as discussed earlier. This classification is important from the point of view of the
financial manager. On the basis of time, working capital may be classified as :
1. Permanent or fixed working capital.
2. Temporary or variable working capital.
Working capital
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In Fig. 1, permanent working capital is stable or fixed over time while the temporary or
variable working capital fluctuates. In Fig. 2, permanent working capital is also increasing
with the passage of time due to expansion of business but even then it does not fluctuate as
variable working capital which sometimes increases and sometimes decreases.

Importance or Advantages of Adequate Working Capital
Working capital is the life of blood and nerve centre of a business. Just as circulation of
blood is essential in the human body for maintaining life, working capital is very essential I to
maintain the smooth running of a business. No business can run successfully without an adequate
amount of working capital. The main advantages of maintaining adequate amount of working
capital are as follows :
1. Solvency of the Business. Adequate working capital helps in maintaining solvency of
the business by providing uninterrupted flow of production.
2. Goodwill. Sufficient working capital enables a business concern to make prompt
payments and hence helps in creating and maintaining goodwill.
3. Easy Loans. A concern having adequate working capital, high solvency and good credit
standing can arrange loans from banks and others on easy and favourable terms.
4.Cash Discounts. Adequate working capital also enables a concern to avail cash
discounts on the purchases and hence it reduces costs.
5. Regular Supply of Raw Materials. Sufficient working capital ensures regular supply
of raw materials and continuous production.
6. Regular Payment of Salaries, Wages and Other day-to-day Commitments. A
company which has sufficient working capital can make regular payments of salaries, wages and
other day-to-day commitments which raises the morals of its employees, increases their
efficiency, reduces wastages and costs and enhances production and profits.
7. Exploitation of Favourable Market Conditions. Only concerns with adequate
working capital can exploit favourable market conditions such as purchasing its requirements in
bulk when the prices are lower and by holding its inventories for higher prices.
8. Ability to Face Crisis. Adequate working capital enables a concern to face business
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the future.
10. High Morale. Adequacy of working capital creats an environment of security®
confidence, high morale and creates overall efficiency in a business.
Factors Determining Working Capital Requirements
The working capital requirements of a concern depend upon a large number of factors■ such
as nature and size of business, the character of their operations, the length of production I cycles,
the rate of stock turnover and the state of economic situation. It is not possible to I rank them
because all such factors are of different importance and the influence of individual ■ factors
changes for a firm overtime. However, the following are important factors generally I influencing
the working capital requirements.
1. Nature or Character of Business. The working capital requirements of a firm basically I
depend upon the nature of its business. Public utility undertakings like Electricity, Water I Supply
and Railways need limited working capital because they offer cash sales only and I supply
services, not products, and as such no funds are tied up in inventories and receivables. I On the
other hand, trading and financial firms require a very less investment in fixed assets but have to
invest large amounts in current assets like inventories, receivables and cash; as such they need
large amount of working capital. The manufacturing undertakings also require sizeable working
capital alongwith fixed investments because they have also to build up inventories. Generally
speaking, it may be said that public utility undertakings require small amount of working capital,
trading and financial firms require relatively very large amount, whereas manufacturing
undertakings require sizeable working capital between these two extremes.
2. Size of Business/Scale of Operations. The working capital requirements of a concern are
directly influenced by the size of its business which may be measured in terms of scale I of
operations. Greater the size of business unit, generally, large will be the requirements of working
capital. However, in some cases, even a smaller concern may need more working capital due to
high overhead charges, inefficient use of available resources and other economic disadvantages of
small size.
3. Production Policy. In certain industries the demand is subject to wide fluctuations due to
seasonal variations. The requirements of working capital, in such cases, depend upon the
production policy. The production could be kept either steady by accumulating inventories during
slack periods with a view to meet high demand during the peak season or the production could be
curtailed during the slack season and incresed during the peak season. If the policy is to keep the
production steady by accunulating inventories, it’s policy is to keep the production steady by
accumulating inventories, it will require higher working capital.
4. Manufacturing Process/Length of Production Cycle. In manufacturing business, the
requirements of working capital increase in direct proportion to the length of manufacturing
process. Longer the process period of manufacture, larger is the amount of working capital
required. The longer the manufacturing time, the raw materials and other supplies have to be
carried for a longer period in the processing with progressive increment of labour and

rice costs before the finished product is finally obtained. Therefore, if there are alternative
Cash
sses of production, the process with the shortest production
period should be chosen.
5. Seasonal Variations. In certain
tries, raw material is not available
mghout the year. They have to buy !
materials in bulk during the season
Raw Materials
ensure an uninterrupted flow and
:ess them during the entire year. A
amount is, thus, blocked in the form
material inventories during such ion,
1
which give rise to more working
lital requirements. Generally, during
Work in Process
busy season, a firm requires larger
Sales
capital than the slack season.
6. Working Capital Cycle. In a
Finished Goods.*
pufacturing concern, the working
Working Capital Cycle
dtal starts with the purchase of raw
terials and ends with the realisation
isshcycle
involves
raw materials and stores, its conversion into stocks of ished
from
the purchase
sale of offinished
goods
through work-in-progress with progressive increment of labour and service sts,
products.
conversion of finished stock into sales, debtors and receivables and ultimately isation of
cash
and this
cycle continues from again cash to purchase of raw materials
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so on.
The speed with which the working capital completes one cycle determines the uirements of
working capital-longer the period of the cycle, larger is the requirement of kjtg capital.
| 7. Credit Policy. The credit policy of a concern in its dealings with debtors and creditors uences
considerably the requirements of working capital. A concern that purchases its uirements on
credit and sells its products/services on cash requires lesser amount of [king capital. On the other
hand, a concern buying its requirement for cash and allowing idit to its customers, shall need
larger amount of working capital as huge amount of funds bound to be tied up in debtors or bills
receivables.
8. Business Cycles. Business cycles refer to alternate expansion and contraction in leral
business activity. In a period of boom, i.e., when the business is prosperous there 1 need for
larger amount of working capital due to increase in sales, rise in prices, dmistic expansion of
business, etc. On the contrary, in the times of depression, i.e., when re is a down swing of the
cycle, the business contracts, sales decline, difficulties are faced
Tllections from debtors and firms may have a large amount of working capital lying idle.
9. Rate of Growth of Business. The working requirements of a concern increase with growth
and expansion of its business activities. Although, it is difficult to determine the ttionship
between the growth in the volume of business and the growth in the working lital of a business,
yet it may be concluded that for normal rate of expansion in the ume of business, we may have
retained profits to provide for more working capital but t fast growing concerns, we shall require
larger amount of working capital.

I
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10. Earning Capacity and Dividend Policy. Some firms have more earning capa than
others due to quality of their products, monopoly conditions, etc. Such firms with hi earning
capacity may generate cash profits from operations and contribute to their wor' capital. The
dividend policy of a concern also influences the requirements of its wor" capital. A firm that
maintains a strady high rate of cash dividend irrespective of its generati of profit needs more
working capital than the firm that retains larger part of its profits an does not pay so high rate of
cash dividend.
11. Price Level Changes. Changes in the price level also affect the working capi
requirements. Generally, the rising prices will require the firm to maintain larger amo of working
capital as more funds will be required to maintain the same current assets. T effect of rising prices
may be different on firms. Some firms may be affected more w" some others may not be affected at
all by the rise in prices.
12. Other Factors. Certain other factors .such as operating efficiency, manageme ability,
irregularities of supply, import policy, asset structure, importance of labour ba facilities etc., also
influence the requirements of working capital.

SOURCES OF CORPORATE FINANCE
Finance is required at every stage of the business. There is a need for different typ of finance
for different purposes.
On the basis of purpose business finance can be classified as follows :
1. Long term finance
2. Medium term finance
3. Short term finance
Long Term Finance
Long term finance is also known as fixed capital or long term capital. This finance is
required to create production facilities through purchase of fixed assets such as plant machinery,
land, building, furniture, etc. These assets represent that part of funds which ii blocked on a
permanent basis. Long term finances are used to create production facilities Manufacturing
concerns require more long term finances than the trading concerns. Lonj term finance is also
linked to the size of a business. A bigger concern will need more lonj term finance as compared to
a smaller concern.
Features of long term finance
(z) It is required for 5 years or more.
(ii) Long term finance is used to finance fixed assets such as plant, machinery, land and
building, furniture etc.
(iii) It meets long term financial needs of the business.
(.iv) The use of long term finance in creating fixed assets and helps in generating revenue.
(v) Long term funds once invested cannot be taken back without dissolving the firm
(vi) Long term finance is raised through issue of shares, debentures or raising of long term
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modernised.
(ii) Manufacturing industries, generally, require medium term funds.
(Hi) Medium term funds are generally raised by accepting public deposits, raising medium
term loans, etc.
Short Term Finance
Short term finance is also known as short term capital or working capital. This capital is
generally required for one year and is used to finance current assets such as cash, debtors,
inventories, prepaid expenses, etc. The need for working capital arises due to the time gap between
production and realisation of cash from sales.
Features of Short Term Finance
(i) Short-term funds are required to meet day to day needs of the business.
(ii) It is generally called working capital.
(Hi) The need for short-term funds arises due to the gap between the production of goods and
realisation of sales.
(.iv) The need for short-term funds is influenced by the nature of business. A trading concern
needs more short term funds than a manufacturing concern.
Short-term finances may be raised through commercial banks, trade credit etc. Working
capital is needed for the following purposes :
1. For the purchase of raw materials, components and spares.
2. To pay wages and salaries.
3. To incur day-to-day expenses and overhead costs such as fuel, power and office expenses,
etc.
4. To meet the selling costs such as packing, advertising, etc.
5. To provide credit facilities to the customers.
6. To maintain the inventories of raw material, work-in-progress, stores and spares and
finished stock.
Short term financial needs are met through overdraft facilities with commercial banks, short
term advances, credit purchases etc. A firm also keeps a part of its own sources for meeting
working capital needs.

SOURCES OF FINANCE ON THE BASIS OF OWNERSHIP
The sources of business finance may be grouped under two heads, namely,
(i) Owners’ funds and
(ii) Borrowed funds.
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Owners funds may consist of money raised from issue of shares and reinvestment of profits,
while borrowed funds may be from the issue of debentures, public deposits, loans and credit from
banks, financial institutions etc.

OWNERS' FUNDS
Owners’ funds, also called ownership securities is the raising of capital stock. The capital
may consist of equity shares and retained profits. The company may also retain its profits for
further investment. These funds are raised for a longer period and remain with the company for
longer period.
These funds have the following features :
(z) The funds remain with the business on a permanent basis.
[ii) The owners of these funds have controlling rights over the working of the business.
(zzT) If the company has surplus earnings then these may be distributed to shareholders in
the form of dividend.
(iv) The reinvested profits belong to the owners of business, (v) No security is required for
raising owners’ funds.
Merits of Owners Funds
Owner’s funds have the following advantages :
1. Permanent capital. The owners funds remain with the business on a permanent basis.
These funds are not required to be paid back. It is the most suitable fund for meeting problems and
contingencies.
2. Large amount possible. Large amounts may be raised through owners funds. A
company can raise capital as per its needs. Since the number of shareholders may be more so large
funds can be raised from this source.
3. Control over working. Shareholders control the working of the organisation with the
help to voting rights. Shareholders, who contribute capital to the company, are the real owners of
the business.
4. No need for security. There is no need to provide security for raising equity share
capital. The funds remain free to be used as per the needs of the company.
5. Better credit worthiness. The amount of owners funds raise credit worthiness of the
business. The company may raise loans if it has more capital funds.
Demerits of Owners Funds
Following are the limitations of owners funds :
1. Diffusion of control. Equity shares give ownership rights to large number of persons.
The control of the company goes into the hands of many persons. The persons who promoted the
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BORROWED FUNDS
These are the funds raised by way of borrowing or credits from public, commercial banks
or financial institutions. The borrowed funds include public deposits, bank loans and loans
raised from financial institutions.
Following are the features of borrowed funds :
[i]
Borrowed funds are temporary sources of the business.
(ii) These funds are for a specific period and will have to be returned on the expiry of
that period.
I IE (Hi) A fixed rate of interest is paid on borrowed funds.
(iv) These funds may be raised for varying periods i.e. short-term, medium-term and
long-term.
(v) The lenders have no voting rights and cannot interfere in the management of the
company.
(vi) The borrowed funds may be raised by giving security of tangible assets of the
business.
I Advantages/Merits of Borrowed Funds
Following are the advantages of borrowed funds :
1. No interference. The lenders of funds have no voting rights in the management of I
the company so they cannot interfere in decision making process.
2. Flexibility. There is a flexibility in raising and repaying of borrowed funds. If more
funds are needed then more loans can be raised. In case the company does not need funds than
the loans can be repaid.
[ expenditure..It is taken to profit and loss A/c as an expense they reductive the profits and tax
liability.
3. Reduces tax liability. The interest paid on borrowed funds is treated as an
4. Fixed rate of Interest. The funds are borrowed at fixed rate of interest. The rate of
interest is not changed when profits go up. A fixed interest liability is incurred on these funds.
Disadvantages /Limitations of Borrowed Funds
The disadvantages of borrowed funds are described as follows :
1.Requirement of security. The lenders require a security on the assets or property I of the
company while giving loans. In order to raise loans the company should have
sufficient assets to offer as security.
2.Fixed Liability. The interest on loans is a fixed liability and principal amount will I have
to be returned as per the agreement. Any delay in payment of interest and principal I amount will
adversely affect credit worthiness of the company.

METHODS OF RAISING FINANCE
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3. Retained Earnings
4. Underwaiting
5. Inter company investment
6. Venture Capital
7. Angel Investors
8. Lease Financing
9. Hire purchasing
10. Franchising
All these methods of raising finances are discussed as follows :

SHARES

H

m

The capital of a company is divided into a number of equal parts known as sham
“The interest of a shareholder in the company, measured by a sum of money, for fl
purpose of liability in the first place and of interest in the second, but also consisting* a series
of mutual covenants entered into by all shareholders inter se.”
—FarewelM
Section 2(46) of Companies Act. 1956, defines it as “a share in the share capital OH
company, and includes stock except, where a distinction between stock and shares! expressed or
implied.”
Kinds of Shares
Companies issue different types of shares to mop up funds from various investor Before
Companies Act 1956, public companies used to issue three types of shares, i.e. Preferene Shares,
Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares. The Companies Act, 1956 has limited the type of shares
to only two—Preference shares and Equity Shares.
1
Different types of shares are issued to suit the requirements of investors. Some investor
prefer regular income though it may be low, others may prefer higher returns and they wi be
prepared to take risk. So, different types of shares suit different types of investors, If onl one type
of shares are issued, the company may not be able to mop up sufficient funds. Th kinds of shares
are discussed as follows :

PREFERENCE SHARES

}

As the name suggests, these have certain preferences as compared to other types o shares.
These shares are given two preferences. There is a preference for payment o dividend. Whenever
the company has distributable profits, the dividend is first paid oi preference share capital. Other
shareholders are paid dividend only out of the remainin profits, if any. The second preference for
shares is repayment of capital at the time o liquidation of the company. After payment of outside
creditors, preference share capital is returned. Equity shareholders will be paid only when
preference share capital is paid in full
Features of Preference Shares
(i) Preference shares have priority over payment of dividend and repayment o capital.
(ii) The rate of dividend on preference shares is fixed. Only in case of participating
preference shares additional dividend may be paid if profits remain after paying equity
dividend.
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does not have sufficient profits in the current year.
Types
Preference shares are of the following types :
(a)
Cumulative Preference Shares. These shares have a right to claim dividend for
those years also for which there were no profits. Whenever there are divisible profits, cumulative
preference shares are paid dividend for all the previous years in which dividend could not be
declared. Take for example, a company which is unable to pay dividend on preference shares for
the year 1981 and 1982. If in the year 1983 the company has sufficient profits, cumulative
dividend will be paid first for the year 1981 and 1982 and only then the dividend for the year 1983
will be declared. The dividend goes on cumulating unless
[ otherwise it is paid.
(b)
Non Cumulating Preference Shares. The holders of these shares have no claim
for the arrears of dividend. They are paid a dividend if there are sufficient profits. They cannot
claim arrears of dividend in subsequent years.
(c)
Redeemable Preference Shares. Normally the capital of a company is repaid
only at the time of liquidation. Neither the company can return the share capital nor the
shareholders can demand its repayment. The company, however, can issue redeemable preferences
shares if articles of association allow such an issue. The company has a right to return redeemable
preference share capital after a certain period. The Companies Act has provided certain restrictions
on the return of this capital. The shares to be redeemed should be fully paid up. The company
should redeem these shares either out of profits or out of fresh issue of capital. The object of these
restrictions is that the resources of the company are not depleted.
(d)
Irredeemable Preference Shares. The shares which cannot be redeemed unless
the company is liquidated are known as irredeemable preference shares.
(e)Participating Preference Shares. The holders of these shares participate in the surplus
profits of the company. They are firstly paid a fixed rate of dividend and then a reasonable rate of
dividend is paid on equity shares. If some profits remain after paying both these dividends, then
preference shareholders participate in the surplus profits. The mode for dividing surplus profits
between preference and equity shareholders is given in the articles of association.
(f) Non-Participating Preference Shares. The shares on which only a fixed rate of dividend
is paid are known as non- participating preference shares. The shares do not carry the additional
right of sharing of profits of the company.
(g) Convertible Preference Shares. The holders of these shares may be given a right to
convert their holdings into equity shares after a specified period. These are called convertible
preference shares. The right of conversion must be authorised by the articles of association.
(h) Non-Convertible Preference Shares. The shares which cannot be converted into equity
shares are known as non- convertible preference shares.
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Advantages of Preference Shares
1. Guaranteed Return. Rate of return is guaranteed. Such investors who prefer safety
on their capital and want to earn income with greater certainty always prefer to invest in ■
preference shares.
2. Long Term Funds. Helpful in raising long-term capital for a company.
3. No Management Control. Control of the company is vested with the management
by issuing the preference shares to outsiders as preference shareholders have restricted voting
rights.
4. Repayment Possible. Redeemable preference shares have the added advantage of
repayment of capital whenever there is surplus in the company.
5. No Security Required. There is no need to mortgage property on these shares. 1
6. Trading on equity Possible. As a fixed rate of dividend is payable on preference
jshares, these enable a company to adopt trading on equity i.e. to increase rate of earnings] on
equity shares after paying a lower rate of fixed dividend on preference shares.
Disadvantages of Preference Shares
1. Permanent Burden. Permanent burden on the company to pay a fixed rate of
dividend before paying anything on other shares.
2. Not Favourable to Investors. Not advantageous to investors from the point of view
of control and management as preference shares do not carry voting rights.
3. Cost of Raising Funds Higher. Compared to other fixed interest bearing securities
such as debentures, usually the cost of raising the preference share capital is higher.

EQUITY SHARES
Equity shares were earlier known as ordinary shares. The holders of these shares are the
real owners of the company. They have a voting right in the meetings of holders of the
company. They have a control over the working of the company. Equity shareholders are paid
dividend after paying it to the preference shareholders. The rate of dividend on these shares
depends upon the profits of the company. They may be paid a higher rate of dividend or they
may not get anything. These shareholders take more risk as compared to preference
shareholders. Equity capital is paid after meeting all other claims including that of preference
shareholders. They take risk both regarding dividend and return of capital. Equity share
capital cannot be redeemed during the life time of the company.
Features of Equity Shares
Equity shares have the following features:
(/) Equity share capital remains permanently with the company. It is returned only
when the company is wound up.
[if) Equity shareholders have voting rights and elect the management of the company.
(Hi) The rate of dividend on equity capital depends upon the availability of surplus
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vantages of Equity Shares
1. No Obligation for Dividend. Equity shares do not create any obligation to pay a fixed te
of dividend.
2. No Security Given. Equity shares can be issued without creating any charge over the ets
of the company.
3. Permanent Source of Funds. It is a permanent source of capital and the company as to
repay it except under liquidation.
4. Voting Rights. Equity shareholders are the real owners of the company who have the
voting rights.
5. Beneficial to Investors. In case of profits, equity shareholders are the real gainers by way
of increased dividends and appreciation in the value of shares.
Disadvantages of Equity Shares
1. No Trading on Equity Possible. If only equity shares are issued, the company cannot
Jake the advantage of trading on equity.
2. Danger of Over Capitalisation. As equity capital cannot be redeemed, there is a anger
of over capitalisation.
3. Way Create Problems. Equity shareholders can put obstacles for management by M
anipulation and organising themselves.
4. Speculation Possible. During prosperous periods higher dividends have to be paid
leading to increase in the value of shares in the market and it leads to speculation.
5. Not Preferred by Safe Investors. Investors who desire to invest in safe securities with h
fixed income have no attraction for such shares.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN PREFERENCE AND EQUITY SHARES
Basis
(i) Preference

(ii) Ownership

(iii) Voting Rights

(iv) Dividend

(v) Redemption

Preference Shares

Equity Shares

Preference in payment of dividend No preference for dividend and capital.
and return of capital on winding up Dividend paid only after paying it to
preference shareholders.
of company.
They are not the real owners of the They are the owners of the company
and participate in electing Board of
company.
Directors.
No voting right is given to preference They have full voting rights and
shareholders, however, they can participate in electing management.
vote if their interests are affected.
The rate of dividend is fixed. It
sometimes accumulates if sufficient
The rate of dividend depends upon
profits are not available.
One category of preference shares the availability of profits. There will be
can be redeemed at the discretion of no dividend if profits are not there.
Equity shares cannot be redeemed
the company.
during the life time of the company.
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A debenture or a bond is an acknowledgement of a debt. In India no distinction is made
between debentures and bonds. According to Companies Act, 1956, the term debentures includes
debenture ,tock, bonds and many other securities of a company whether contributing a charge on
the < ssets of the company or not.
A company may raise long-term finance through public borrowings. These loans are raised
by the issue of debentures. A debenture is an acknowledgement of a debt.
“A debenture is a document under the company’s seal which provides for the
payment of a principal sum and interest thereon at regular intervals, which is usually
secured by a fixed or floating charge on the company’s property or undertaking and which
acknowledges a loan to the company”.
—Thomas Evelyn
A debentureholder is a creditor of the company. A fixed rate of interest is paid on
debentures. The interest on debentures is a charged on the profit and loss account of the
company. The debentures are generally given a floating charge over the assets of the company.
When the debentures are secured, they are paid on priority in comparison to all other creditors.
Types of Debentures
The debentures are of the following types :
(a) Simple, Naked or Unsecured Debentures. These debentures are not given any
security on assets. They have no priority as compared to other creditors. They are treated
alongwith unsecured creditors at the time of winding up of the company. So, they are just
unsecured creditors.
(b) Secured or Mortgaged Debentures. These debentures are given a security on assets
of the company. In case of default in the payment of interest or principal amount, debenture
holders can sell the assets in order to satisfy their claims. The debentures may be given a floating
charge over all assets of the company. In this case debentures are paid in priority to unsecured
creditors. The sale proceeds of assets are first applied to pay debentures with a floating charge.
(c) Bearer Debentures. - These debentures are easily transferable. They are just like
negotiable instruments. The debentures are handed over to the purchaser without any registration
deed. Any body purchasing them with a consideration and in good faith becomes the lawful
owner of the debentures. The coupons for interest are attached to the debentures. The bearer can
get interest from the company’s bank when it becomes due.
(d) Registered Debentures. As compared to bearer debentres which are transferred by
mere delivery, registered debentures require a procedure to be followed for their transfer. Both
the transferor and the transferee are expected to sign a transfer voucher. The form is sent to the
company alongwith the registration fees. The name of the purchaser is entered in the register.
The coupons for interest are sent only to the persons in whose names the debenture are registered.
Every transfer of debenture requires the same transfer procedure to be repeated.
(e) Redeemable Debentures. These debentures are to be redeemed on the expiry of a
certain period. The interest on the debentures is paid periodically but the principal amount is
returned after a fixed period. The time for redeeming the debentures is fixed at the time of their
issue.
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| (f) Irredeemable Debentures. Such debentures are not redeemable during the life time I
of the company. They are payable either on the winding up of the company or at the time I of
any default on the part of the company. The company can retain the right to redeem these '
debentures after giving due notice to the debentureholders.
(g) Convertible Debentures. Sometimes convertible debentures are issued by a
company and the debentureholders are given an option to exchange the debentures into
equity shares after the lapse of a specified period. However, debentures issued at a discount
can be converted either into the equivalent number of shares (representing the nominal
amount of debentures) credited as paid up in proportion to the cash originally paid on the
nominal value of debentures, or into proportionately” reduced number of fully paid up
shares. Convertible debenture being convertible, an investor has the privilage of being a
secured creditor of the company and also to change his status to that of a shareholder if the
returns are lucrative and the company is financially strong.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN SHARES AND DEBENTURES
Shares
Debentures
1. A share is a part of owned capital.

1.

A debenture is an acknowledgement of a
debt.

2. Shareholders are paid dividend on the
shares held by them.

2.

Debenture holders are paid interest on
debentures.

3. The rate of dividend depends upon the
amount of divisible profits and policy of
the Board of Directors.

3.

A fixed rate of interest is paid on
debentures irrespective of profit or loss.

I 4. Dividend on shares is a charge against
Profit and Loss Appropriation account.

4.

Interest on debentures is a charge against
Profit and Loss account.

5. Shareholders have voting rights. They
have control over the management of the
company. They are the owners of the
I company.

5.

Debenture holders are only creditors of
the company. They have no say in the
management of the company.

6. Shares are not redeemable (with the
exception of redeemable preference
shares) during the life time of the
company.

6.

Debentures can be redeemable after a
certain period.

7. At the time of liquidation of the company,
share capital is payable after meeting all
outside liabilities.

7.

Debentures are payable in priority over
share capital.

Advantages of Debentures
1. No Voting Rights. Control of company is not surrendered to debentureholders because
they do not have any voting rights.
2. Trading on Equity Possible. Trading on equity is possible as debentureholders get a
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4. Repayable Option. Debentures can be redeemed when company has surplus funds.
Disadvantages of Debentures
1. Cost of Raising Higher. Cost of raising capital through debentures is high because of
high stamp duty.
2. High Denominations. Common people cannot buy debentures as they are of high
denominations.
3. Not Suitable for Higher Earning Companies. They are not meant for companies
earning greater than the rate of interest which they are paying on the debentures.

RETAINED EARNINGS
This concept in financial management means that of the total profits of a company in a
particular year, a certain part or percentage is retained by the company and that amount is
reinvested or re-employed into business. The remaining part of the profits is distributed by way of
dividend to the shareholders.

Necessity of Retained Earnings
The need for re-investment arises for the following purposes :—
(i) For the replacement of old assets which have become obsolete.
(ii) For the expansion and growth of business
(iii) For contributing towards fixed as well as working capital needs of the company.
(iv) For improving the efficiency of the plant and equipment.
(v) For repayment of loans and debentures.
Advantages of Retained Earnings
1. Acts as a cushion to absorb the shocks of the economy and business for the company
2. Aids in financing schemes of rationalization.
3. Helps in making good the deficiencies of depreciation.
4. Makes the company self-dependent for finances.
5. Helps in evading super-tax.
6. Aids in capital formation.
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3. Leads to over-capitalisation in certain cases.
4. Misuse of savings by the authorities.

UNDERWRITING
A public company issues share capital after getting it registered. The company is required to
sell a minimum number of shares before starting the business. The share capital which must be
sold is known as minimum subscription. In order to ensure the sale of prescribed number of
shares, the company may enter into an agreement with some other party whereby the other party
ensures the sale of shares (or debentures). In case the shares are not purchased or subscribed by
the public within the specified time limit, then the contracting party (known as underwriter)
purchases the unsubscribed shares. An agreement whereby the contracting party ensures the sale
of shares or debentures is known as underwriting. The contract is generally for a consideration of
commission on the issued arice of the capital. The rates of underwriting commission alongwith
the names of underwriters and underwriting contract with them must be mentioned in the
prospectus. Jnderwriting contract makes the company free from the worries of selling shares, etc.
Moreover the company is able to secure the services of specialised institutions because the
inderwriters are generally specialists in financial management. The appointment of reputed
lersons of underwriters gives a boost to the image of the company.
nter Company Investments
The companies may invest their surplus funds in other companies. This is an unsecured >an
extended by one corporate to another. One company which has surplus funds extends >an facility
to another company which is in need of funds. A better rated corporate may orrow money from
the bank at lower rates of interest and extend loan facility to another t higher rate of interest. Since
the loan is unsecured, it carries higher risk. Inter company ivestments are generally for a period of
three months, six months or a year. Three months ivestments may be preferred to meet short-term
financial needs. The short term cash roblems may develop due to issues such as tax payment,
excess raw material import, break awn in production, payment of dividend, delay in collection,
excessive capital expenditure, c.
dvantages of Inter-Company Investments
1. Free from legal problems: The main advantage of inter corporate investments is that is
free from any type of bureaucratic or legal problems.
2. Secrecy is maintained : Though these transactions may take place through brokers, Ley
maintain secrecy of borrowers as well as of lenders.
3. Meeting working capital needs : These funds can be used to meet working capital jeds of
the business.
imitations of Inter-Company Investments
1. Not suitable for long term needs : These investments are generally suitable for short rm.
The long term financial needs may not be met from these sources.
2. Unsecured loans : These investments are unsecured loans. There is an element of risk
in payment of interest and principal amount.
3. Higher interest rates : As compared to other financial instruments, inter corpora!
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recent liberalisation policy of the government appears to have given a fillip to the venture
capital movement in India. In the real sense, venture capital financing is one of the most recent
entrants in the Indian capital market. There is a significant scope for venture capital companies
in our country because of increasing emergence of technocrat entrepreneur who lack capital to
be risked. These venture capital companies provide the necessary risk capital to the
entrepreneurs so as to meet the promoters’ contribution as required by the financial institutions.
In addition to providing capital, these VCFs (venture capital firms) take an active interest in
guiding the assisted firms.
Venture capital financing involves a high degree of risk. Moreover the guidelines issued by
the government for the setting up of venture capital companies are too restrictive and unrealistic
and have come in the way of their growth. In addition to the venture capital companies, the
Government of India has been instrumental in setting up a number of new financial agencies to
serve the increasing needs of the entrepreneurs in the area of venture capital. These include :
(0 Venture Capital Scheme of IDBI.
(zz) Venture Capital Scheme of ICICI.
{iii) Risk Capital and Technology Corporation Ltd. (RCTC).
(iv) Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services Ltd. (IL and FS).
(v) Stock Holding Corporation of India Ltd. (SHCIL) to provide help in the transfer of
shares and debentures.
(vi) The Credit Rating Information Services of India Ltd. (CRSIL) to undertake the rating
of fixed deposit scheme, debentures/bonds, and provide credit assessment of
companies.

ANGEL INVESTORS
There are persons who have ideas to start a business but do not have funds to invest. The
traditional investors such as bankers and financial institutions do not come forward to provide
funds to new entrepreneurs. There are entrepreneurs who have achieved success in business and
now have surplus funds to finance new ventures. These investors are called ‘angel investors’.
Angel investors are usually experienced entrepreneurs who themselves have been through
the same phase and the ones who understand what it takes to create a billion dollar company out
of an idea. With sufficient funds available with them and a will to trust others with their finances,
these ‘Angels’ step in and provide the initial support and sometimes mentorship that helps
startups and successfully take over these crucial and challenging times.
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The Government of India is encouraging the startups to take up entrepreneurial activities and
allowing them various tax concessions. The role of angel investors has become very important. If
a person is investing in his individual capacity, there is no legal registration required for being an
Angle Investor. If angel investors are coming together and form a common pool (fund) then
registration with SEBI (Securities and Exchange Board of India) is mandatory. SEBI has laid
down creterion which specify an individual to have minimum threshold of Rs. 2 crores as tangible
assets, apart from his primary residence. An Angel Investor can be a member of a network
wherein a consortium of individual angels function through a common name. However, they still
ivnest in their individual capacity. SEBI has restricted investment by such funds between Rs. 50
lakh and Rs. 5 crore. The angel funds can invest only in those companies which are incorporated
in India. These funds need to be invested in a firm for atleast three years, can invest in companies
not older than 3 years. \ngel funds are required to have a corpus of atleast Rs. 10 crore and
minimum investment by an investor should be Rs. 25 lakhs.
Steps in Investment Process
Angel investors follows these steps
(i) Investment motivators
(if) Investment creteria
(iii) Finding deals
(iv) Initial screening
(v) Due diligence
(vi) Negotiations and actual investment
(vii) Post investment monitoring
(viii) Existing and realising returns
The angel investors have following motivators for the investments :
(I) To make money from investments.
(ii) To get involved with private companies
(iii) To learn new things
(iv) To find a job
(v) To help the community
Angel investors is a new concept in India and it will encourage many aspirants who ant to do
something of their own but donot have financial support. These initiatives also eate self
employment for the start of a new venture and also help in creating more jobs . due course of time.
In a country like India where government jobs are limited, angel ivestors can help in tackling
unemployment problem.

LEASE FINANCING
A lease is a contractual agreement between the owner of an asset and the party which ants to
use it. Under the agreement, the owner of the asset (called lessor) gives the right ' use the asset to
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to the lessor for the use of the asset. The terms and conditions regulating the lease are ' in the
lease contract. At the end of the period the asset goes back to the lessor.
Lease financing allows the use of asset without owing it. The money which was to spent on
purchase of an asset can be used for other purposes. Lease financing provides an important means
of modernization and diversification to the firm. While making a lea decision the cost of
acquiring the asset should be compared to the cost of leasing it.
Merits of Lease Financing
Following are the merits of lease financing :
1. Avoidance of initial cost. Leasing enables a firm to
without making capital investment in buying the asset.

acquire the use of an
asset

2. Easy source of finance. Leasing provides an easy source of finance. There is no need
to mortgage the asset since its ownership remains with the lessor.
3. Minimum delay. Usually, leasing companies take much less time in processing the
lease proposal as compared to time taken by commercial banks for extending term-loan
facilities.
4. Saving in tax. The rental paid for leasing assets is allowed as an expenditure in income
statement, thus saving tax on this amount;
5. No Dilution of ownership. Lease financing allows the use of assets without their
ownership. The lessor remains the owner of the assets even though these are used by the lessee.
6. Avoiding risk of obsolescence. The risk of obsolescence of assets is borne by the
lessor and the lessee has the flexibility to replace them.
Limitations of Lease Financing
The limitations of lease financing are as follows :
1. Higher cost. The lease rentals include a margin for the lessor as also the cost of risk of
obsolescence. It is, thus, regarded as a form of financing at higher cost.
2. No alteration in asset. As the lessee is not the owner of the asset, he cannot make any
substantial alteration or change in the asset.
3. Renewal effect. In case the lease is not renewed, it may adversely affect normal
business operations.
4. Loss of ownership incentives. There are certain advantages of owning the asset, such as
depreciation and investment allowance. In case of lease, the lessee is not entitled to such benefits.

HIRE PURCHASE FINANCE
Hire purchase means a transaction where goods are purchased and sold on the terms that (z)
payment will be made in instalments, (z'z) the possession of the goods is given to the buyer
immediately, [Hi] the property (ownership) in the goods remains with the vendor till the last
instalment is paid, (iv) the seller can -epossess the goods in case of default in payment of any
instalment, and (v) each instalment is treated as hire charges till the last instalment is paid.
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The main characteristics of a hire purchase agreement are as below :
1. The payment is to be made by the hirer (buyer) to the hiree, usually the vendor, in
instalments over a specified period of time.
2. The possession of the goods is transferred to the buyer immediately.
3. The property in the goods remains with the vendor (hiree) till the last instalment is paid.
The ownership passes to the buyer (hirer) when he pays all instalments.
4. The hiree or the vendor can repossess the goods in case of default and treat the amount
received by way of instalments as hire charged for that period.
5. The instalments in hire purchase include interest as well as repayments of principal.
6. Usually, the hiree charges interest on flat rate.
ising Versus Hire Purchase
Both Leasing and hire purchase provide a source of financing fixed assets. However the are
not similar on many accounts. The following points of distinction are worth sideration from
points of view of the lessee and
the hirer :
Hire Purchase
Point of Difference
Ownership

Leasing

Tax Deducibility

Ownership is not transferred to
the lessee.

Depreciation and
Other Allowances
Salvage Value

Entire lease rentals are taxdeductible expenses.

Ownership is transferred to the hirer
on payment of last instalment.
Only the interest component and not
the entire instalment is deductible.
Can be claimed by the hirer.

Hirer can realise the salvage value
of the asset after payment of last
Lessee cannot realise salvage
instalment and expiry of the life of
value of the asset on the expiry of the asset.
the lease of life of the asset.
Cannot be claimed by the lessee

ANCHISING
Franchising is a form of licensing in which the parent company (franchisor) grants ther
independent identity (franchisee) the right to do business in a prescribed manner. ; right can
take the form of selling the products, by using the franchisor’s name, lucts and marketing
techniques or general business approach. The franchisee sells chisor’s products or services,
trades under the franchisor’s trade mark or trade name benefits from the franchisor’s help
and support. In return, the franchisee usually pays nitial fee on sales revenue. The
franchisee owns the business he runs but the franchisor DS control over how products are
marketed and sold and how business idea is used, popular examples of franchise business
are McDonald, KFC, Subway, Haldiram, NUT, i, etc.
The terms and conditions may vary from business to business but generally the chisor
maintains continuous interest in the business of the franchiesee in such an area
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as location, site selection, training of staff, financing, marketing, promotion, etc. The franc' also
ensures that terms and conditions of the agreement are implemented properly, franchisee makes
a capital investment in the business and also agrees to pay commissi sales revenue.
Features of Franchising
The sailent features of franchising are as follows :
(i) The franchisor owns a patent or trade mark and allows the franchisee to use it under a
licence.
(ii) There is generally an agreement between the franchisor and franchisee an1 agreed
terms and conditions are implemented.
[Hi] The franchisee owns the business and makes capital investments.
[iv) The franchisee is paid an initial amount and then a regular fee for the licence, There
may be an agreement to pay a percentage on sales revenue or profits on monthly or
annual basis.
(v) The franchisor will follow the policies of the franchisor regarding modes of operation
of business.
{vi) The franchisor may arranage for the training of employees of the franchisee. This is
very common in restaurants and fast food chains.
Benefits from Franchising
The franchiser and franchisee benefit from franchising contracts as follows :
1. Expansion of Business. Franchisor is able to expand the business in a short time.
2. Financial Benefits. The franchisor gets certain lump sum amount in the initial period
and later gets certain percentage on sales revenue. He is able to get financial benefits
without spending any money since capital investments in business are made by
franchisee.
3. Enhances Goodwill. With the expansion of business the goodwill and reputation of
franchisor will improve. The brand of the products gets better acceptance.
4. Feedback about Products. The franchisee will get feedback about the products from
the customers and will convey it to the franchisor. The franchisor will be able1 to
improve the product by improving it as per the needs of the customers.
Benefits to Franchisee
The franchisee benefits in the following ways :
1. Use of Brand and Trade Name. The franchisee is in a position to use the brand name
and trade name of the franchisor to market the products. This will help in attracting
customers since the product is already known to them.
2. Training of Staff. The franchisee will get the help of franchisor in training his staff.
This will help in improving the qualify of service to the customers.
3. Quality Products. The franchisee may1 offer customers the attraction of a certain level
of quality and consistency because it is mandated by the franchise agreement
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are already established in the market and are well known to the customers. Since the
products will be well advertised so franchisee will not be required to make extra efforts
for sales.
Limitations of Franchising
Following are the limications of franchising.
1. Restrictions on Working. The franchisee has to work with restrictions. He is required
to operate the business according to the procedures and restrictions set forth by the
franchisor in the agreement.
2. Large Investments. The franchisee has to pay initial amounts and the commission on
sales. He will also be required to spend money on advertisements.
3. Specific Period Agreement. The franchisee agreement is for a limited period. At the
end of the agreement period the franchisee may not be sure if it will be renewed or not.
The franchisor may impose new terms and conditions for renewing the agreement.
4. Proper use of Support. The franchisee must be careful to balance restrictions and
support provided by the franchisor with his own ability to manage the business.

FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE OF SOURCE OF FINANCE
Financial needs of a business enterprise depend upon a number of factors. The funds I may
be required for short-term, medium-term or long-term periods. Short-term funds are I generally
financed by commercial banks while medium-term and long-term needs are met I by financial
institutions. A decision has to be taken for raising owned funds or borrowed I funds or both.
Various sources have merit as well limitations. A combination of sources may be used to meet
financial needs of a business. Some of the factors which may influence a choice of a source are
discussed as follows.
1.Cost. The first factor which has to be considered is the cost of raising the finances and
cost of using them. Both the costs should be taken into account while selecting a source of
raising funds. The cost incurred on procuring and using the funds should be less than the benefit
to be achieved form their use.
2. Financial capacity of the firm. If the financial capacity of the firm is good then it may
prefer borrowed funds because it can repay the loan and can meet the interest liability. In case the
financial position of the concern is not sound then it should raise owned funds because it will not
bring liability and return of money.
3. Form of organisation. The form of organsiation of the business will influence the
source of raising funds. A sole-trader and a partnership concern mainly rely on owners’ funds or
may raise funds from the market. A joint stock company, on the other hand, can issue shares and
debentures to meet financial needs.
4. Time Period. Another factor which influences the choice of a source of funds is the time
period. If the funds are needed for short periods then trade credit, Commercial pape factoring or
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involve risk. If a business cannot take risk then it should go for owners funds otherwise it may
raise borrowed funds.
6. Flexibility. The lending institutions may sometimes put restrictions on the firm for
using the funds, it will affect the flexibility for use of funds. If other options for raising funds are
available then a firm may avoid financial institutions because of their conditions.
7. Control. Equity shareholders of a company are its owners and control over its working.
If the shareholders donot want to dilute their control over the company, then they will not issue
more equity shares for raising more funds. Rather, they will go for borrowed funds and will not
lose control over the company.
8. Claim over Assets. Some sources of finance have mortgage security over the assets of
the company. For example, debentures and secured loans have a lien over the assets of a
company, whereas unsecured creditors do not have any security over business assets The
security over assets will adversely affect the credit worthiness of the business.
9. Tax Benefits. Various sources of finance may be weighed in terms of their tax benefits.
Interest paid on debentures and loans is allowed as a deduction in revenue account enabling the
company to save tax. Dividend paid on preference shares is not allowed as a charge in revenue
account, thus no saving in tax. So tax saving may also be taken into account while deciding about
the source of finance.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What is meant by fixed capital ?
2. Define working capital.
3. State two factors determining capital requirements of a business.
4. Discuss the concepts of working capital.
5. What do you mean by preference shares ?
6. What is meant by equity shares ?
7. State the features of long term finance.
8. Define debentures.
9. What is meant by Angel Investors.
10. State leasing as a source of finance.
B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define fixed capital. Describe the factors influencing fixed capital requirements.
2. What is working capital ? Which factors influence its requirements.
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7. Distinguish between shares and debentures.
8. What is inter company investments ? What are its advantages as a source of finance?
9. Write a note on Angel Investors as a source of finance.
10. What is base financing ? State its advantages and disadvantages.
11. What is hire-purchase ? How is it different from lease financing ?
12. Discuss the features and benefits of francising as a source of finance.
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may be investors who do not bring their securities to the market but keep them only as
investments.
Husband and Dockeray, “Securities or stock exchanges are privately organised mar'
which are used to facilitate trading in securities. ” As per this definition the stock exchanges
are the organised places where securities are purchased and sold.

CHARACTERISTICS OF STOCK EXCHANGES
From the definitions given earlier, the following characteristics or salient features of
stock exchange come out:
(i) Voluntary Associations. The stock exchanges are voluntary associations and
registered under certain statutory laws. The exchanges do not conduct business
themselves but provide facilities to members to transact in corporate securities.
(H) Purchase and Sale of Securities. Stock exchanges are places where purchase and
sale of securities is done as per the prescribed rules and regulations.
(iii) Control of Governing Body. The members of a stock exchange elect a governing
body which exercises proper and adequate control over its members. The
governing body prepares rules and regulations for conducting transactions and
members are required to adhere to those guidelines.
(iv) Listing of Securities. The securities listed on the stock exchange can only be
traded there. A company getting its shares listed has to comply with the procedure
laid down for this purpose. A thorough enquiry of the company and its financial
position is made before listing its securities. It helps in safeguarding the interests of
investors from the unscrupulus brokers and traders.
(v) Rules and Regulations. The members are required to follow the rules and
regulations of the exchange prescribed for trading. Any member who acts against
the rules of the exchange can be removed from the membership. The admission of
new members is controlled by the governing body.

FUNCTIONS OF STOCK EXCHANGES
The stock exchange plays important role in the economic development of a country. The
importance of stock exchanges will be clear from the functions they perform and discussed as
follows :
1. Ensures Liquidity of Capital. The stock exchanges provide a place where shares
and stock are converted into cash. The exchanges provide a ready market where buyers and
sellers are always available and those who are in need of hard cash can sell their holdings.
Had this not been possible then many persons would have feared for blocking their savings in
securities. It is because of exchanges that many persons invest in securities and they can again
convert them into cash.
2. Continuous Market for Securities. The stock exchanges provide a ready market
for securities. The securities once listed continue to be traded at the exchanges irrespective of
the fact that their owners go on changing. The exchanges provide a regular market for trading
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atmosphere of demand and supply and the prices are set on the basis of free market,
scchanges are helpful in evaluating any type of security listed there.
, Mobilising Surplus Savings. The stock exchanges provide a ready market for
various ies. The investors do not have any difficulty in investing their savings by
purchasing bonds etc. from the exchanges. If this facility is not there then many persons
who ) invest their savings will not find avenues to do so. In this way, stock exchanges
play iortant role in mopping up surplus funds of investors.
Helpful in Raising New Capital. The new and existing concerns need capital for their
2S. The new concerns raise capital for the first time and existing units increase their for
expansion and diversification purposes. The shares of new concerns are registered k
exchanges and existing companies also sell their shares through brokers etc. at ges. The
exchanges are helpful in raising capital both by new and old concerns. The ng buyers
also remain in touch with the exchanges for investing money in securities.
Safety in Dealings. The dealings at stock exchanges are governed by well-defined id
regulations of Securities Contract (Regulation) Act, 1956. There is no scope for dating
transactions. Every contract is done according to the procedure laid down and no fear in
the minds of contracting parties. The safety in dealings brings confidence ninds of all
concerned parties and helps in increasing various dealings.
Listing of Securities. Only listed securities can be purchased and sold at stock ges.
Every company desirous of listing its securities will apply to the exchange ties. The
listing is allowed only after a critical examination of capital structure, :ment and
prospects of the company. The listing of securities gives priviledge to the ly. The
investors can form their own views about the securities because listing a ■ does not
guarantee the financial stability of the company.
Platform for Public Debt. The increasing government’s role in economic
development essitated the raising of huge amounts for this purpose. The stock
exchanges provide >rm for raising public debts. The stock exchanges are also
organised markets of nent securities. However, there is no provision for a separate
counter for government es but these are traded through brokers dealing in these
securities.
Clearing House of Business Information. The companies listing securities with ?e
have to provide financial statements, annual reports and other reports to ensure jm
publicity of corporation operations and working. The economic and other itions
provided at stock exchanges help companies to decide their policies.
2

'ICES PROVIDED BY STOCK EXCHANGES
ie stock exchanges provide services to investors, corporate sector and the community,
ervices can described as follows :
Services to the Investors. The investors get following services from stock exchanges:
) The investors are provided ready market for the securities held by them. These
securities can be traded at stock exchanges at any time. The investors may get
liquidity as per their needs.
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(iii) The value of securities can be easily ascertained from the prices of shares traded at
stock exchanges.
(iv) The investors are sure of fair trading at stock exchanges due to the rules and
regulations enforced for transparent trading. Any broker deceiving the investors may
face expulsion from the stock exchange.
2. Services to the Corporate Sector. Corporate sector benefits from stock exchanges in
the following ways :
(0 The listing of securities of a company at a stock exchange enhances its reputation and
prestige.
iii) The shares of the companies are traded regularly of at stock exchanges, it widens the
number of shareholders. The companies have less fear from groups of shareholders
who may try to take over the management. The management of the company will be
smooth when there are wide spread shareholders.
(iii) The companies can raise more capital when their shares are regularly traded at stock
exchanges. The investors will develop confidence in the company when ensured of
liguidity of their holdings.
(iv) In case of absorption and merger the value of the company can be ascertained on the
basis of prices of shares traded at stock exchanges. Such decisions become easy for
the companies.
3. Services to the Community. The stock exchanges perform a number of economic
functions for the benefit of community and these are described as follows :
(i) The trading at stock exchanges helps in financing the economic activities of the
country. The increase in industrial activity is linked to the volume of trade at stock
exchanges. The development of stock exchanges helps in the enhancement of
economic activities which ultimately helps the community.
(if) The new industries will be promoted when there is a scope for raising funds from the
public. The stock exchanges are a medium for raising more and more funds not only
for new enterprises but also for existing ones.
(iii) In the absence of developed organised financial sector, it becomes difficult to
develop saving habits among people. When there is an avenue to use funds then
people will start saving money. Saving habits of the people are beneficial for their
economic safety.
(iv) By investing savings in corporate securities, the stock exchanges can help the
community to channelise the savings for productive purposes.

LISTING OF SECURITIES
Listing of securities means permission to quote shares and debentures officially on the
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equirements for listing
Any company intending to get its securities listed at an exchange have to fulfill certain
mditions. The following informations must be filed with the exchange for getting a curity
listed:
(i) Memorandum and Articles of Association.
[ii) Copies of all prospectus or statements in lieu of prospectuses.
[iii) Copies of balance sheets, audited accounts, agreements with promoters, underwriters,
brokers, etc.
(iv) Details of shares and debentures issued and shares forfeited.
(rO Details of issue of bonuses and dividends declared.
(vi) History of the company in brief.
Oii) An agreement with managing directors, etc.
{viii) An undertaking regarding compliance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956
and Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 as well as rules made therein.
{ix) A list of the highest ten holders of each class or kind of securities of the company.
The stock exchanges are empowered to withdraw or suspend the admission granted r
trading following any breach of conditions.
The securities are classified into (a) cleared securities and (b) a non-cleared securities,
eared securities enjoy forward trading facilities while non-cleared securities have only sh
trading and on the cash list. If the shares are fully paid and have listing privilege for ree years
the exchange may grant the status of cleared securities. The securities must be defy
distributed and have public interest only then they can become cleared securities.

PROCEDURE FOR DEALING AT STOCK EXCHANGES
The buying and selling at stock exchanges is not allowed to outsiders. They have to
iproach brokers who are members of the exchange and the dealings can only be through em.
The following procedure is followed for dealings at exchanges :
1. Selection of Broker. The first thing to be done is to select a broker through whom e
purchase or sale is to be made. The intending investor or seller may approach his ink for this
purchase. The banks can appoint their own brokers at exchanges and they intact for dealings
on behalf of their customers. On a recommendation from the bank e client’s account is
opened by the broker. The bank assures about the financial indition of the client.
2. Placing an Order. After selecting the broker the client places an order for purchase •
sale of securities. The broker also guides the client about the type of securities to be irchased
and the proper time for it. If a client is to sell the securities then the broker tells m about the
favourable time for sale. The broker is told to purchase shares, their number id price to be
paid. Sometimes a definite price is given on which the purchase is to be iade, sometimes the
tentative price is told, sometimes the minimum price to be paid, is Id etc. The broker will try
to make purchases as far as possible to the nearest price offered f the client. The broker is
given some choice of bargaining. The same type of choice is ven to the broker for selling the
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3. Making the Contract. The trading floor of the stock exchange is divided into different
parts known as trading posts. Different posts deal in different types of securities. The!
authorised clerk of the broker goes to the concerned post and expresses his intention to buy and
sell the securities. A deal is struck when the other party also agrees. The bargain struck; by an
outcry mentioning the price and number of securities contracted by both the clerks. The
bargain is noted by both the parties in their note books. The slip giving brief detail of the
bargain is put in a box for making announcement in the official price list for publicity.
4. Contract Note. The buying and selling brokers prepare notes after their mutu" consent
next day. The seller is sent the selling note and the buyer is sent buying note. The! details of
securities traded are given, mentioning their number, price, etc.
5. Settlement. The spot dealings are settled there in full. The selling broker hands over
the transfer form and share certificates to the buying broker after receiving the price. Thej
settlement for ready delivery and forward contracts is done with a different procedure.
Settlement of Ready Delivery Contracts. The settlement in different stock exchanges is don
between 3 to 7 days of the transaction. If the settlement is done by giving actu delivery of
securities on receiving the price it is called liquidation in full. In another metho the dealings are
squared by adjusting price difference only.
Settlement of Forward Delivery Contracts
The forward delivery contracts are done for speculative purposes. Only the active an,
broad market securities are traded in forward contracts. The settlement of forward contracts
can be done in any of the three ways :
(a) Liquidation in Full. The securities are delivered and payment is received or vice versa
after crossing all intermediate purchases and sales.
(b) Liquidation by Payment of Differences. The purchases and sales are offset at the
ruling price by paying or receiving the difference amount. The securities are not deliveret but
only the difference of prices contracted and current prices are received or paid as the case may
be.
(c) Carry over to the Next Settlement. When the buyer does not want to settle the
contract but wants to carry it to a future date then it is called carry over. The buyer will have to
pay certain amount to the seller for this concession and the amount paid is known as Badla o
Contango Charge.

INSIDER TRADING
Insider trading refers to the dealings in shares and stocks by the persons who have some
information about the company or its dealings which have not become public so far and the
information may influence the prices of these stocks. Insiders are the persons connected with
the company having access to price sansititive information. The insiders may broadly be : (a)
primary insiders i.e. directors, stock exchanges, merchant bankers, registrars, brokers of the
company, top executives, auditors, bank etc. (b) secondary insiders i.e. dealers, agents, other
employees, etc. (c) Others having access to price sensitive information due to their proximety
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mrchase and sale of the company’s shares by withholding price sensitive information, and/ 3r
Hi) benefit the individual indulging in this unethical practice.
The main purpose of controlling insider trading is to protect investors. The other lurpose
is to protect the interest and reputation of the company, maintaining confidence in stock
exchange operations, maintaining public confidence in the financial system as a vhole. SEBI
has taken necessary steps for prohibiting insider trading for protecting investors md for
curbing unhealthy and unethical practices. It has presecribed a penality for indulging n insider
trading.

OPERATORS AT STOCK EXCHANGES
Jobbers
Jobbers are security merchants dealing in shares, debentures as independent operators.
They buy and sell securities on their own behalf and try to earn through price changes, obbers
cannot deal on behalf of public and are barred from taking commission. They Hirectly deal
with brokers who in turn make transactions on behalf of public. Jobbers generally quote two
prices one at which he is prepared to purchase and the other at which ne is prepared to sell a
particular security. The difference between the two prices is the Jobber’s profit which is
technically known as Jobber’s turn. For example, a Jobber may quote the equity shares of
Bindal Agro at Rs 95 Rs. 96. This implies that a Jobber is prepared to purchase these shares at
Rs. 95 each and sell at Rs. 96 each. The difference between these [wo prices is Jobbers profit
or the Jobber’s turn.
The London Stock Exchange has two types of members known as Jobbers and brokers,
ivery member has to declare in the beginning every year whether they will be acting as obbers
or brokers. Once he makes a declaration then he has to stick to it.
brokers
Brokers are commission agents, who act as intermediaries between buyers and sellers if
securities. They do not purchase or sell securities on their behalf. They bring together luyers
and sellers and help them in making a deal. Brokers charge commission from both he parties
for their services. Brokers are experts in estimating trends of prices and can ffectively advise
their clients in reaping a fruitful gain. Brokers get orders from investing lublic and execute the
orders through Jobbers and they are entitled to a prescribed scale f brokerage. The investors
who do not know the technicalities of stock exchanges are ready benefitted by the expertise of
brokers.
tarawaniwalas
The members of Bombay Stock Exchange have unofficially divided themselves into wo
categories: (z) Brokers and (ii) Tarawaniwalas. The latter act both as Jobber and brokers.
, tarawaniwala makes transaction on his own behalf like a Jobber but he may also act as broker
on behalf of the public. They indulge in malpractice to earn profits. They may sell reir own
securities to their clients when prices are higher and vice-versa.
The distinction between Jobbers of London Exchange and the Tarawaniwalas of Bombay
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securities, enter into any contract as a principal with any person other than a member of
recognised stock exchange, unless he has secured the consent or authority of such person and
discloses in the memorandum or agreement of sale or purchase that he is acting as principal.

TYPES OF SPECULATORS
There are four types of speculators who are active on stock exchanges in India. They are
known as Bull, Bear, Stag and Lame Duck. These names have been derived from the animal
World to bring out the nature and working of speculators.
Bull
A Bull or Tejiwala is an operator who expects a rise in prices of securities in the future.
In anticipation of price rise he makes purchases of shares and other securities with the
intention to sell at higher prices in future. He being a speculator has no intention of taking
delivery of securities but deals only in difference of prices. Such a speculator is called a bull
because of resemblance of his behaviour with the bull. A bull tends to throw his victim up in
air. Similarly, a bull speculator tries to raise the prices of securities by placing big purchase
orders.
Bear
A Bear or Mandiwala speculator expects prices to fall in future and sells securities at
present with a view to purchase them at lower prices in future. A bear does not have securities
at present but sells them at higher prices in anticipation that he will supply them by purchasing
at lower prices in future. If the prices move down as per the expectations of the bear he will
earn profits out of these transactions. Just as a bear presses its victims down to the ground, the
bear speculator tends to force down the prices of different securities. When the bear operators
start selling the securities, the bearish pressure gradually forces down the prices.
A bear does not take delivery of securities but takes the difference if price falls down. In
case prices rise then he will have to pay the difference between the prices at which he
purchased the securities and the prevailing prices on the date of delivery. A market is said to
be bearish when it is dominated by the bear speculators. On the other hand, there is a strong
expectation of fall in prices. Pessimism prevails in a bearish market. In case the prices are not
falling as expected by the bears then they may start speculator rumours to pressurise price
downwards, it is known as bear raid.
Stag
A stag is a cautious speculator in the stock exchange. He applies for shares in new
companies and expects to sell them at a premium if he gets an allotment. He selects those
companies whose shares are in more demand and are likely to carry a premium. He sells the
shares before being called to pay the allotment money.
A stag does not indulge in purchase and sale of shares in the market like a bull and bear.
He relies only on the allotment of securities to him. He applies for large number of shares so
that he gets some allotment even if there is heavy over subsrciption.
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A bear speculator contracts to sell securities at a later date. On the appointed terms, he is
not able to get the securities as the holders are not willing to part with them. In such situations,
he feels concerned. Moreover, the buyer is not willing to carry over the transactions.

FACTORS INFLUENCING PRICES ON STOCK EXCHANGE
There are a number of factors which influence the prices of shares on a stock exchange.
Some factors are related to the concerned company, some to the general economic situation in
the country and some to the political and government policies. These factors are discussed as
follows :
1. Financial Position of the Company. The financial position of a company directly
influences the prices of its shares. When a company shows good results by increasing its sales
and profits then its shares will command a better price in the market. The rate of dividend
declared by a company also influences the price of shares. A higher dividend paying company
will attract more investors. If a company fail to pay dividend then its shareholders will starts
selling their holdings and the prices of shares will go down.
2. Demand and Supply Position. Like any other commodity the prices of shares are also
influenced by the demand and supply position in the market. The shares in more demand will
command a higher price. If the supply of shares is more then their prices will go down.
3. Role of Financial Institutions. The financial institutions are playing an important role
in influencing the prices of shares. The institutions such as L.I.C., Unit Trust of India,
Industrial Finance Corporation, Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation etc. purchase
shares of good companies in bulk. This not only gives a good name to the company (financial
institutions showing interest in those companies) but also reduces the supply of shares. Such
purchases increase the prices of shares. On the reverse when such institutions start selling their
holdings, then prices of such shares will decline with the increase in supply.
4. Lending Rates. Lending rate influences the supply of money which ultimately affects
prices of shares. Reserve Bank of India fixes the bank rate for re-discounting facilities to
commercial banks. The bank rate governs the rate of interest charged by commercial banks,
rhe low lending rate of banks will result in more supply of money and it will increase the
demand for shares. The increase in demand for shares will increase their prices. On the rther
hand, if money supply is low then prices of shares will go down.
5. Trade Cycles. The stage of trade cycles at a particular period also influences share
3rices. In the period of boom the prices of shares go up because of overall prosperity. The
situation of depression brings stagnation in growth and prices of shares go down.
6. Speculation Activities. The speculative activities of operators at a stock exchange
nfluence prices of shares. The speculators may create artificial scarcity of some shares by
purchasing available shares. Once they control the supply of a particular share then they lictate
its prices. The operations of bulls, bears and stags directly influence the prices of hares on a
stock exchange.
7. Government Control. The Policies of the government also influence the prices of
hares. When the government gives encouragement and concessions to the expansion and
liversification of existing units and setting up of new units their money market will grow, iny
government policy putting restrictions on industrial activity will depress shares prices.
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MAJOR STOCK EXCHANGES IN INDIA
The financial system consists of money market and the capital market. The capital
market performs an important function of transferring savings, especially of the household
sector, to companies, governments and public sector bodies. The household sector which has
financial surplus exchange their savings for shares, debentures and securities of the financial
deficit sector such as companies and governments. It is called primary market. The market
where already issued securities are traded is called secondary market. The secondary markets
are called stock exchanges.
Growth of Stock Exchanges. There are 24 stock exchanges in India at present. The
oldest stock exchange is Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) which was established in 1875. The
Calcutta and Madras Stock Exchanges were formed in 1908 and Delhi in 1947. The
organisation of different stock exchanges varies. Twelve stock exchanges are public limited
companies while others are limited by guarantees or are voluntary non-profit making
organisations. There are eight stock exchanges which have permanent recognition while
others have to renew it every year.
Management of Stock Exchanges. A stock exchange is managed by a governing body
which consists of a President, Vice-President, Executive Director, elected Directors, public
representatives and government nominees. The governing body is responsible for policy
making and for ensuring the smooth functioning of the exchange. The executive functions are
discharged by the Executive Director or the Secretary.
Regulation of Stock Exchanges. Until 1988, the exchanges were more or less selfregulatory with a broad overall supervision by Ministry of Finance of the Government of
India. In 1988, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was constituted to ensure
that stock exchanges discharge their self regulatory role well. To protect the rights of investors
and prevent malpractices in trading in shares, SEBI has assumed the monitoring function and
requires the brokers to be registered and the stock exchanges to report on their activities.
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)
Bombay Stock Exchange was established in 1875 as a voluntary non-profit making
association at Mumbai. It is Asia’s oldest stock exchange and is a major stock exchange in
India. The exchange has mechanism to redress grievances of investors as well as members. It
provides informative inputs to the investing public.
Management. A Governing Board comprising of 9 elected directors (one-third to retire
every year by rotation) an Executive Director, three Government nomineees, a Reserve Bank
of India nominee and five public nominees regulate the working of the exchange. However, as
per SEBI orders the elected directors have been restrained from acting and Governing Board
presently comprises of only 10 directors. The Executive Director acts as the Chief Executive
Officer and is responsible for the day to day administration of the exchange.
Working. The members of the stock exchange can trade in the exchange. The members
can trade on behalf of outsiders. If a member trades on his own account then transactions can
be only among stock exchange members. The shares of listed companies only can be traded at
the exchange. Bombay Stock
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(iii) the tarawaniwala, akin to a jobber or specialist
(iv) the dealer in non-cleared securities
(v) the odd-lot dealer
(vi) the dealer in foreign securities or arbitrageur
(vii) the security dealer or dealer in government securities
On striking a deal, traders enter appropriate details in small books called ‘souda books’.
At the end of the trading period, all deal details are transferred to a souda sheet which is
handed over to the BSE computer department for processing. A display board within the ring
is used to show the current prices of the important shares from time to time. SEBI has allowed
BSE to extend its trading terminals to outside centres and the Bombay Online Trading System
(BOLT) has enabled it to open trade working stations all over the country.
National Stock Exchange (NSE)
National Stock Exchange was incorporated in November, 1992 with an equity capital of
Rs. 25 crores. It is not an exchange in the traditional sense where brokers own and manage the
exchange. NSE is a professionally managed national market for shares, PSU bonds,
debentures and government securities with all the necessary infrastructure and trading
facilities. NSE is an electronic screen based system where members have equal access and
equal opportunity of trade irrespective of their location in different parts of the country as they
are connected through a satellite network. The system helps to integrate the national market
and provide a modern system with a complete audit trial of all transactions.
Objectives of NSE
(?) Providing a nation wide trading facility for equities, debt instruments etc.
(??') Ensure equal access to investors all over the country through an appropriate
communication network.
(iii) Provide fair, efficient and transparent securities market to investors using electronic
trading systems.
(iv) Enable shorter settlement cycles and book entry settlement system.
(v) Attain current international standards of securities market.
Features of NSE
NSE has the following features :
(?) NSE employs a fully automated screen based trading system.
(ii) It has two segments : the capital market segment and wholesale debt market segment.
Capital market segment covers equities, convertible debentures.
(iii) Participants operate from their offices with the help of computers for receiving
market information for entering orders and to execute trade.
(iv) A trading member in the capital market is connected to the central computer in
Mumbai through a satellite link up. A member in the wholesale debt market segment
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{v) NSE has opted for an order driven system. A trading member can place conditio o
the order in terms of price, time or size.
(zn) When a trade takes place, trade confirmation slip is printed at the trading membe
work station. It gives details like price, quantity code number of the party and so o
(t>ii) The identity of the trading member is not revealed to others.
{viii) The automated trade matching system secures the best price available in tl
market to the investor. High volume of business can be traded efficiently.
Working. The settlement cycle is completed within eight days from the last day of
trading cycle. The trading period is a week (Wednesday to Tuesday) and settlement of tra
takes place in the ensuing week. NSE’s Clearing Corporation stands guarantee to all trad don
in the cash market on the exchange and the counter guarantee of the clearing corporat
ensures that no default, either of payment or delivery takes place for trade done on NS

OVER THE COUNTER EXCHANGE OF INDIA (OTCEI)

Background
In India certain stock exchanges have monopolised the capital market. There are larg
number of small companies which do not get listing at stock exchanges. Over tl Counte
Exchange of India (OTCEI) was established in October, 1990 with an object provide a
alternate market for the securities of smaller companies. The Government India has conferre
it the status of a recognised stock exchange. This exchange has bei jointly promoted by UT
ICICI, IDBI, SBI Capital Markets Ltd. IFCI, GIC and Canbai Financial Services Ltd. OTCE
promoters have been designated as ‘sponsor members’ ai they alone are entitled to sponsor
company for listing at this exchange. Befo recommending a company for enlistment, suc
members have to carry out the appraisal the project to ensure its technological and financia
viability. They also ensure that £ government rules and regulations have been complied with
Features of OTCEI
1
1. It is a ringless and electronic national stock exchange. It is an exchange withou a
specified trading floor.
2. It caters to the needs of the small business which have so far not met th requirement
for listing on the stock exchange.
3. This exchange has a nationwide reach. The market is spread across the countr
through numerous countries of the operators of the exchange.
4. Small and medium sized companies with a paid up capital between Rs. 30 lakh an
Rs. 25 crores can be enlisted.
5. OTCEI deals in equity shares, preference shares, bonds, debentures, warrants.
6. The trading is by way of negotiated bidding.
7. As opposed to traditional ring in the stock exchange the trading here is ‘scree based
Transactions take place through satellite communication telephone lines
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antages of OTCEI
his exchange has the following advantages :
. There is a transparency in transactions. The bids for purchase and sale are accepted on
the screen of the computer, so the clients can see it themselves. In other exchanges the
deals are done in a ring where clients cannot go.
. The liquidity is ensured and a transaction is normally completed in 7 days.
. A proper scrutiny is done of the scrips by the sponsors so the securities traded will be
good.
. A company needing immediate funds can pledge its equity with the sponsor and
thereby reduce interest cost.
. A company at one gets nationwide listing.
. Small and growth-oriented companies would be able to grow faster as they would raise
required capital through OTCEI market at a low cost.
. The companies listed on OTCEI are subjected to low income tax.

EPS TO IMPROVE WORKING OF STOCK EXCHANGES IN INDIA

n order to improve the working of stock exchanges and being transperancy in their ings,
ollowing steps were in this directions :
. Stock exchanges asked to modify the listing agreement to provide for payment of
interest by companies to investors from the 30th day after the closure of a public issue.
. Uniform good-bad delivery norms and procedure for time bound resolution of bad
deliveries through Bad Delivery Cells prescribed. Bad Delivery Cell procedure have
helped to standardise norms.
. All exchanges to institute the buy-in or auction procedure being followed by the
National Stock Exchange.
. In view of the falling percentage of deliveries, exchanges asked to collect 100 per cent
daily margins on the national loss of a broker for every scrip, to restrict gross traded
value to 33.33 times to brokers base minimum capital and to impose quarterly
margins on the basis of concentration ratios.
. Study groups constituted to make recommendations for imparting greater transparency
and fairness in bulk of negotiated deals.
. Stock Exchanges asked to set up a clearing house or clearing corporation.
. Stock exchanges disallowed from renewing contracts in cash group of shares from one
settlement to another.
. A core group of inter-exchange market surveillance set up for coordinating action in
case of abnormal volatility.
. The Stock Exchang Mumbai and other exchanges with screen based trading systems
allowed to expand their trading terminals to locations where no stock exchanges
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exist, and to others subject to an understanding with the local stock exchanges. The
setting up of trade guarantee scheme or clearing corporation, mechanisms for
handling investor grievances arising from other centres and adequate monitoring
mechanisms will be a prerequisite.
10. Several restrictions, including limits on the size of issues proposed to be listed on
OTCEI removed, and listing criteria for OTCEI, relaxed. Besides, OTCEI permitted
to move to five day accounting period settlement.
11. Both, short and long sales will have to be disclosed to the exchange at the end of eac
day. They would be regulated through the imposition of margins.
12. A stock lending sceme has been introduced. Stock lending has been approved in
which short sellers could borrow securities throgh an intermediary before making
such seles. The approved intermediary should have a minimum net worth of ? 50
crore.

WEAKNESSES OF STOCK EXCHANGES IN INDIA
The stock exchanges in India suffer from a number of weaknesses. Principal weaknesses
are discussed as follows :
1. Lack of Professionalism. The majority of stock brokers lack professionalism. They
lack proper education, business skills, infrastructural facilities etc. which inhibits them to
provide proper service to clients. They are not able to guide and counsel their clients in the
manner expected of them.
2. Domination of Financial Institutions. Indian stock markets are dominanted by a few
financial institutions. The UTI, LIC, GIC are the main players in Indian stock markets. The
buying and selling by these institutions sets the tone in the market. The market goes bullish if
financial institutions start buying shares, on the other hand, it becomes bearish on their selling
spree. After the liberalisation process set in motion since 1991, a number of foreign financial
institutions have also entered the market but their role has so far been limited. Even though
financial institutions deal in only selected scrips but he whole market sentiment is influenced
by their dealings. Under SEBI guidelines, a number of mutual funds have been registered but
they are concentrating more on new issues (primary market). Financial institutions in
developed economies too enter stock markets but their number is large and few institutions
cannot influence the whole market as is done in India by three main institutions. Moreover,
Indian financial institutions indulge more in buying and less in selling. With the entry of more
and more Indian and foreign institutions, their influence in stock markets will gradually
decline.
3. Poor Liquidity. The Indian stock exchanges suffer from poor liquidity. A small
number of scrips are regularly traded in stock exchanges. Out of over 3000 scrips less then 500
scrips are generally traded and even out of these 90 per cent volume of trade confines to
between 200-250 scrips. This means that other scrips have very low liquidity. A recent survey
into frequency of trading showed that shares of 207 companies were traded everyday, shares of
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or disposing off his holding for a long time. When an investor is not sure of selling his shares
whenever he needs money then he will be discouraged to invest in shares.
There is a huge backlog of pending deliveries also. This is due to the practice of short
elling. The scrips are delivered for longer periods which again creates liquidity problem. SEBI
in India. In Bombay Stock Exchange 3-4 operators used to call the shots. The case
is trying to frame rules where these malpractices will be curtailed.

4 nomination by big Operators. Some big
This artificial increase in prices of shares adversely affected the investing public and people operators influence the sentiment of stock
f Harshad Mehta is well known in India. He created bullish conditions in Indian stock
xchanges in the first quarter of 1992 and BSE Sensex nearly doubled in a very short period.
uffered huge losses. It is the weakness of stock exchanges working that some operators can
reate the sentiment as per their liking.
5. Less Floating Stock. There is a scarcity of floating stock in Indian stock exchanges.
he shares and debentures offered for sale are a small portion of total stocks. The financial
nstitutions and joint stock companies which control over 75 per cent of the scrips do not offer
hem for sale. The U.T.I., G.I.C., L.I.C., etc. indulge more in purchasing than in selling. It
reates scarcity of stocks for trading. The markets tend to be volatile and amenable to
manipulations in the absence of adequate floating stocks for trading.
6.Kerb Trading. The transactions between the brokers who assemble outside the stock
xchange are called kerb trading. Kerb tradng is a punishable offence yet it is regularly
onducted. The brokers generally report kerb transactions alongwith regular transactions. There
s no difference between kerb trading and regular trading except that it falls outside the purview
f arbitration machinery. Kerb trading brings significant price changes and helps speculators in
nfluencing the sentiments of the market.
7. Speculative Trading. The trading in stock exchanges is mainly speculative in nature.
he operators try to derive benefit out of short-term price fluctuations. At Bombay Stock
xchange upto 5 per cent and at other exchanges upto 10 per cent transactions are genuine
nvestment deals. The brokers try to create a sentiment in the market which will be beneficial to
hem. The genuine investors try to keep away from such markets.

SEBI'S ROLE IN A STOCK EXCHANGE

The securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Act, 1992 was passed by Central
Government for establishing a Board to protect the interests of investors in securities and to
romote the development of, and to regulate, the securities market and for matters connected
herewith or incidental thereto.
Every stock exchange needs recognition from Central Government. Any stock exchange,
which is desirous of being recognised may make an application to the Central Government. The
pplication should be accompanied by a copy of the bye-laws of the stock exchange for the
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Objectives of SEBI
Some of the important objectives of SEBI are :
(z) To empower the Central Government to regulate the dealings in and functioning of
stock exchanges in India.
(z'z) To promote healthy and orderly development of stock market in India.
(Hi) To prevent unhealthy speculation and other undesirable activites on stock exchanges.
(iv) To protect the interests of the investors.

fat To provide for reasonable uniformity in respect of the bye-iaws and rules of the differen
stock exchanges in India.

SEBI’s Powers in Relation to Stock Exchanges
The SEBI ordinance has given it the following powers :
(z) It may call periodical returns from stock exchanges.
(zz) It has the power to prescribe maintenance of certain documents by the stock exchange.
(Hi) SEBI may call upon the exchange or any member to furnish explanation or information
relating to the affairs of the stock exchange or any member.
(iv) It has the power to approve bye-laws of the stock exchange for regulation and control of
the contracts.
(v) It can amend bye-laws of stock exchange.
(vi) In certain areas it can licence the dealers in securities.
(vii) It can compel a public company to list its shares.
Superceding Governing Body of Stock Exchange
If Central Government is of the opinion that the governing body of any recognised stock
exchange should be superceded then it may give a written notice specifying the reasons for
such action. After giving opportunity to the governing body it may supercede it and appoint
person or persons to exercise and perform all the powers, and duities of the governing body.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Define a stock exchange.
2. Give the characteristics of a stock exchange.
3. What are the requirements for listing of securities ?
4.

Who are Jobbers ?

5.

Explain ‘Tarawaniwalas’.

6.

Explain the terms, Bull and Bear.

7.

What is kerb trading ?

INTRODUCTION
Mutual Funds have been successfully working in 13 .S A and some western countries. These
funds have been useful \w fvWvu^the between demand and su^fy of eapvtaf'm Axe. maske\. k mntwaf
fund mofvNia\es> smaSr andbfg mvesXots \o enUust. dvea savtogs to ft so that these are
professionally employed ensuring good return. A large number of investors have small savings
with them. They can at the most buy shares of one or two companies. When small savings are
pooled and entrusted to nutural funds then these can be used to buy blue chips where regular
returns and capital appreciation are ensured.
Mutual fund is an American concept. The terms like Investment Company, Money Fund,
Investment Trust and Mutual Fund are used interchangeably and used to describe same thing in
American literature. In British literature, ‘mutual funds’ has not been explained but is
considered as synonym of investment trust of U.S.A.

MEANING OF MUTUAL FUND
A ‘Mutual Fund’ is an investment vehicle for investors who pool their savings for
investing in diversified portfolio of securities with the aim of attractive yields and appreciation
in their value. As per Mutual Fund Book, published by Investment Company Institute of the
U.S., “A Mutual Fund is a financial service organisation that receives money from
shareholders, invests it, earns returns on it, attempts to make it grow and agrees to pay the
shareholder cash on demand for the current value of his investment.” The investment managers
of the funds manage these savings in such a way that the risk is minimised and steady return is
ensured.

STOCK EXCHANGE

B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What do you mean by a Stock Exchange ? Give its characteristics.
2. Discuss various functions of a stock exchange.
3. What is meant by listing of securities ? Which documents are to be filed with the stock
exchange for listing of securities.
4. What is the procedure followed at the stock exchange for making purchases and sales?
5. What is ‘Settlement’ ? How is settlement done under different contracts?
6. Write short notes on the following :
(a) Listing of securities
(b) Making a contract at the stock exchange.
(c)

Settlement of forward transactions.

7. What types of persons operate at stock exchanges ?
8. Which factors influence prices at stock exchanges ?
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13
MUTUAL FUNDS

INTRODUCTION
Mutual Funds have been successfully working in U.S.A and some western countries.
These funds have been useful in filling the gap between demand and supply of capital in the
market. A mutual fund motivates small and big investors to entrust their savings to it so that these
are professionally employed ensuring good return. A large number of investors have small
savings with them. They can at the most buy shares of one or two companies. When small
savings are pooled and entrusted to nutural funds then these can be used to buy blue chips where
regular returns and capital appreciation are ensured.
Mutual fund is an American concept. The terms like Investment Company, Money Fund,
Investment Trust and Mutual Fund are used interchangeably and used to describe same thing in
American literature. In British literature, ‘mutual funds' has not been explained but is considered
as synonym of investment trust of U.S.A.

MEANING OF MUTUAL FUND
A ‘Mutual Fund’ is an investment vehicle for investors who pool their savings for
investing in diversified portfolio of securities with the aim of attractive yields and appreciation in
their value. As per Mutual Fund Book, published by Investment Company Institute of the U.S.,
“A Mutual Fund is a financial service organisation that receives money from shareholders,
invests it, earns returns on it, attempts to make it grow and agrees to pay the shareholder cash on
demand for the current value of his investment. ” The investment managers of the funds manage
these savings in such a way that the risk is minimised and steady return is ensured.
Securities and Exchanage Board of India (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 define
‘mutual funds’ as, “a fund established in the form of a trust to raise monies through the sale of
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institution, a trust or an investment company which acts as an investment-intermediary and
channelises the savings of large number of people to the corporate securities in such a way that
investors get steady returns, capital appreciation and a low risk.

CONCEPT OF MUTUAL FUNDS
The concept of ‘mutual fund’ is a new feather in the cap of Indian Capital Market but not to
international capital markets. The origin of mutual funds can be traced to Belgium where Society
Generate de Belgique, was established in 1822 as an investment company to finance investments
in national industries with high associated risks. In England, the Foreign and Colonial
Government Trust was established in 1868 to spread risks for investors over a large number of
securities. The concept of mutual funds spread to U.S.A in the beginning of the 20th century and
three investment companies were started in 1924. The Post World War II period gave an impetus
to mutual funds culture in U.S.A. when more and more people invested in mutual funds. Since
then, the concept of mutual funds has been growing all arround the world.
In India, first mutual fund was started in 1964 when Unit Trust of India (UTI) was
established on the similar line of operation of the U.K. based Investment Trust Companies.

TYPES OF MUTUAL FUNDS
There are a number of mutual funds to suit the needs and preferences of investors. The
choice of the fund is linked to the demand of the investor. Does we expect a stable low earning,
risky higher earnings, capital appreciation, etc? The objective of earning helps in deciding the
type of funds where investment is made. To achieve the differing objectives of the investors,
mutual funds adopt different strategies and accordingly offer different schemes of investment.
The various mutual funds may be classified under five broad categories :
A According to Ownership
B. According to the Scheme of Operation
C. According to Portfolio
D. According to Location
E. Others.
A. According to Ownership
According to ownership mutual funds in India may be classified as (z) Public Sector
Mutual Funds and (zz) Private Sector Mutual Funds.
I. Public Sector Mutual Funds. Unit Trust of India (UTI) has been functioning in the arena
of Mutual-Fund-Business in India since 1963-64. However, it was only after 23 years in 1987
that second mutual fund was established in India by the State Bank of India. Although UTI was
functioning successfully, it was found inadequate to meet the requirements of small and medium
household sectors. Thus, UTI’s monopoly in Mutual Fund Business was curtailed by the Central
Government by opening the operation of Mutual Funds to the Public-Sector Commercial Banks
in 1987, in order to meet the requirements of the common investors. SBI Mutual Fund was the
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like IND Bank-MF, CAN Bank-MF, BOI-MF, PNB-MF, G.I.C-MF, LIC-MF, etc have joined
operations in the mutual fund business in a short span of time.
II. Private Sector Mutual Funds. Seeing the success and growth of Mutual Funds in the
Indian Capital Market, the Government of India allowed the private sector corporate to join the
Mutual Fund Industry on February 14, 1992. Since then, a number of private sector companies
have approached SEBI for permission to set up private mutual funds. SEBI (Mutual Funds)
Regulations, 1993 which were replaced by SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 provide
guidelines for registration, constitution, management and schemes of Mutual Funds.
Thus, the UTI has now to face competition from the banking and insurance in the public
sector and various companies in the private sector so far as the mutual funds business is
concerned. However, this competition from the private sector is expected to increase the services
to the common investors.
B. According to Scheme of Operation
The most important classification of mutual funds is on the basis of the scheme of their
operations as all types of mutual funds fall under this classification. According to the scheme of
operations, the mutual funds could be divided into three categories, i.e. open ended funds, close
ended funds and the interval funds.
(i) Open-Ended Schemes Funds. Open ended scheme means a scheme of a mutual fund
which offers units for sale without specifying any duration for redemption. These schemes do not
have a fixed maturity and entry to the fund is always open to investors who can subscribe it at any
times. Similarly investors have an option to get their holdings redeemed at any time. The fund
redeems or repurchases the units/shares at periodically announced rates. These repurchase rates
are based upon the net current assets value of the fund. Thus, open ended funds provide better
liquidity to the investors. In the same manner, the price at which the units are offered to the
public is also announced periodically. As an investor can directly purchase and sell units under
open ended scheme, these are not listed. The Unit Scheme 1964 of UTI, ULIP, Dhanraksha and
Dhanvridhi of LIC Mutual Fund are some of the examples of open ended schemes.
(ii) Close-Ended Schemes/Funds. A close-ended scheme means any scheme of mutual
fund in which the period of maturity of the scheme is specified. Unlike open-ended funds, the
corpus of close-ended scheme is fixed and an investor can subscribe directly to the scheme only
at the time of initial issue. After the initial issue is closed, a person can buy or sell the units of the
scheme in the secondary market, i.e. the stock exchanges where there are listed. The price in the
secondary market is determined on the basis of demand and supply and hence could be different
from the net assets value.
It is always easier to manage a close-ended scheme as the fund managers can evolve long
term investment strategies depending upon the life of the scheme. Dhanshree and
Dhanyamaridhi of LIC Mutual Fund, Can Share of Canara Bank, Ind Jyoti and Swarna Jyoti of
Indian Bank are some of the examples of close ended mutual fund schemes.
(iii) Interval Schemes/Funds. An interval scheme is a scheme of mutual fund which is
kept open for a specific interval and after that it operates as a close- ended scheme. Thus, it
combines the features of both open ended as well as close ended schemes. Interval schemes have
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investors. The investments are made in stocks yielding higher returns and capital appreciation is
of small importance. Such funds distribute the income earned by them periodically amongest the
investors. There may be income funds of two types ; some funds may concentrate on low risk,
constant returns while others may aim at maximum return even at the cost of some risk.
(ii) Growth Funds. These funds aim at providing capital appreciation in the value of
investments. Such funds invest in growth oriented securities which have a potential to appreciate
in long run. Growth funds concentrate on value appreciation of securities and not on the
regularity of income and are also known as ‘Nest eggs’ or ‘Long haul’ investments. However, the
risk involved in such funds is higher than the income funds.
[Hi] Balanced or Conservative Funds. Balanced funds spend both on common stock and
preferred stock. Some part of the funds is spent on buying equity stock while other part is used in
acquiring interest bearing debentures and preference shares ensuring certain amount of dividend.
Some funds generally spend half the funds on equity stock while the other half is spent on
perferred stock. Balanced funds ensure both appreciation in stock as well as regular return in the
shape of interest and dividend. The investors have advantage or regular income and appreciation
in value of securities. These funds are also known as ‘Conservative Funds’ or ‘Income and
Growth Funds’.
(iv) Stock/Equity Funds. These funds mainly invest in shares of the companies. The
investments may vary from ‘blue chip’ companies to newly established companies. They
undertake risk associated with investment in equity shares of companies. Stock funds may have
further sub-divisions such as income funds and growth funds. A special type of equity fund is
known as ‘index fund’ or 'never beat market fund.’
(n) Bond Funds. These funds employ their resources in bonds. These investments ensure
fixed and regular income. Sometimes bonds are available in the market at lower than face value,
the net income on these bonds goes higher because interest will be received on the face value of
the bond. Some companies offer non-convertible bonds alongwith the shares. Any person
subscribing for the shares will have to take up bonds also. Bond funds may have a tip up with the
companies and offer a certain price if the subscribers want to sell their bonds at the time of
allotment. Bond fund will pay a fixed amount to the company and some amount will be paid by
the subscriber also. The shareholder is saved of the botheration of buying bonds compulsorily
while the bond fund will pay less than the face value of the bond, thus saving some money. Bond
funds ensure regular income to the investors.
(vi) Specialised Funds. These funds invest in a particular type of securities. The funds
may specialise in securities of companies dealing in a particular product, firms in particular
industry or of certain income producing securities. Any investor wanting to invest in a particular
security will perfer a fund dealing in such securities.
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(vii) Leverage Funds. The primary aim of leverage funds is to maximise capital
appreciation. These funds may use even borrowed funds for buying speculative stock which
ensures a profit in the future. The cost of raising loaned funds and the gain from holding shares is
the profit of the leverage fund. The leverage is used to the benefit of the shareholders. Leverage
funds indulge in speculative activities to earn more and more profit. In a declining market the
fund may indulge in short sales. The reduced price of the stock in future will benefit the fund.
Some other methods may also be used to ensure higher profits.
(viii) Taxation Funds. Mutual funds may be designed to suit the tax payers. The
contributors to such funds get some concession in income tax. The investors are required to keep
the money with the fund for a certain period called lock up period which at present is 3 years in
India. These funds distribute the profits among the unit holders. A repurchase offer of units is
also given at the current net assets value. A large number of mutual funds have come up with
schemes which ensure tax benefits to the subscribers besides some income and small
appreciation in value of units. The amount collected by these funds is used to acquire shares and
interest bearing securities. The net asset value of the units varies with the values of the securities
held. Generelly income tax payers contribute in these funds.
(ix) Money Market Mutual Funds (MMMF). ‘Money market mutual fund’ means a
scheme of a mutual fund which has been set up with the objective of investing exclusively in
money market instruments. These instruments include treasury bills, dated Government
securities with an unexpired maturity of upto one year, call and notice money, commercial paper,
commercial bills accepted by banks and certificates of deposits. While equities and bonds or
debentures dominate the portfolio of ‘Capital market mutual funds’, the money market
instruments constitute the only portfolio of ‘money market mutual funds’.
Till recently, only commercial banks and public financial institutions were allowed to set
up MMMF’s, but in November 1995, the government has permitted private sector mutual funds
also to set up money market mutual funds.
D. According to Location
Mutual funds can also be classified on the basis of location from where they mobilise
funds, as :
(i) Domestic Funds. These are the funds which mobilise savings of people within the
country where investments are made. Domestic funds can further be sub-divided on the basis of
scheme of operation or portfolio as discussed in the earlier pages.
(ii) Off-Shore Funds. Off-shore mutual funds are those which raise or mobilise funds in
countries other than where investments are to be made. These funds attract foreign savings for
investment in India.
E. Other Types of Mutual Funds
In addition to the above mentioned mutual funds, there can be some other types of mutual
funds also, such as, ‘Loan Funds’ and “Non-Loan Funds’, based upon the expenses/ fees to be
charged, ‘Hub and Spoke Funds’ which are basically fund of funds, etc.
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1. Diversification. A large number of investors have small savings with them. They can at
the most buy shares of one or two companies. When small savings are pooled and entrusted to
mutuaj funds then these can be used to buy shares of many different companies. Thus, investors
can participate in a large basket of shares of different companies. This diversification of
investment ensures regular returns and capital appreciation at reduced risks as all the eggs are not
put in one basket.
2. Expert Supervision and Management. A small investor cannot be an expert in
portfolio management. When he invests in mutual funds, he gets the benefit of expert supervision
and management which mutual funds can afford because of large resources at their disposal. The
funds can be professionally employed through the mutual funds ensuring goods returns. The
mutual fund managers also have extensive research facilities at their disposal. They can analyse
the performance and prospectus of various companies and take better decisions in making
investments.
3. Liquidity. A peculiar advantage of a mutual fund is that investment made in its schemes
can be converted back into cash promptly without heavy expenditure on brokerage, delays etc.
According to the regulations of SEBI, a mutual fund in India is required to ensure liquidity. For
open ended schemes, the investor can always approach the Mutual Fund to repurchase units at
declared net assets value’ (NAV). In case of close ended schemes, units can easily be sold in the
stock market.
4. Reduced Risk. As mutual funds invest in large number of companies and are managed
professionally, the risk factor of the investor is reduced. A small investor, on the other hand, may
not be in a position to minimise such risks.
5. Tax Advantage. These are certain schemes of mutual funds which provide tax
advantage under the Income Tax Act. Thus, the tax liability of an investor is also reduced when
he invests in these schemes of the mutual funds.
6. Low Operating Costs. Mutual funds have large investible funds at their disposal and
thus can avail economies of large scale. This reduces their operating costs way of brokerage,
fees, commission, etc. Thus, a small investor also gets the benefit of large scale economies and
low operating costs.
7. Flexibility. Mutual funds provide flexible investment plans to its subscribers such as,
regular investment plans, regular withdrawl plans and dividend reinvestment plans etc. Thus, an
investor can invest or withdraw funds according to his own requirements.
8. Higher Returns. Mutual funds are expected to provide higher returns to the investors as
compared to direct investment because of professional management, economies of scale,
reduced risk, etc.
9. Investor Protection. Mutual Funds are regulated and monitored by the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SFBI). The SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996 which have
replaced the Regulations of 1993, provide better protection to the investors, impart a greater
degree of flexibility and facilitate competition.
From the above discussed advantages, we can conclude that investing in securities through
mutual funds is a better choice than investing directly for the small investors. In addition, mutual
funds are also relevant to the national interest and they have to play the role to fill the gap
between supply and demand in the capital market.
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1. Liquidity Crisis. Mutual Funds in India face liquidity problems. Investors are not able
to draw back from some of the schemes, there is no easy exit-route. ‘Bad delivery’ has caused a
lot of problems and liquidity crisis for the mutual funds.
2. Lack of Innovation. Mutual funds in India have not been able to provide innovative
schemes in terms of risk, liquidity and choice of the investors.
3. Inadequate Research. Most of the mutual funds in India are suffering because of
inadequate research facilities. Most of the Funds depend upon external research and have no
facilities for in house research. They should provide more money for the research and
development if they want to be successful in future.
4. Conventional Pattern of Investment. Mutual funds in India have been following
conservative pattern of investment. They have not been able to diversify the risk to a large extent,
which has caused low returns on investments.
5. No provision for Performance Guarantee. Mutual funds in India have so far failed to
provide performance guarantee to the investors. In many cases, there has been erosion of capital.
6. Inadequate Disclosures. There have not been adequate and timely disclosures of
material information to the investors by the mutual funds in India.
7. Delays in Service. Mutual funds in India have also not been able to provide quick and
adequate service to the investors. In many cases, there is no response to the investor’s grivences.
8. No Rural Sector Investment Base. Indian mutual funds, so far, have not been able to
create rural sector investment base. Sufficient efforts have not been made to educate the potential
investors. Mutual funds should launch investors’ education programmes and expand their
activities to rural areas.

REGULATION OF MUTUAL FUNDS BY SEBI
SEBI has introduced a uniform set of regulations governing the mutual funds in the
country, known as SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulations, 1993, under which :
(z) Mutual funds have to be formed as trusts and managed by a separate asset management
company (AMC) and supervised by a board of trustees.
m The AMC must have a minimum net worth of Rs. 6 crores, of which the sponsors must
contribute at least 40 per cent.
(z'zT) SEBI should approve the offer documents of schemes of mutual funds.
(iv) SEBI prescribed a minimum amount to be raised by each scheme.
{v) The advertisement code prescribes norms for fair and truthful disclosure by the mutual
funds in advertisement and publicity materials.
The existing mutual funds will have to reconstruct their funds in accordance with these
regulations.

KNOWLEDGE UPGRADE QUESTIONS
A. SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
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B. LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
Define the concept of a Mutual Fund. Describe various types of mutual funds.
2. What is the need of setting up mutual funds ? Have they been successful in mopping up
savings ?
3. Discuss the problems faced by mutual funds in India.
4. Discuss the meaning and need for establishing mutual funds.
1.
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Hindu Schools of Thought
There are two schools of thought regarding Joint Hindu Family system i.e. (/) Dayabhaga (if) Mitakshara
(i) Dayabhaga: Dayabhaga system of community is prevalent in West Bengal, Assam and parts of Odisha, This system allows both male
and female members as co-parceners.
[ii) Mitakshara: This system is prevalent in whole of India except West Bengal, Assam and parts of Odisha. In this system only male
members are allowed to be coparceners. However, an amendment in Hindu Succession. Act, in 2005, the daughter is allowed as a
co-parcener. This ammendment gave equal rights to male and female members.
1. Permanent or Fixed Working Capital. Permanent or fixed working capital is the minimum amount which is required to ensure
effective utilisation of fixed facilities and for maintaining the circulation of current assets. There is always a minimum level of current assets
which is continuously required by the enterprise to carry out its normal business operations. For example, every firm has to maintain a
minimum level of raw materials, work-in-process, finished goods and cash balance. This minimum lavel of current assets is called permanen
or fixed working capital as this part of capital is permanently blocked in current assets. As the business grows, the requirements of permanen
working capital also increase due to the increase in current assets. The permanent working capital can further be classified as regular working
capital and reserve working capital. Regular working capital is the minimum amount of working capital required to ensure circulation of
current assets from cash to inventions, from inventories to receivables and from receivables to cash and so on. Reserve working capital is the
excess amount over the requirement for regular working capital which may be provided for contingencies that may arise at unstated periods
such as strikes, rise in prices, depression, etc.
2.
Temporary or Variable Working Capital. Temporary or variable working capital is the amount of working capital which is
required to meet the seasonal demands and some special exigencies.Variable working capital can be further classified as seasonal working
capital and special working capital. Most of the enterprises have to provide additional working capital to meet the seasonal and special needs
The capital required to meet the seasonal needs of the enterprise is called seasonal working capital. Special working capital is that part of
working capital which is required to meet special exigencies such as launching of extensive marketing companies for conducting research, etc
Temporary working capital differs from permanent working capital in the sense that it is required for short periods and cannot be
permanently employed gainfully in the business. Figures given here illustrate the difference between permanent and temporary working
capital.

